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All may do what has by man •••
♦ been done. —Young ...
• *
BEAUTY
Beauty is beauty, whether seen in 
the velvety dusk of a train shed or 
ln the symmetry of a marble colon­
nade.
—Le Baron Cooke, in The Spur
There's a Philco for every purse 
and purpose; the complete line from 
$20 to $380, now at the Maine Music 
Co—adv.
Only a few more days to go ln the 
Southern Winter Cruise Contest. 
Vivian Mullen leads today with the 
thinnest of margins over Edna 
Gregory. Francis Havener is running 
a strong third and Arlene Havener is 
fourth. The contest will end in 
Perry's Main Street Market at 10:30 
p m. of Dec. 24. See the rulings 
made by the judges governing the 
counting. There will toe no devia­
tion from these rulings and all per­
sons interested are asked to abide by 
them.
The contest standing to noon of 
Dec. 18 is as follows:
Vivian Mullen ............................33.013
Edna Gregory .......................... 33,009
Francis Havener Jr.................. 32.307
Arlene Havener ....................  24.079
Charles Mitchell ......................  13.448
Leon White Jr............................ 9,146
Vera Ames ................................ 5,723
Daisy Gray ............................  5,278
Carrie Breen ............................ 4,235
Ellen Anderson ......................... 3,572
William Cross .......................... 3.235
Clayton McMahon ................. 1,776
Vivian Foster ............................ 1,758
SOUTHERN CRUISE 
CONTEST
SOUTHERN WINTER 
CRUISE
CONTEST
DOUBLE VOTE 
SPECIALS
Rulings Effective For 
Final Counting
PERRY’S MARKETS
STORE-WIDE DOUBLE VOTES 
TO END OF CONTEST 
BOTH STORES
GREGORY’S
DOUBLE VOTES ON 
OVERCOATS, SUITS
CRIE’S GIFT SHOP
TRIPLE VOTES ON 
EVERYTHING
H. H. CRIE & CO.
TRIPLE VOTES ON 
TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
JOHNSTON’S 
DRUG STORE
DOUBLE VOTES ON 
ALL GIFT PURCHASES
OCEAN VIEW 
BALLROOM
FOUR VOTES 
WITH EVERY TICKET
The final counting and an­
nouncement of winners will take 
place in Perry's Main Street Mar­
ket, Dec. 24, 1936.
The Ballot Boxes will close 
promptly at 10.30 p. m. No votes 
will be accepted for counting after 
this time. The official clock will 
be the Western Union clock in 
Perry’s Main Street Market; this 
clock is located over the fruit and 
vegetable counter. No other clock 
or watch will be accepted as be­
ing correct.
Unsigned votes must be present­
ed to one of the judges by the con­
testant in person to be credited to 
their score.
The judges will be present in the 
office of Perry’s Main Street Mar­
ket from 8 p. m. on until the 
counting is completed.
Claims must be made to the 
judges in person by the contest­
ants, no other person or persons, 
with the exception of the contest­
ants' parents, will be recognized.
Contestants are asked to turn in 
their votes as early as possible for 
counting.
CHAUNCEY M. D. KEENE. 
LENDON C. JACKSON, J& 
HARRY E. WILBUR,
Judges of Southern Winter Cruise 
Contest.
AN APPRECIATION
We are deeply appreciative of the many courtesies 
extended us in the task of staging the opening cere­
mony of Community Building. Winsiow-Holbrook 
Post, A. L., Rockland Fire Department, and the Boy 
Scouts for special services, and Burpee's, Russell s, 
Odd Fellows, High School, Elks, Salvation Army for 
use of chairs have our thanks.
Leforest A. Thurston, 
James Connellan,
John M. Richardson.
HOLIDAY TRAVEL BY BUS
QUAKER STAGES, Inc.
TO
BOSTON PROVIDENCE NEW YORK 
Safety and Comfort
Tickets and Information at Paramount Restaurant
DON'T FORGET PARAMOUNT'S FAMOUS BAKED BEANS AND 
COLE SLAW TO TAKE OUT
152-lt
JMgWWewei
DIAMONDS WATCHES
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
ROCKLAND, MAINE 
Jeweller Since 1892
CHRISTMAS MAILING
Some Valuable Hints Of­
fered By the Post Office 
Department
Shop now and mall early for early 
delivery. There will be no ordinary 
mail delivery Christmas day, Friday, 
Dec. 25.
Post offices will make every effort 
to handle the Christmas mails with­
out congestion and delay, but owing 
to the enormous volume this can be 
done only with the co-operation of 
the public. Compliance with the fol­
lowing suggestions will greatly aid 
the Post Office and insure the prompt 
handling of your mail.
Mail early for delivery before 
Christmas Day. Register or insure 
valuable mail.
Eaily Mailing
During the holiday time the vol­
ume of mail increases approximately 
I 200 percent. It is a physical impossi- 
I bility to handle this great mass of 
mail matter efficiently and promptly 
within a few days. Therefore to as­
sure a delivery of their Christmas 
presents, cards, and letters by Christ­
mas Day the public should shop and 
mail early. Do your Christmas shop­
ping so that you can mail your gifts, 
greetings, and letters to relatives, 
friends, and loved ones at least a 
week or ten days before Christmas, 
according to the distance. This will 
not only make it certain that they 
are received before Christmas Day but 
will be a great aid to your postal 
service and to postal employes and 
enable them to spend the Christmas 
holiday with their families.
Air-Mail Service
Use Air Mail for speed First in 
i arrival—flrst delivered—flrst opened 
j —flrst answered.
The domestic air-mail rate of post­
age is 6 cents for each ounce or 
fraction thereof on the mainland of 
the United States. The pound rate 
is 06 cents a pound. Consult post- 
| master for rate to Hawaii, Canal 
Zone, Puerto Rico, and other island 
possessions. Rates to foreign coun- 
I tries are equally attractive. The new 
1 combined air-mail and special-deliv­
ery stamp provides immediate deliv­
ery at destination at all times and is 
particularly desirable for use on mail 
which will arrive at destination on 
i Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, 
j Regular air-mail envelopes are pre- 
[ ferred for air mail; plain envelopes 
j with the proper amount of postage 
! may be used but must be conspicu­
ously endorsed near the address “Via 
J Air Mail," or “Special Delivery—Air 
J Mail," as the case may be. the mere 
] fact that the matter may bear air­
mail or special-delivery stamps not 
being sufficient.
Special-Delivery Service
The use of a Special-Delivery stamp 
I will assure delivery on Christmas Day, 
if mailed at the proper time. Special- 
! Delivery Service means immediate 
delivery at office of address. It is ob­
tained by affixing a Special-Delivery 
stamp of the proper denomination, or 
its equivalent in ordinary stamps, in 
addition to the regular postage. When 
ordinary stamps are used, the words 
"Special Delivery" must be written or 
printed on the envelope or wrapper 
i immediately below but never on the 
j stamps. It is urged that all mailers 
desiring immediate delivery of any 
matter mailed by them affix Special- 
! Delivery stamps thereto. Special De- 
| livery is for speed and not for safety. 
Special Handling—Fourth-Class 
Matter Only
Parcels of fourth-class matter en­
dorsed “Special Handling" will 
given the most expeditious handlini 
transportation, and delivery prac­
ticable (but not special delivery) upon 
payment, in addition to the regular 
postage, of the proper charge.
Insure Or Register Valuable Mail
Valuable domestic third- and 
fourth-class mail should be insured.
Insurance fees: Value not exceed­
ing $5. 5 cents; not exceeding $25, 
10 cents; mot exceeding $50. 15 cents; 
not exceeding $100. 25 cents; not ex­
ceeding $150, 30 cents; and not ex­
ceeding $200, 35 cents.
Coin, currency, jewelry, and articles 
of considerable value should be sent 
as Sealed First-Class, Registered 
Mail. Indemnity up to not exceeding 
$1000 is now paid in connection with 
domestic registered mail and regi­
stered c. o. d. mail. (Consult post­
master as to fees, surcharges, and 
imits of indemnity for registered 
mail).
Information..
For further information ort any of 
the above subjects or concerning any 
other postal matter, inquire at the 
proper window—stamps, parcel post, 
money order registry, etc.—or see the 
postmaster or one of his assistants.
RIDING AROUND THE WORLD
Incidents of a 53,000 Mile Tour Told By Colonel 
Robbins To Baptist Men’s League
In an easy conversational manner 
Col. E. A. Robbins of Camden Thurs­
day night told the members of the 
Baptist Men’s League about his five 
months' journey around the world 
made during the first half of • the 
present year. Following his recital 
there were shown several reels of 
motion pictures which Col. Robbins
DIAMOND RINGS
Col. E. A. Robbins, who told Baptist
Men’s League of globe-girdling 
tour
took of his 53.000 mile tour. Thirty-five | 
thousand miles were traveled by ‘ 
steamboat, and Col. Robbins found 
it far from monotonous for the! 
modern ships are provided with1 
everything in the way of entertain- 1 
ment and recreation that Lhe human j 
mind can devise.
He sailed Jan. 5 on a 20.000 ton 
ship which carried 350 passengers all 
bound on the same errand that he1 
was—the encircling of the globe. It 
was only eight degrees above zero 
and most of the passengers wore furs. J 
which they were pleased to exchange 
two days later for white flannels as 
the ship sped southward to the equa­
tor.
The first leg toward the circum­
navigation of the globe took the tour­
ists to the tropical environs of Trini­
dad. where recently a President ot 
the United States went a-fishing. 
In the quaint old city of Bahia where 
the next stop was made they saw a 
famous Catholic cathedral which 
had a solid gold altar.
Rio, termed by the speaker one of 
the most beautiful spots he saw dur­
ing his cruise, was in the throes of 
a heat wave, with a temperature of 
106 in the shade. Reference was 
made to the wonderful beaches and 
hotels.
The next stop was at the island of 
St. Helena, famed as the place of 
exile for the Emperor Napoleon. 
Jamestown is the only port, and Col. 
Robbins found it something of an 
adventure in getting ashore. Access to 
the summit of the mountain is gained 
by a motor trip over hairpin curves. 
The tourists saw the Napoleon tomb, 
and the house in which he lived 
during his exile.
• • • •
The speaker described the lovely 
harbor of Cape Town and the famed 
Table Mountains, where the envelop­
ing clouds resemble tablecloths. He 
spoke also of the marvelous fruits 
found there—varieties of which he 
had never heard, and everything 
cheap. Delicious peaches sold at 
one-half cent apiece. Enormous 
quantities of wine and brandy are 
produced there. They grow more 
grapes per acre than are grown in 
California or France. Everybody has 
a flower garden, and everywhere is 
seen a riot of color. A hundred-mile 
shore drive, very beautiful, took the 
tourists to Cape of Good Hope, and 
it was on this trip that he had his 
flrst case of jitters, for though he had 
been a resident of London six years. 
Col. Robbins had forgotten the Eng­
lish custom whereby motorists turned 
to the left instead of the right. So 
when a large car suddenly loomed 
straight ahead of him "I thought I 
would surely pass out,” as he ex­
pressed it.
• • • •
The tourists, or 190 of them, or- 
| ganized a special trip of 3500 miles 
, to Victoria Falls. This journey oc- 
i cupied nine days and took them 
through a country where there were 
25.000.000 sheep grazing all the 
time. And such wonderful sunsets 
as Col. Robbins had never before 
seen. On this trip they saw the 
burial place of Cecil Rhoades, the 
Englishman whose exploits form such 
a dramatic chapter in African his­
tory.
A visit was paid to Kimberly where 
j the famous diamond mines are lo­
cated, and tlie tourists were permit­
ted to view a table on which were 
piled gems to the value of $2,000,000, 
but which might have been “dirty 
stones" as far as the novice was con­
cerned. Because of the depression— 
apparently it still exists in Kimber­
ly—the diamond business is very dull, 
only one mine being in operation.
Arriving at Johannesburg the scene 
changed from diamonds to gold. Ev­
erybody was busy in this thriving 
city, and everywhere the talk was gold! 
gold! gold! Tlie city swarmed with 
automobiles and Col. Robbins was 
surprised at the extent to which the 
American makes predominated.
The tourists finally arriving at 
Victoria Falls, were amazed with 
their grandeur. The falls are 1900 
yards wide, have a drop of 400 feet, 
and 700.000 tons of water go over 
them each minute. The roar can be 
heard 10 miles away. Three rain­
bows. superimposed, are seen.
At Durban on the East Coast is a 
wild game preserve of five million 
acres, on which there are 900 lions, 
as well as beasts of all other descrip­
tions. Motor cars go directly into 
this abode of wild beasts.
The island of Madagascar didn't 
make much of an impression upon 
Col. Robbins, who wonders why it 
was ever included in the tour. The 
next stop was at a group of islands 
in the Pacific, which on the map 
looked like a pin head. The lure 
which these islands possess for some 
tourists was cited in the instance of 
one man who had gone there to fish 
and had stayed 17 years, with no de­
sire to ever return to England 
Scotch and water is the favorite bev­
erage there, although that was not 
indicated as fhe cause for the man 
staying 17 years. Twelve fish can 
be bought for a penny.
Bombay, India, was described as a 
city of misery and filth. In Ceylon 
elephants were as common as auto­
mobiles. Manila, Hong Kong, world 
ports teeming with shipping, in 
which the American flag was con­
spicuously absent. Ool. Robbins stat­
ed that in his entire tour around the 
world he saw the American flag on 
only three occasions, and one of 
those was an American cruiser.
There was one big thrill at sea, a 
crash between the ship which was 
carrying Col. Robbins, and a Chinese 
freighter. Col. Robbins slept through 
it all, but the passengers who were 
awake found it all very exciting.
The speaker had much praise for 
Japan going so far as to say that 
it would be a good thing for China 
if Japan did rule there. He spent 
six days on Japanese soil, one feature 
of whose scenery is a mountain 13,000 
feet high.
The tourists sailed through rough seas 
to reach Honolulu, but Col. Robbins 
was so delighted with that country 
that he would like to have stayed 
two months, he told his audience.
Off Cape Hatteras, the ship ex­
perienced its roughest weather of the 
entire voyage. Then home.
At the request of many friends Col. 
Robbins has published the annals of 
his world voyage in book form, nicely 
illustrated.
Guests at this meeting were Rev
Corwin H. Olds, Roger Gowell and 
Fred Trecartin.
The League was considerably 
amused at a case of mistaken identity 
in which Mr. Gowell and Charles T. 
Smalley figured.
The Sign-of-the-Ship Gift Shop, 
3 Elliot street. Thomaston, is nqw 
showing an unusually attractive line 
of gifts for Christmas. Suited to all 
purses. You are Invited to call and 
see them.—adv.
DANCE
White Oak Grange 
NORTH WARREN 
Tuesday Night, Dec. 22
PUBLIC DINNER 
Tuesday, Dec. 22—11 to 1
Supper 5 to 7
25c
Benefit Rebekah Shut-ins 
ODD FELLOWS HALL
KNITTING WOOLS
A New England 
Product, at attrac­
tive prices. Send 
for free samples 
with knitting hints. 
Visit our yarn shop. 
Open daily.
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, Inc 
Concord Worsted Mills 
Concord, New Hampshire
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WAS SUCCESSFULLY DEDICATED
A Large and Happy Crowd Present At Opening 
Exercises In Rockland’s Community Build­
ing—Speeches and Vaudeville
More than 1000 persons crowded into 
the new Community Building last 
night and were rewarded with a dedi­
catory program which was in the 
highest degree satisfactory. The 
achievements of the Works Progress 
Association which provided the mas­
sive structure, largely from federal 
funds were recited by several speak­
ers who have been most closely Iden­
tified with the enterprise, the enter­
tainment being provided by profes­
sionals who went on relief after the
Albert Abrahamson, W.P.A. adminis 
trator for Maine
depression lost to them the positions 
which they had been holding on the 
stage.
Probably not more than 5 percent 
of those who comprised last night's 
audience had ever seen the interior 
of the building, and their surprise 
and delight were manifested in the 
varied remarks heard on all sides. 
When the temporary rails which 
guard the bleacher sections are re­
placed toy iron rails the effect on the 
auditorium will be even more pro­
nounced.
The opening feature of the dedica­
tory exercises was a brief concert by 
the WPA Band of Portland, which, 
under the direction of Eddie Oaud- 
reau. earned the hearty applause 
which followed each number. Later, 
when the speakers had left the stage 
to make way for the 10 vaudeville
John C. Fitzgerald, deputy W.P.A 
Administrator
est pleasures of his life to welcome 
the people to this community build­
ing. which, he desired the people of 
Knox County to know, was for their 
common use and interest. The WPA 
had co-operated 100 percent, and a 
building which was to have cost 
$30,000 was being completed at a cost 
of $75,000. It would be a shame, he 
said, if the community did not co­
operate In equipping it. "We now 
have a home for the young people 
which will make them better men 
j and women.
William R. Crowell director of op­
erations was in a felicitous mood and 
indulged ln some quips at the expense 
of his associates. "I let them do the 
talking and I follow along and clean 
up the work,” he said. Mr. Crowell 
declared that the best of materials 
have been used In the building, that 
the work has been carefully super­
vised and that there has been a spirit 
of harmony. He gave special credit 
to J. Frank Murphy, construction su­
perintendent. who had carried the 
work through under difficulties; to 
Charles K. McWhinnle, who had as­
sembled the labor forces, to Commis­
sioner Abrahamson and to District 
Director Wyman Foster. Mr. Fos­
ter, seated upon the stage was asked 
to make his bow, receiving a fine 
I hand when he did so.
I The audience gave a splendid 
'greeting to Albert Abrahamson, the 
Works Progress Administrator.
"This Community Building is a 
three-fold symbol.'’ said Mr. Abra­
hamson. “It is a symbol, first of ail, 
of the great public service rendered 
by Representative Edward C. Moran. 
Jr. of Rockland. It was he who flrst 
suggested the idea of the building to 
me when I was appointed WPA Ad­
ministrator for Maine and was still 
in Washington; it was he who has 
constantly offered encouragement 
and suggestions to us at those many 
crises in the history of the construc­
tion of the building, when the ob­
stacles seemed insurmountable; and 
he did all this with the modesty, good 
faith and integrity which have char­
acterized his whole career.
“More broadly considered this 
building is a symbol of Mr Moran's 
activities in the general field of pub­
lic service—of his work for other ma- 
i terial Improvements in this vicinity— 
of his work for forward-looking leg­
islation and progressive movements, 
best exemplified by the recently 
passed shipping legislation, the fight 
for which he courageously led in the 
House—and. finally, of his insistence 
on decency and honesty in the con­
duct of public affairs, frequently at a 
time and under conditions when to 
be honest meant to be unpopular. In 
all these respects, he has been inter­
ested in community welfare, and it 
is fitting that a Community Building 
be linked, at least in this talk, with 
his efforts in public life.
“This building is also a symbol of 
the Works Program of the Roosevelt 
Administration. It is a material ex­
ample of an advanced and humani­
tarian approach to the problem of 
unemployment. Instead of allowing 
unemployed and needy people to 
starve, instead of giving them a bas­
ket of groceries, the New Deal has 
given them jobs, the performance of 
whioh results in useful public works. 
This building is one of the best ex­
acts, an exceptionally fine orchestra 
was heard.
James E. Connellan, acting happily 
as master of ceremonies said that the 
new building brought to realization 
what mast people had considered 
just a dream. He praised the so- 
called relief labor, the co-operation 
which had been shown on all sides, 
the City Government and the Fed-, 
eral Government.
Declaring that there had been 
many dark, dull and dreary moments 
during the progress of the work. 
Deputy Administrator John E. Fitz­
gerald of Bath said that the WPA 
had done a great deal but that “you 
would never have had this fine com­
munity building without co-operation.
John M. Richardson, hailed by Mr. 
Connellan as the head of all commit­
tees and the man who was bearing 
the burden of equipping the build­
ing, said that for 30 years, the cry­
ing need of this city was an ade­
quate community building, and that 
the present structure far exceeds the 
fondest dream, and that now was be­
ing faced the task of equipping it 
which would cost $10,000. “This 
task," he said, “is everybody's job.’’ 
and asking how many would support 
it called for a show of hands. The 
response was most heartening.
“Mr. Richardson is an organizer," 
said Connellan.
Came next Leforest A. Thurston, 
who said that it was one of the great-
sewing rooms and other projects. 
Because we feel that man does not 
live by such things alone, we also 
have projects in the fields of educa- 
I tion, music, drama, writing and art. 
These, together with others, are de- 
| signed to meet the problems of the 
white collar class As representative 
of this group, the Federal WPA The­
atre Project, and a unit of the Music 
Project, are here to perform tonight. 
In all these work projects, and in the 
philosophy underlying them, is the
William R. Crowell, director of tlie 
Division of Operations
basic concern for community welfare. 
In this sense, thereforei it is fitting 
that your Community Building be 
taken as a symbol of the works pro­
gram. '
“Finally, this building is a symbol 
of the efforts of hunded of planners, 
workers, supervisors, contributors 
committee members and municipal 
and Federal officials. To them great 
credit is due. In this final sense, too, 
there has been community effort, and 
a Community Building is a fine sym­
bol.
As head of WPA in Maine. I am 
here to articipate in these exercises 
of dedication. More properly, these 
may be called exercises of Commence 
ment. for the work and enjoyment 
that go with a building of this sort 
are just beginning. I have no doubt 
that Rockland people will continue to 
use the facilities of (the building long 
after WPA is forgotten.”
Congressman Edward C. Moran, Jr., 
whose prominent part in securing the 
Community building is so well known, 
was introduced simply as “the home 
town boy" and got a fitting reception.
“Regarding our presiding officer 
and my personal friend, Jimmy Con­
nellan. let me say that he is a real 
asset to this community,” declared 
the speaker. ‘“Use his brains when 
community service is needed, and you
amples in Maine of the idea of work 
relief. All over the State we have 
undertaken projects, less spectacular
K. Wyman Foster, district W.U-A. 
director
but equally useful in every sense. We 
have, for instance, virtually complet­
ed the repair of the damage done by 
the floods of March. In our regular 
program, we are building roads, 
bridges, parks, streets, sidewalks, 
sewers, airports and other material 
structures.
"For women, we are conducting
J. Frank Murphy, construction super­
intendent
will not find him lacking, k either in 
spirit or ability.
“The thanks of the entire com­
munity are certainly due to Chair­
man John M. Richardson and his 
host of committee workers who have 
already set the wheels in motion to 
organize the people of Rockland to 
equip this, their own splendid new 
public building.
“I’m glad that my fellow-citizens
(Continued on Page Eight)
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would 
have made a rule to read some poetry 
and listen to some music at least once 
a week The loss of these tastes ls a 
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
A FEMININE REMEDY 
Oh. Mary Jane was weary of the kitchen
pots and pans;
The dally round was dreary, and so 
rough and red her hands
She made herself an apron, gaily pat­
terned. ruffled, pert:
Now hear her lightly stepping! Why 
she's singing at her work!
Our Susan went a-danclng with two 
feet of leaden woe;
Her love had proved unworthy, but she 
vowed no one should know.
She wore new golden slippers with most
frivolous of heels:
Her feet soon gaily lifted—hear her 
merry laughter's peals!
Young Betty was so frightened as she 
looked for her first Job,
Her knees did shake and tremble, and 
her voice was Just a sob:
She bought a dress of smartness, and a
hat with saucy quill—
The world was hers to conquer, and the
Job was hers to fill!
—Dorothy loa McFadden ,
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The meek will he guide in judge­
ment: and the meek will he teach. 
-Js. 25: 9.
THE P. O. PERSONNEL
Is .All Geared Up For Next 
Week's Big Christmas 
Rush
Up in Uncle Sam's big granite 
building between Limerock and School 
streets, Postmaster Edward C. Moran.;
Sr. and his assistant postmaster.1 
Henry C. Chatto. have organized 
their forces on a war-time basis, if 
such an expression can be used in 
connection with a period as sacred ( 
and as happy as Christmas season.
In his finance division Postmaster 
Moran has Frank M Tibbetts, register 
clerk; Leroy D. Perry, money order 
clerk; and Mildred F. Ross and Avis 
R. Brazier, substitutes. In the mail­
ing idivision are Donald L. Karl, 
superintendent; and E. B. Sansom.
M W. Hart, M. 8. Graves and Wilbur 
S Cross.
Extras are listed thus: Albert 
Hoffses, canceling machine; C. M.
Higgins, parcel post; H. Bates, parcel 
post; L. Bickmore, insurance receipts 
and c.od.
The remainder of the Post Office 
personnel is made up in this manner:
Carriers—No. 1, F. B. Gregory and 
R. H. Chaples; No. 2. Almon Bird and 
Fred E. Harden, Jr.; No. 3, E. J. Al- I 
den and Leroy Gregory; No. 4. Ansel 
Saunders and Luke Davis; No. 5, j 
David Beach and R E Sadler; Nov. 6 !
C. W Brown and Myron E. Young, Master of U. S. C. Michie 
No. 7. |J. W. Davis and Albert Robbins.
Parcel Post Routes: No. 1 Truck 
10590, T. E. Perry, P. Niles and J.,
Grover, drivers; No. 2 Truck 1O42S.
Palmer Pease, L. Barter and W. Sul­
livan. drivers; No. 3 Transfer Truck,
G. E. McPhee and L. Shute. drivers. '
Special Deliveries—R. O. Racklifl ,
The Merriness of Christmas Begins 
in the Preparedness of the 
Months Before
You Don’t have to be rich to enjoj- 
a happy gift-full Christmas. Small 
amounts steadily saved week by 
week in the months before Christ­
mas will give you the money in a 
single welcome check from the 
bank.
After that Christmas shopping 
is easy and the bells of the season 
are in tune with your own happi­
ness and the happiness that you are 
about to bring to others.
Join our 1937 Christmas Club 
now forming.
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN. UNION. VINALHAVEN, WARREN
CAPT. BROWN WRITES BASKETBALL BATTLES
Ellsworth 33. Rockland 17
Court artists from Ellsworth High 
Adds Interesting Chapter came here Thursday night and shot
To Our Vessels
LEATHER PUSHERS
Carroll Won the Verdict 
Over Pancho Villa In Last 
Night’s Fray
By Ruth Ward
Action a-plenty was the pass word 
at the Tillson Avenue Stadium last ’ 
night, with five bouts of leather j 
pushing and classy stepping.
Tlie two sluggers opened cere­
monies. three rounds of merry waltz- . 
ing. Percy Porter of Rockland, having 
i the edge on Slim Barter of Warren. 
An all action prelim had Tiger Ka­
hili of Waterville swapping blows; 
with Dusty Peters. Dusty didn't 
"kahili" Tiger, but gave him plenty , 
of dust eating, gaining the final de-; 
i cision.
What promised to be an interesting 
4-round top prelim was brought to a 
sudden close. Frankie Merrill of Au- ' 
gUita taking the decision over Walter 
Raynolds of Rockland on a technical 
knockout in the second round.
Six rounds of fast and furious fist J 
flying was the semi-final. Jackie Da­
vis of Bath winning over Ponzi Coch- [ 
,ran, local. The first four rounds i 
were Davis' but Cochran revived in j 
the next, the last two being decidedly 
his. Fast stepping and speedy, 
punching made the main bout a1 
| head-liner. The first round was | 
even. Letting loose with powerful 
, body blows. Buster Carroll of Bath 
I took easily, the second from Pancho 
■ Villa of Waterville. The third round 
saw Villa returning some of tlie 
i blows, with the third round in his 
i favor. However, the rest of the bout 
was all Carroll's, who won the favor­
able decision of the house.
PERRY’S MARKETS
WISH
EVERYONE
A
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Columbia River, 
below Astoria. Ore 
Dec. 11.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have followed with much interest
the different lists of vessels appear­
ing from time to time in The Courier- 
Gazette. I note very few are missing, 
as I remember them, among them
( HOSE THE YANKEES
the baskets full of holes. Rockland 1 ------
High was outclassed almost two to' "orld < 'tampions Named As No. 1 
one. but showed no evidence of quit- , Baseball Team. — Minnesota For 
ting. La Crosse could not be stoppeu ( Football
by the Ellsworth defense, and hung While the New York Yankees did 
up a total of 11 points, which was 'it with their bats, experts, using bal- 
only one less than Mackey, the Ells- lots, selected the world baseball 
worth ace. made. These two players champions as the No. 1 team of 1936and Francis Dyer.
Star Route Drivers—W. J. Caven.
South Thomaston Route; F. Dyer.
Ash Point and Owl's Head Star 
Route; Arthur Grover, Glen Cove,
Rockport. Camden; V. Edgecomb.
Rockville and West Rockport. ! being the Ida Hudson. R. D. Bibber
Rurel Delivery—R. O. Rackliff. and {he charles R Washington, th;
RRD pN0O.' SS-Tr. 74, Leroy only diff«*nce beln« between the 
Chatto. R. Dudley and B. White; Tr. Washington and a lobster car. as re- 
78, E. C. White. H. Quimby and C. F. , gards leaking, is that in my day they 
Campbell; Tr. 80. closed mail; Tr. 55. | didn't paint lobster cars. I know as 
E. C. White. H. Quimby and C. H j had plenty of exercise pumping on
Campbell; Tr. 57, Leroy Chatto, R
’ „ the Washington.Dudley and B. White.
Janitors—R. E. Foley, Herbert L. And while speaking of lobster cars. 
Richardson and Albert T. Grant. *hile having lunch at the Town Tav-
____________ | ern in Portland, Ore., I saw Maine
i lobsters listed at $250 an order.
I knew most of the men mentionedA FACULTY CHANGE 
Atwood Levensaler Leaves
were easily the outstanding stars 
The score:
Ellsworth
O F
Blaisdell. If______  0 0
Carter. If ________  3 0
Maddox. If ______  0 0
Mackay, rf ____   5 2
Adams, c ___  1 0
Beal, c ___   0 0
Joy. lg___________ 3 1
Ashmore, lg ______   0 0
McKean, rg............. 0 0
Downey, rg .......  3 0
15
Rockland
O
Winchenbach. If... 0
have been Gray, It ................... 1
) Chisholm. If ........... 0
in the different vessel lists 
_ . . i with four or five out of Rockland and
High School For a Position of Thomaston vessels, was in four of Mur8lt*- rt ............. 0
With Harper Bros. the larger schooners and one ship. EU-ngwood. rf ....... 0
1 she having same name as one of the LaCrosse, c
Atwood Levensaler. who taught 
English to the junior and senior 
classes of Rockland High School for 
three years, with a leave of absence 
last year, completed his work as a
<
schooners.
There was one other schooner as 
near as I can remerqjyer called the 
Shinashore tl can't be sure of spell- 
, ing) but she went ashore on Ledges 
, next north of Bird wharves in the 
1 late 80s as I remember, and before 
the jetty was extended.
___ 4
Leo. lg __________ 0
Karl, lg.................... 1
Rawley, rg ............ 0
Morgan, rg ............ 0
F
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
1
0
ln the sixth annual Associated Press 
sports poll.
For the fifth straight year, and the 
second time for the Yankees, the 
World Series winner has been chosen 
by observers participating in the na­
tionwide poll as sports' outstanding 
unit. Significantly, too. football fur- 
2 nlshed the runner-up for the third 
0 ’ successive year.
■j The Yankees, for their runaway 
0 of the American League pennant and 
0 decisive victory over their intracity 
8 rivals, the Giants, in the World 
Series, received 46 first place nomi­
nations among the 82 participants in 
the poll. All told Joe McCarthy's ball 
players posted 194 points. In con­
trast, the New York Giants who 
were acclaimed the nation's leading | 
team three years ago. polled only 
nine points despite their bristling j
0 comeback to win the National League 
jj i banner.
Serving to cortfirm the results of I 
the final Associated Press ranking 
poll which designated Minnesota as ’ 
the country's No. 1 team. Bernie | 
Bierman's burly boys gained a clear 
cut title to second place with 112 
points. They were No. 1 on 13 lists j 
despite the fact they were beaten for
33
P
0
2
0
1
0 j
2i
1
•
17member of the faculty yesterday.
having resigned that he may enter j ” j remember, and before Referee. Wotton
another field of labor. He has taken lhe jetty was €Xtended Bill s Girls took away some of the
a position with the well known pub- j j have been working the Columbia i sting occasioned by the above defeat iheifirst time J 
liters, piarper & Brothers, in River slnce from Vancouver, they beat the Ballard Business ™lrdpla£ ’
New York City. He will leave Dec. Wa£h sands near the College of Rockport 41 to 6 The! * States Olympic track and field
28 for New York where he will spend and afteT WOrkina the dif- Rowland High School forward wall• A,.«r «, he be | X ” “ like » « »*«■»• » '
located in Boston.
Appreciating his ambition to seek
more lucrative employment and a 
more desirable position, local educa­
tional circles nevertheless regret that 
it calls for his departure from Rock­
land. His work has been of a very 
high standard, he has won uni­
versal popularity in the, school, and 
has engaged freely in activities which 
make for its welfare.
Miss Jeannette Stahl will succeed 
him as teacher of English in the 
Junior and senior classes, while Miss 
Thurlie E. Additon of Greene has 
been engaged to teach English in the 
freshmen and sophomore classes. 
Miss Additon comes as ijo stranger 
to Rockland High School, having dons 
practice teaching here. She gradu­
ated from Turner High School in J 
1931 and Bates College in 1935, and ’ 
comes to her new duties with high 
recommendations.
i ferent bars at the entrances, it is like 
working Chickawaukie Lake. I most t0 the P°int 01 heartlessness, in
Frank L. Brown. peltin« the Rockport'
U. S. S. Michie.
BASKETBALL RESULTS
RESPECTFULLY REFERRED
Editor of The Courier-Gazette —
For what reason, political 0” other- ; 
wise, do unmarried men have first 
choice in WPA. city and other job1 
when so many married men are out 
of work?
Also, why should city charges be I 
allowed first choice when others 
cannot get work?
Rockland Youth
Rockland, Dec. 18
At Thomaston last night: 
game. Thomaston High 33, Ellsworth 
High. 31; girls' game, Thomaston 43, 
Ellsworth 8
At Camden last night: Boys' game. 
Camden 26, Lincoln Academy 19; 
girls' game. Camden 16. Lincoln 16.
team, which mopped up on the clndef 
path at Berlin. Fifteen experts 
listed the international athletes first. 
The University of Washington's great 
eight-oared crew, triumphant in the 
intercollegiate four-mile pull, and 
the Olympic 2000 meter sprint test. 
Boys' Placed fourth
Teams
Stromberg-Carlson, Zenith, Crosley, 
j Philco are big names in radio, 
can compare and choose at the Maine 
- Music Co. $16.95 to $380.00 -adv.
Points
New York Yankees, world baseball 
champions .................. ........... ......... 194
Minnesota, football ...... ....... .............. 112
United States track and field squad.
Olympic champions . ..........-...... 68
University of Washington crew In­
tercollegiate and Olympic cham­
pions ....................... ...................-........ 27
Green Bay Packers, national pro
football champions ..................... 17
Louisiana State. Southwestern foot­
ball champions .........-.......-............ 11
You New York Giants. National League
baseball champions 9
Detroit Red Wings. National League 
hockey champions, and United 
States Walker Cup golf team .......
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald was 
guest speaker at the meeting of the 
Rotary Club yesterday and gave his 
listeners a most inspiring Christmas 
message. At each plate was a sub­
stantial favor in the form of a car­
ton containing half a dozen bottles 
of cocoa cola, the thoughtful act of 
Donald Hanley, who at last report 
was headed for the Carolinas to spend 
Christmas. The waiters and piano 
player were remembered with Christ­
mas gifts by the club. Next week | 
there will be no meeting as it is 
Christmas Day.
Mrs. Evelyn Bartlett, lecturer of 
Pleasant Valley Grange, is planning 
a Christmas party for Tuesday's pro­
gram. A Christmas tree. Santa Claus, 
carols, poems, and readings. Sugges­
tions appropriate to this season is 
asked of all who care to respond. 
Candy, popcorn, apples, etc., arc asked 
for refreshments—also a gift for the 
tree from each one to be left with 
the lecturer. Neighbor Grangers arc 
invited to join.
COMING SOON—ANOTHER
GOFKAUF
AUTOMOTIVE STORE
EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTOMOBILE 
AT CUT PRICES
WATCH THIS PAPER 
FOR OPENING ANNOUNCEMENT
PUDDING by HEINZ
To England Heinz went for magic recipes of old fashioned 
holiday pudding. From Greece to California for luscious 
fruits. And so Ileinz Pudding teems with feast day delirious­
ness. Ready to heat and enjoy. Date, and Plum, and Fig 
—all scrumptious.
And here’s hoping Santa Claus brings you 
“just what you want.” There is nothing quite 
so satisfactory as a bountiful Christmas dinner 
. . . for that occasion we have everything you 
need—from the first course to the last—Jam 
and Jellies, Candy, Nuts, Sweets and all the 
fixin’s . . . Here you will find the best of every­
thing ; here you will have the choicest the mar­
kets afford ... all offered to you under the 
most sanitary conditions and all accompanied 
by our usual prompt and courteous service.
DO YOUR SHOPPING AT OUR 
PARK STREET MARKET 
Phone 1234 for Free Delivery Service 
from our Park Street Market
NONE SUCH
MINCE MEAT
Pkg. 10c
Order Early To Be Assured of a Fine Bird
FANCY PLUMP TURKEYS
SELECTED DUCKS, GEESE, CHICKENS,
FOWL AND PORK
WELCH’S 
TOMATO JUICE
2 pints 25c
GRAPE JUICE,
2 pints 37c
POPCORN :;°STER 2 lbs 27c | 3 CROW EXTRACTS, 21c I BULK COCONUT, lb 19c
SWANSDOWN
CAKE FLOUR 23
MAXWELL HOUSE DILL OR SOUR -
PREMIUM PACK
c. COFFEE ib 27‘ PICKLES 2 - 29
SUPER-MIXIPI I r\ l nr I sl reR-51lx | super-mixJELLO all flavors pkg 05c | MAYONNAISE qt 39c pt 23c | Salad Dressing qt 31c; pt 19c
NUTS AND CANDY
WALNUTS, 
MIXED NUTS,
LARGE
BUDDED
| Ma 
I PeiI Va
Li
pound 21c 
pound 19c
Paper Shell Pecans, Castana Nuts, Fresh 
Roasted Peanuts, Walnut Meats, Salted Peanuts
FANCY RIBBON CANDY, 2 lb box 29c
Hard Candies lb 19c. Candy Filled Xmas Stockings 
3 for 10c
Marshmallows 1 ^7
ppermint Patties I / P
nilla Bitter Sweets 
Peanut Brittle pound
HERSHEY’S 
j VARIETY 
PACKAGE
FILLED WITH GOODIES
69c
only
BAKER'S COOKING GRANDMOTHER'S
, ASSORTED 
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED 
5 LB 
BOXChocolates, 79c
Peach Blossoms,
Ice Cream Drops, 
HERSIIEY 
Chocolate Bars,
GRANDMOTHER'S
CHOCOLATE, 2 26c | MINCE MEAT, 2 lbs 25c | MINCEMEAT
6 1 1 SXIDER'8 •*
"j [SOUPS 4 cans |Qc
DROMEDARY PITTED
SEEDLESS—SEEDED
RAISINS 3pkg* 23*
lb 19c 
2 lbs 29c 
2 bars 25c
1 LB 10 OZ 
JAR 23c
BROWN—CONFECTIONERS
SUGAR 3pkgs 19
! «T4L™.t^OORS , CITRON, ORANGE « . ln
DATES, 2 pkgs 25c | STUFFING, pkg 10c lemon pf.f.i. 3 pkgs 19c
FRESH CRISP
Celery, bunch 10c
Squash, Turnip, lb 03c
Iceberg Lettuce 
2 for 15c
Mushrooms, Carrots, Beets 
Broccoli, Cucumbers 
Chicory, Sweet Potatoes
Onions, 3 lbs 07c
JUICY CALIFORNIA Large Navel
Oranges, doz 31c
SWIFT'S
JEWELCOMPOUND LARD,
FROZEN STRAWBERRIES,
PERRY'S
SUPREME DOUGHNUTS,
SUGAR. PLAIN
MOTT’S JELLIES, 
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF, 
MILD CHEESE,
2 lbs 29c
pint 23c
2-29c
10 oz jar 10c 
lge can 19c 
pound 25c
KID GLOVE
Squash, No. 2 can 10c
SNIDER’S
Pumpkin 2 lge can 25c
PERRY’S SOFT CRUST
Bread, big loaf 9c 
Oysters, pint 27c
For Your Dressing
Cherries, 5 oz jar 10c 
New Crop Figs, pkg 9c
BE ON HAND CHRISTMAS EVE IN OUR MAIN STREET MARKET WHEN THE TWO SOUTHERN 
WINTER CRUISE CONTEST WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED
KE; PERRY’S MARKETS PARK ST. MARK TELEPHONE 12:
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TALK OF THE TOWN
AU interested in W.P A piano les­
sons may get information by calling 
242-R.
Evening classes in free hand draw­
ing conducted at the High School 
will be closed until Jan 4.
SHE WAS STARTLED
CARINI’S
FOR YOUR 
GIFT SHOPPING
Voices From Two Places 
Tell Mrs. Dorgan of Illness 
Which Did Not Exist
William H. Cornforth, who acted as 
court stenographer at the last session 
of Kncx County Superior Court, is 
dead at his home in Auburn.
The Sunday school of Littlefield 
Memorial Church will have a Christ­
mas tree in the vestry Monday eve­
ning at 7.30. A short program will 
be given in connection with the tree.
Steamship Varnar, which was Ad­
miral Byrd's flagship on his first ex­
pedition to the South Pole, was 
piloted to Bucksport yesterday by 
Capt. John G. Snow. The craft will 
load potatoes for a Southern port.
Fresh, Choice Stocks, Prompt 
Service, Special Handling of Gift 
Orders.
Candies—of prestige and dis­
tinction. Highest standards of 
quality. Whitman’s, Page & Shaws, 
Lovell & Coveil Masterpiece and 
Durand's.
Our Own Freshly Salted Nuts, 
attractively packed.
Pecans, Fancy
John H. Breen, Jr., who has been i 
in a Staten Island Hospital for 42 j 
days, is home for a month's visit. 
Breen jammed one of his fingers i 
while employed on the steamship 
Saint John, and amputation was | 
necessary because of infection.
Wallace A. Kent of this city left 
for New York Tuesday, where he is 
employed by the American Export 
Lines as wireless operator on the 
USS. Exmoor, which has sailed for 
Italy. He will also make stops at 
Greece, Austria and Turkey. His 
forwarding address is American Ex­
port Lines. Genoa. Italy, S. S. Exmoor.
Paper Shelled.
Mixed Nuts.
Cluster Malaga Raisins, tine 
quality.
Novelties, Favors. English Plum 
Pudding, Stuffed Fruits. Figs and 
Dates, plain and stuffed.
Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos, 
holiday wrapped.
We handle S. S. Pierce Co. 
Products.
GIFT BASKETS
One of our Gift Baskets sent to 
an individual or an entire family is 
a most gracious remembrance. 
These baskets are carefully packed 
and shipped to any destination
Mail or Phone Orders Given 
Prompt Attention.
CARINI’S
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOP 
TEL. 640-M ROCKLAND, ME.
Postmasters are requested to re­
mind their patrons that the sale of 
Series B Savings Bonds closes Dec. 
31. Individuals, corporations, associ­
ations. banks and others who wish to 
extend their purchases of this issue, 
are reminded that they have only
Rev. J. C. Leckemby oi Pittsfield, 
late Congressional candidate, has 
been appointed State director of the 
Townsend National Recovery Plan. 
Inc., and will have headquarters in 
Pittsfield. He succeeds Frank H. 
Mudgett. resigned.
The telephone rang at 63 Pacific I 
street the other morning, and Mrs. 
Daniel J. Dorgan answered it.
“Your daughter is very ill ln Hart­
ford, Conn. You had better come," 
said the voice on the other end.
With a daughter in Hartford, in­
mate of a sfaitarium. Mrs. Dorgan 
felt that the worst had come and 
hastily summoned members of the 
family for a trip to the Connecticut j 
metropolis.
On the eve of their departure, how- | 
ever, Mrs. Dorgan called the sur­
geon at the Hartford Sanitarium, and 
I was tremendously relieved when he 
told her that somebody must have 
i made a mistake, as nothng had hap­
pened to her daughter.
Thursday morning Mrs. Dorgan's 
telephone bell again rang.
'Your daughter is very ill; come at I 
' once,said the voice on the other 
i end of the wire.”
j This message was from the Fair- 
field Sanitarium.
| Still mystified, but happy in the | 
1 conviction that the information did - 
, not relate to her own daughter, Mrs 
Dorgan made further inquiries and; 
learned that the patient's name was 
j Duggin, nor Dorgan.
But somebody else will have to 
1 explain the coincidence of the two 
calls to the same person, of the same 
nature, but from different places.
Albert Chandler Pease is employed 
at Woolworth's during the holidays.
Nine and one-half feet of water 
over the intake at Mirror Lake, a 
gain of four feet since the minimum.
A fire which caught around the 
chimney at Frank C. Pratt’s residence
. „ yesterday noon caused considerable j Three Crows defeated Snow's Snagsten days remaining in which to ob- . . ... . .. „ .... . „„„...... damage, but did not disposses the 1656 to 1592.tain this issue. . _. . Ioccupants. The department an- --------
swered a still alarm. i Alden Ulmer, Sr., has resumed his
At the Star alleys last night the
Mrs. Ada Freeman, regent of Mary 
Dillingham Chapter, D.A.R., will tell 
"How to become a member of the 
Daughters of the American Revolu­
tion" in the broadcast from WCSH 
Dec. 21, at 1.15 p. m. From WHEB 
Dec. 26. at 4 p. m. a "Christmas 
Story and Music" will be presented 
with Mrs. Charles Tolman, regent of 
Old York Chapter, in charge.
-------  , duties with the Burpee Furniture Co.
The staffs of the two local theatres after a siege of illness.
will have a banquet and joke Christ- w
mas tree at The Thorndike Hotel Members of Edwin Libby Relief 
Tuesday night. Managers Dondis ■ Q^rpS are urged to be present at 
and Dandeneau will act jointly as , qhall Thursday afternoon to 
masters of ceremonies. work on quilts.
* CHRISTMAS *
C/iMch SiwiczA
SERMON'ETTE
' class for men at the same hour in 
the church parlors.
The Methodist Sunday school has 
elected these officers: Leroy A Chatto, 
superintendent; Ralph U. Clark, as­
sistant superintendent; Winfield 
Chatto, secretary-treasurer; Mrs. 
Charles E. Brooks, superintendent of 
the junior department; Mrs. Thelmfl 
Stanley, superintendent of the pri­
mary department, and Mrs. Edith 
Tweedie, superintendent of the cradle 
roll.
At the meeting of Miriam Rebekah 
Lodge Tuesday night a Christmas 
tree and party for children of mem­
bers was held. Carols were sung by
Thomas H. Chisholm, proprietor of 
the Chisholm Shoe Store, was ex­
ceedingly proud of his new neon sign 
‘Walkover Shoes.’’ The recent tem­
pest wrought havoc with it, however, 
and when Tom looked again the syl­
lable "Walk*’ had entirely disap- 
1 peared. “There goes that sign," said
|the proprietor, linking with his f ye#terday from the
, statement several words which made res.dence Bfoad Rey
the atmosphere tingle. But when he charle6 E Brookj offlclating un­
locked again a grin overspread hls Dr R y
genial features. “Im going to let it
stay Just as it is." said he. And why . . _J J .. don DeWolfe. Interment was tn Seanot. for the damaged sign, with the’ View cemetery. Those present fromsyllable "Walk" gone, read Over 
Shoes."
A large meteor was seen about 1 
o'clock this morning, falling some­
where in the East. It was a huge 
bright ball of star color, falling from 
a great height, and lasting several 
seconds
Funeral services for Mrs. Martha
New England, Christmas
Christmas is universal. Never­
theless. it finds a perfect setting 
in New England. Our skies at 
night are brilliant with stars that 
sparkle in the frosty atmosphert 
and our lovely spruces and pointed 
firs go well with snow and the 
white houses that dot our coun­
tryside.
The day of the year for chil­
dren, Aye! and grown ups also; 
sports, home comings, presents, 
joy. carols, candles, lighted tree. 
The birthday of the Christ child.
The day of the year when if 
you have turned hard and unsym­
pathetic with Santa Claus, you 
may buy a turkey for someone not 
so fortunate as yourself and lo! 
you may become changed as 
Scrooge was changed. Try to 
make some child, some employe or 
stranger happy.
"Some people laughed to see the 
alteration in old Scrooge but he 
let them laugh, for he was wise 
enough to know that nothing ever 
happened on this globe, for good, 
at which some people did not have 
their fill of laughter. His ow.; 
heart laughed and that was 
enough for him."
"OI Holy child ol Bethlehem.
Descend to us. we pray;
Cast out our Sin and enter In.
Be born In us today."
—Phillips Brooks
—William A. Holman
out of town were Alex McDougall and 
son Earle of Brockton, Mass.. Wil­
liam McDougall of Boston. Mr. and.. . . , , The Rockland City Band, which
the youngsters and a skit "An Old been wlUwut a lea(kr due the , Mrs. Stanley Swett of Dedham. Mass., 
Fashioned School" was given by gustained the dealh of | H Nelson McDougall of Portland and
A /4 zl i zv Dv* T ( — -.11 w r _ I ° __ ______ ___ Tr a  _ r « . _Addie Brown. Lina Carroll, Margery Herbert E. Kirkpatrick, has again Mr. and Mrs. William Kester of Au-
Cummings, Ida Huntley, Nestor up the thu time witfa , gusta. An obituary will appear in
Brown, William Richards, Jesse Car- 
roll, Lendon Jackson. Milton Rollins. 
Miss Madlene Rogers was the teacher. 
Mrs. Lena Rollins was chairman of 
the tree and entertainment. The ap­
pearance of Santa Claus was a source 
of enjoyment to round out a happy 
evening.
Click—There’s your station. That's 
Philco automatic tuning. The out­
standing advance in 1937 Radio, j 
Complete line of new Philco radios I 
is now on display at the Maine Music 
Co—adv.
George Law wielding the baton. Mr. . 
Law has had wide musical training 
and experience. In the World War 
he played first chair clarinet in army 
bands, and while a resident of Elk­
hart, Ind., he tested clarinets, play­
ing also in leading bands of that sec­
tion. Mr. Law succeeds Mr. Kirk- j 
Patrick as director of the Rockland j 
School Band. Charles L. Robinson j 
I continues his office as manager of the | 
City Band, a position to which he 
gives faithful attention and intelli­
gent direction.
a subsequent issue.
BORN
ANDERSON—At The Lucette. Thomas­
ton. Nov 27, to Mr and Mrs WUllam 
J. Anderson, a son. Oerald Isaac.
SPURLING—At Knox Hospital, Dec 17. 
to Mr and Mrs. Percy Spurllng 
(Vivian Hail), a daughter, Diane 
Joyce.
MARRIED
THIBODEAU-TORRHNTI—At Rockland. 
Dec. ;18. toy E. R Keene. J P . Ernest 
J. Dow Thibodeau, and Arlene Tor- 
rentl, both of Rockland.
Be practical, give automobile parts 
and accessories this Christmas. Max­
imum discounts. Tires 25% off. Bat­
teries 35 % off. Other parts, acces­
sories up to 50%. McLoon Sales & 
Service. 21 Limerock street.
152-154
Give magazines for Christmas. 
Subscription Service on all magazines 
new or renewals. Gift card fur­
nished. /Prompt, reliable service. 
Fred E. Harden the magazine man. 
Tel. 35-W—adv. 151’152
Matinicus, Crlehaven packet will 
make a trip to the Island the day be­
fore Christmas instead of regu’ai 
trip the 25th— adv. 151’153
Petitions for the enactment of the 
Townsend Recovery Plan are being 
circulated by members of the local 
Townsend Club and hundreds of sig­
natures have already been secured. 
Townsend plan representatives, in­
cluding three from Maine, intend to 
present an entirely new bill at the 
next session of Congress The Town­
send Club is still holding meetings 
each Tuesday night at K. P. hall 
and suppers twice a month. The next 
will be Tuesday night at 6. It is 
planned to have some interesting 
speakers come as soon as the holi­
days have passed. All members are 
requested to attend the meetings if 
they wish to do something for thl 
old age pension cause.
DIED
AMES—At Appleton. Dec. 18, Mary A 
Ames, aged 67 years. 1 month. 23 days 
Funeral services at the church Sun- 
d y at 2 o'clock.
HART—At Medfield. Mass , Nov. 17 Susie 
Maiy, daughter ol Leland and Ada 
Hart formerly of Martinsville. Com­
mits! service Monday at 3:30 o'clock at 
Martinsville cemetery.
CARD OF THANKS 
We wish to thank the friends and
neighbors for their kindness extended 
and the flowers for our dear brother 
and uncle. William A. Freeman, whose 
death occurred Dec. 15.
George I. Freeman. Mrs. Josie Preble, 
and nieces and nephews
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all for their kind­
ness and sympathy ln the death of our 
Baby Doris Ann, and for the beautiful 
flowers..
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell 
family. Freeman Pe&slee.
Waldoboro, Dec. 15
Congregational Church
Rev. Corwin H. Olds
A girls' chorus will augment the 
musical support of both services at 
the Congregational Church. Tlie 
order of service for the morning Is 
as follows:
Organ Prelude
Mrs. Faith Berry
Call to Worship 
Doxology
Anthem by the mixed quartet
Mrs Esther Howard. Mrs Nettle 
Bird Frost. Harold Green.
Mrs Charles Rose
100th Psalm
Alice Blaney and James Olds
Gloria Patri 
Memory Verses
Primary Dept. of Sunday School
Christmas Carol
Primary Dept. of Sunday School
Morning Prayer 
Offertory
Solo—Ave Marla. Gounod j
Mrs Esther Howard
Scripture reading 
Junior Sermon 
Hymn 
Sermon
Rev. C. H Olds i
"Preparing the World For A Klr.g and 
a King For The World"
Hymn
Benediction
Organ Postlude
The Sunday School will be blended 
with the church service, and the 
children are to be at the church at j 
10 a. m„ instead of at 9:30.
Comrades of the Way will meet as 
usual at 6:30 p. m.
The evening service will center 
around the theme of the Christmas 
story ln Scripture and in song, and 
will be largely musical. There will 
be two special numbers by the girls' 
chorus, a carol and “See The Dawn 
From Heaven," by Marshall. There 
will also be two duets by Mrs. Esther 
Howard and Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, 
“Hail To The Monarch," by Marston, 
and "O Holy Night" by Adam. The 
service will conclude with a candle­
lighting ceremony, and will begin at 
7:30 p. m.
i Eleanor Porter. The prelude wtll be 
played by Evelyn Hart and Olive 
Bragg, ar.d Mrs. Lester Spencer will 
present a solo. Miss Hart and Miss 
Bragg will also feature a duet else­
where in the program.
e • • •
Christmas Sunday At Pratt 
Memoriul Mcthod'kt Church
Rev. Charles E. Brooks. Pastor.
9:30 a. m. Friendly Men's Bible i
. Class.
10:30 a. m. Morning Worship.
Organ Prelude—“Prelude", by Eohm 
The Call to Worship
Hymn—"Joy to the World, the Lord Is
Come"
The Apostles' Creed 
The Lord's Prayer
Anthem—"We Have Seen Hls Star ln the
East" by Clare
Responsive Reading—ChrWtmas Selec­
tion
The Gloria Patri
The Scripture Lesson—Luke 2. 8-20 
The Pastoral Prayer
Solo—“Christmas" tfy Shelley, Mrs.
Lydia Storer
Presentation of Offerings 
Offertory—"Cavatina" by Raff 
Hymn—' O Come. All Ye Faithful" 
Sermon—“The Christmas Christ"
Hymn—"All Hall the Power of Jesus'
Name"
Benediction
Organ Postlude—"Larghetto" from Son­
ata In C by Lynes
12:00 pi- Church School. The 
Baraca Class and Class 29.
6:30 p. m Epworth League. Christ­
mas Carol Consecration Service. 
Leader, Miss Ruth Marston.
7:30 p. m. Special Christmas Serv­
ice in the Church Auditorium pre­
sented by the Senior and1 Junior 
Choirs of the Church, under the di­
rection of Mrs. Lydia Storer. Musical 
Director, assisted: by the following 
artists—Mrs. Nettie Nicholson. Mrs. 
Lucy Lowe, Mrs. Katherine Veazie. 
Edward Veazie, and Harold Greene 
with Mrs. Marian Clark at 
the organ and Miss Carol Gardner at 
the piano.
Part 1. The Christmas Story illus­
trated by the following special musi­
cal numbers—
St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
The Rev. E. O. Kenyon. Rector.
The services for tomorrow will be 
appropriate for the Fourth Sunday 
in Advent. Matins at 7:15 Holy Com­
munion at 7:30. Church school at 
,9:30 Holy Eucharist and sermon at 
10:30 Vespers at 7:30 ,p. m.
The services and ceremonies cele­
brating Christmas do not begin un­
til Christmas Eve. Dec. 24 
First Vespers of Christmas at 4 
p. m.
Procession and Mid-night Mass 
beginning at 11:30.
Christmas day. Second Mass at 
9:30.
Second Vesipers at 7:30.
The Music for the Mid-night Mass 
will be as follows.
Hymns of the Procession.
“Calm on the List'ing ear of night.” ! 
"O Come all ye Faithful." 
IntroiL-Cantate Doimino—Gregor- ( 
ian Chant, (George Huntley Cantor).! 
Kyrie—Missa Marialis.
Sequence Hy. '‘Hark the herald : 
angels sing."
Credo—Miss Marialis.
“When Christ was born of Mary” 
Offertory.
“Holy Offerings"
Sursum Corda—Missa Marialis. 
Sanctus—Missa Marialis. 
Benedictus—Missa Marialis.
Pater Noster—Missa Marialis.
Agnus Dei—Missa Marialis. Master 
Christi Demetrie, Cantor.
Hymns Sung during Communion. 
Tan turn Ergo (sung by George 
Huntley.)
Silent Night.
Gloria in Excelsis—Missa Marialis. 
The public is welcome at the ser­
vices of St. Peter's Church.
“Silent Night"
by the choir
Solo—"Christmas," Shelley
Harold Greene
Duet—"Holy Night," Adam 1
Mrs Nicholson and Mrs. Storer
"Angels From the Realm of Glory" 
by the choir
Lullaby Songs—"Sleep. Holy Babe," and 
“Away ln a Manger"
by Junior Choir girls
' We Three Kings of Orient Are" 
by the choir
Solo—"Jesu Bambino." Pietro A. Yon
Mrs. Storer
"O Little Town of Bethlehem” 
by the choir
Reader—Miss Amy O Sherman.
Part 2. Christmas Cantata "The
Hope of the World" (Schnecker). In­
cidental Solo by Mrs. Katherine
i Veazie.
First Baptist Church
Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Pastor. 
10:30 A. M
Prelude—Trio: Organ. Plano. Violin— 
“Song Celest"
Mrs. Elsa Constantine. Miss Edna 
Gregory. Miss Bertha Luce
Doxology
Invocation-Gloria
Choir—"Thy Light Is Come," Nolte 
Scripture Lesson—Matt. 2: 1-12 
Hymn. No 92
Prayer
Violin Solo—"Christmas Romance
and
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
“Is The Universe. Including Man. 
Evolved By Atomic Force?" is the 
subject of the Lesson-Sermon which 
will be read in all Churches of Christ. 
Scientist, on Sunday, December 20, 
1936.
The Golden Text is, "Thou, Lord, 
in the beginning hast laid the foun­
dation of the earth; and the heavens 
are the works of thine hands” (He­
brews 1: 10).
The citations from the Bible in­
clude the following passages: "Sing 
unto the Lord, all the earth; shew 
forth from day to day his salvation. 
Declare his glory among the hea­
then; his marvelous works among all 
nations. For great is the Lord, and 
greatly to be praised: he also is to 
be feared above all gods. For all the 
gods of the people are Idols: but the 
Lord made the heavens!' (1 Chron. 
16: 23-26i.
The Lessdn-Sermon also includes 
the following selections from the 
Christian Science Textbook. "Science
Relc
Miss Bertha Luce 
Announcements
Offertory—"Luther's Cradle Song"
Choir—"O Wonderous Song." Wilson ‘ 
Sermon—"The Real Meaning of Christ­
mas '
Benediction
Postlude—"Shout the Glad Tidings."
Ashford
7:15 P |J 
Prelude—Festal—Nolte 
Carol Song Service 
Scripture Lesson
Choir—"Christ Was Bom Today."
Schnecker
Prayer
Announcements
Oflertory—"The Shepherds." Salome
Choir—"The Prince of Peace.” Holton 
Sermon—"Your Christmas Gift”
Closing Moments
Postlude—“Joy to the World." Handel
MEMORIAL WREATHS
FOR CEMETERY
$2.00 to $5.00
Silsby’s Flower Shop
371 MAIN ST. TEL. 318-W
151-153
Twenty-seven tuned circuits, twen­
ty tubes and three speakers in one 
radio set, think of it. That's Philco's 
newest and best radio. See and 
hear this new Super High Fidelity 
De Luxe Philco at the Maine Music 
Co.—adv.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreciation 
to all our friends and neighbors for 
their kindness and aid during the late 
Illness of Mr Stephen Brault: and to 
those we cannot reach ln any other way. 
the I. L. Snow Co., and employers. Snow 
Marine Co., the St. Bernard chajr, the 
L. L. Club, the nurses, Mrs. Blaisdell 
and Mrs. Hanley, and Dr. North.
Mrs. Stephen Brault. Leo Brault, Mrs. 
Clarence P. Miller. Israel Snow, Mrs. 
Alme Beaudoin.
Rockland. Dec. 17
Littlefield Meme ?il Church
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller, minister 
The morning service beginning at The Church School will meet at
10:30 will have the choir presenting Noon, ar.d the Endeavorer's Inspira- 
the anthems—"We Come With Re- 1 tion Hour will open at 6 o'clock. 
Joicing" by Sumereau, “Come to I ....
Bethlehem" by Pillotson, and "The
Candles of Yuletlde" by Sumereau 
Mr. Marstaller's sennon will be 
based on the subject “The Wise Men 
of Today." and there will also be a
Ambulance Service
BURPEES
Morticians
TELS. 450 AND 781-1 
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf
Among the prime Christmas 
Day attractions must be listed the 
fine Christmas dinner at Hotel 
Rockland. Make your reservations 
early.—adv.
For last minute gifts visit the 
What-Not Gift Shop. New assort­
ment of Persian and India prints, 
Just arrived. Bed-spreads, wall- 
hangings; table-runners etc.—adv.
miF
sermonette for children. The service 
will be interspersed with appropri­
ate hymns for the season. The fea­
ture of the evening service beginning 
at 7; 15 will be a Christmas pageant 
“The Story Beautiful," by Lehman. 
The narrator will be Mrs. Marstaller,
YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE
GLAD CHRISTMAS SERVICES
AT THE
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TOMORROW
Special Christmas Music By Choir Under Direction of Charles Wilson 
Bertha Luce, violinist 
HELPFUL SERMONS 
WE LL BE GLAD TO SEE YOU
152’lt
A Merry 
Christmas 
to You All
SPECIAL FOR THE HOLIDAYS
MEN’S
SUITS
LADIES’
DRESSES
DRY CLEANSED
AND PRESSED
DE LUXE WORK 49c
All Olher Garments At Equally Low Prices
Prompt Delivery
TEL.
170
FREE
Collection
and
Delivery
TEL.
170
FREE
Collection
and
Delivery
PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 170
REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES 
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves 
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50 
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces 
$77.30 complete
Divan. Two Large Chairs, End Table. Floor Lamp, Bridge Lamp. 
Foot Stool, Davenport Table, 9x12 Felt Base Rug—B>g Values
283 MAIN STREET
V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
ROCKLAND
notion of a material universe is ut­
terly opposed to the theory of man 
as evolved from Mind. Such funda­
mental errors send falsity into all
and Health with Key to tlie Scrip- human doctrines and conclusions, 
titres" fcy Mary Baker Eddy: “The land do not accord infinity to Deity.
TELEPHONE 1151
Tu&S-tf
God creates and governs the uni­
verse. including man. The universe 
is filled with spiritual ideas, which 
He evolves, and they are obedient to 
the Mind that makes them" (Page 
545: 11-15, 295: 5-8).
WW<<<WW<<<<<<<S<<<<<<M<<<W<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<W
Christmas Radio Values!
WWWWWW<<<<<WWWWW<W<<WWW
Foreign and American
LIMITED QUANTITY AGAIN OFFERED AT 
THIS RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICE
u.s.
reception 
Plus
LONDON
if
5?
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
Universalist Church
Rev. John Smith Lowe, D. D.
Dr. Lowe will be welcomed back at 
this service, beginning at 10:45, after
! two weeks' absence to severe illness, j 
; He has chosen as the subject of his 
j sermon. "The Power of the Christmas i Js 
' Spirit." The quartet composed of ! 
Mrs. Katherine Veazie. soprano, Mrs. Sr 
Gladys S. Heistad, contralto, Chester Jy 
Wyllie, tenor, and John Robinson. ] 5)?
and others in the cast will be Mary, bass, will sing two anthems—“The
Leona Flanders; Joseph, Roger 
Conant; Shepherds, Eleanor Nyc, 
Pearl Smith, Lucy MUnro; Wise Men, 
Jason Thurston, Cleveland Gray,
Angel of Light," Coombs, and “God 
From on High," Turner, and Mrs. 
Heistad and Mr. Wyllie will present 
a duet, "Away In A Manger," Knight.
Sidney Munro; Bethlehem Maiden. Miss Margaret G Stahl will be at the
Ruth and Margaret Dorman. Assist­
ing will be the choir comprised of 
Leona Lothrop, Sylvia Hooper. Mir­
iam Dorman, Doris Weymouth. Ruth 
Hammond, Julia Mealey. Jane Pack­
ard, Ruth Carter, Naomi Jackson, 
Barbara Robinson, Lunetta Gray,
organ and her program will include 
"And the Olory of the Lord," Handel 
and "Christmas March," Gullmant. 
The church school will meet at 9:30 
and Alpha Omega Society at 7 p. m. 
Mrs. Glover's class for women will 
meet at noon at her residence and a
RADIOS from 
$15.95-5144.50
5 TUBES-A. C.-D. C.
Dynamic Speaker 
® R. C. A. Licensed
• Illuminated Dial
® Improved Circuit Use
• Wonderful Tone
• Handsome Cabinet
• Console Power
• Limited Quantity
And Other 
Foreign 
Cities
USE
OUR
BUDGET
PLAN
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
361 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, MAINE TEL. 450
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Russell Funeral Home
TEL 662
I CLAREMONT 8T„ ROCKLAND
98tf
Special this month, $1.00 grease
j Job 75 cents. Central Service Station,
next north Strand Theatre. Stan.
Hall, prop. 152*lt
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A BALLOON 60GGY-W
At The High School
(By the Pupils)
The Balloon Buggy-Boat it truly a unique vehicle. Pow­
ered hy an automobile engine it rolls over land, mud, 
and water on tires ten feet high by three feet w ide— 
rx the largest ever molded.
Gulf Oil Corporation engineers call their invention a Marsh 
Buggv. It is equipped with all the marine requirements for 
Class 1 motor boats. Its displacement in water is two feet.
In water and mud the Marsh Buggy ob­
tains traction from rubber treads pulled 
over the tires. If punctured, the tires 
can be inflated while the machine is in 
motion by starting a small air compressor.
THE 7500 pound Marsh Buggv is used to transport Gulf geophysicists, together with their equipment, into the Louisiana marshes where thev 
search for oil. The huge machine, which combines the basic principles of 
motor car, tractor, and boat, has a top speed of 35 miles an hour on firm 
ground, 12 miles an hour in waist deep mud and mire, and 6 knots in water.
Efficient Protection Prevents Radiator Freezing HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
(By Joe E. Brown)
CHEMISTS EXPLAIN HOW 
ANTIFREEZE PROTECTS
More molecules mean more protection and are said to 
be the secret of efficient prevention of 
winter cooling system troubles
A new explanation of how anti- f which contains more molecules per 
freeze works to protect automobile quart than any known anti-freeze.
cooling systems is given by du Pont 
chemists. They compare the action 
of anti-freeze and water in the ra­
diator to that of salt and ice in the 
familiar ice cream freezer. In the 
later salt prevents Ice from becom­
ing a solid mass yet reduces the 
temperature of the mixture. This 
cold ln turn is transferred to the 
container to produce ice cream. Es­
sentially an efficient anti-freeze 
does the same thing. Its molecules, 
those infinitesimal units of which 
it is made, mix with the molecules 
of water and lower the freezing 
point of the entire solution. The 
more of these anti-freeze molecules 
added to a given quantity of water 
the more protection the resulting 
solution will give.
The engine when running Is like 
the ice cream container which 
must be cooled. It Is said that the 
i average automobile motor at sixty 
miles an hour creates sufficient heat 
i to warm a seven room house with 
the outside temperature at zero. 
J This tremendous amount of heat 
must be dissipated by the cooling 
, system through the medium of cir­
culating liquid. It is possible that 
an anti-freeze, because of Its mol­
ecular construction, will aid water 
; ln the transfer of heat and thereby 
' Increase engine efficiency and pow­
er.
Results of recent tests conduct­
ed in the du Pont laboratories show 
that one material more than any 
other best meets the requirements 
of an ideal anti freeze. The mate­
rial results from gases obtained 
from three of Nature's most abun­
dant resources (air. water, and 
coal) combined under pressures as
From this material du-Pont makes 
Zerone which offers all the advan­
tages of its basic ingredient plus 
the ability to prevent rust and cor­
rosion of any cooling system part.
Experiments show that this prod­
uct will keep water from freezing 
solid even at 215° F. below zero. 
It is explained that although water 
freezes solid at 32’ F. when unpro­
tected, the addition of «nti-freeze 
causes a peculiar change. If freez­
ing starts, due to insufficient anti­
freeze, ice separates. out as slush 
leaving a more concentrated anti­
freeze solution, which automatical­
ly protects to a lower temperature. 
Due to this phenomen cracked cyl­
inder heads or engine blocks never 
result when such a solution is in 
the cooling system even though ice 
crystals form. However, such slush 
will slow circulation and boiling 
may result. Therefore, it Is advised 
to use only quantities specified by 
the protection chart.
While this material is of the so- 
called volatile type its rate of evap­
oration is no greater than that of 
water in summer driving.
It ls established by extensive 
road and laboratory tests that 
most losses, often blamed to evap­
oration, actually result from me­
chanical causes which exist to some 
extent in every automobile. The 
mo-it common of these causes are 
loss through overflow, air suction 
at water pump, and poor circula­
tion. A good service man can help 
remedy most faults and eliminate 
the cause of many losses.
Because it contains so many 
more molecules per quart only 
about 75% as much of this anti­
freeze is required as that of other
high as 10,000 pounds per square | types of anti freeze for equivalent 
;lnch. It ls a crystal clear liquid protection.
Make Santa’s Smile
‘‘Permanent"
By Giving a 
Year's Subscription to
The
Courier-Gazette
$3.00 per year
Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
"The Simple Things of Life.," a 
one-act play, was given at Tuesday s 
assembly by members of Miss Has­
kells commercial geography classes. 
Characters were "Gloria." president 
of the club. Dora Preeman; club 
members. "Blanche." Margaret Dav­
enport; "Dorothy." Angelina D'Agos­
tino; "Edith," Ethel Hayes; "Harriet " 
Eleanor Ames; "Mrs. Graham," a 
cook hired for the day. Ruth Wheel­
er; "Ruthie." an amateur waitress. 
Dorothy Smith; "Mrs Willard Colton 
Cutting" a guest. Kathleen Chase 
At the conclusion of the play, carols 
were sung by the school with Mr. 
McCarty leading, and Dorothy Sher­
man accompanying. Virginia Merri­
am led devotions and Marion Lud­
wick was chairman of the assembly.
The seniors are feeling quite elated 
over the monetary returns of their 
recent play. "Tweedles." It produced 
a larger profit than any other play 
presented ln the last 10 years, by the 
senior class
Home Heating Hints
JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
Proper Sise Coal for 
Furnace Keeps Fuel 
Costs Down and Avoids 
“Ashpit Waste”
HOME-owNfxs can’t possibly get maximum economy and 
efficiency from their heating 
plants unless they burn the proper 
size coal. While different sizes 
can be burned in most furnaces, 
don’t underestimate the impor­
tance of using the size—or com­
bination of sizes—best suited to 
your heater to produce the most 
heat for the least money.
The size of the flrepot in your 
furnace will, under ordinary cir­
cumstances, indicate the most 
efficient size to use. With a fire- 
pot — or interior — 24" in diam­
eter and 16" deep, egg size is 
usually recommended; 18" to 23* 
diameter and 12" to 18" deep, 
stove or chestnut size; less than 
16" diameter, chestnut size.
Local climate, position of fur­
nace, size of chimney and house 
sometimes make it advisable to 
vary these sizes. To be sure of 
what size coal you use, I would 
suggest you have your dealer 
call and advise you which size, 
or sizes, will give you the great­
est heat value at the most eco­
nomical cost. 16)
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
J
ture with remarks on the pedestrian 
angle and other points of Interest.
• • • •
A delightful Christmas Tea was en­
joyed by the Senior High faculty 
Thursday afternoon at the domestic 
science rooms. Wall decorations by 
Mallssa Bostick, Christmas trees, red 
candles, and a beautiful paisley 
shawl were part of the decorations. 
Delicious sandwiches, marguerites. I 
and cakes were served with the tea. I 
• • • • |
Tuesday afternoon, the Dramatic | 
Club was fortunate ln having as 
guest speaker, Douglas Mills, of
• • • " Thomaston High School, who gave an
Contributions have been made this infOrmai talk on marionettes.- In Mr.
Mills' brief career, he has presented 
with other young men and women 
marionette plays for the Childrens 
Hospital at the Copley Plaza Hotel
The RE S band is progressing very 
satisfactorily under the leadership 
of George Law. New music including 
marches, serenades, overtures, and 
waltzes are being enjoyed by the 
members of this musical unit.
week by members of Senior High and 
Junior High to a Christmas Fund, 
established for those who would not 
otherwise be recipients of gifts at this 
season.
• • • •
Virginia Gray has been 
stenographer this week.
Dorothy Sherman substituted as 
pianist in thc school orchestra last 
week.
• • • •
A committee consisting of Dorothy
KITCHEN AIDS
-By Jansl Houston
fpHIS little toaiter has gone to
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town, and country — it is so 
popular. It has a play life, too—fill 
it with eighteen chestnuts and soon 
they'll be popping for the children. 
On week days it gets down to busi- 
in New York, presented plays in the j neM in<j makes four slices of exactly
attic of an artist at Lexington, and 
school last slimmer traveled with a group 
learning about the staging of the 
plays. One of his proudest posses­
sions is a set of marionettes designed , 
and made by Tony Sarg In his | 
speech Mr. Mills told very entertain­
ingly of the history of marionettes, 
and gave the club many hints about
the kind of toast you like—merely 
turn the gas flame to any degree of 
speed you wish. It only costs the 
price of a few carfares, and besides, 
will toast a whole loaf of bread for 
about a penny’s worth of fuel. Just 
made for the bachelor who wishes 
to concoct a Welsh rarebit, or make 
canapes when he plays host.
HORIZONTAL
1-1 dea
6-Gropes about with 
uncertainty 
12-Mud
14- Skin
15- Abundant 
17-Affirm
19- Fish eggs
20- Gives
25- Angry
26- lsland (Poet.)
28- City in France
29- Venture
30- Niton (abbr.)
31- Percolate
33-Relieve
35- Comparative suffix
36- River in Poland
37- City in Wurttenberg
Germany
38- Sediment
39- Combining form. Air 
41-Recent 
43-Deep hole 
45-Exists 
47-To choke up
49- Trailing plant
50- Pronoun
51- Foundation
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 
53-Mature
55-Portuguese coin (pi.) 
87-Greek letter 
58-Added
60- Corroded
61- Royal 
63-Scarcer 
65-Greek god of love
67- Brought into being
68- Harkene
69- Meals
VERTICAL
1- A small musical
inetrur/ent
2- Actuate
3- Nothing
4- Angered
5- Omissions excepted
(abbr.)
7-Abovc
2-State of disorder 
9-A wagtr
10- South American
animal
11- Deviees for remov­
ing seeds 
13-Carry
16-Largest quantity
VERTICAL (Cont.) 
18-Sailors
21- Ajar
22- Doze
23- Unite closely
24- Brother of Jacob
(Bible)
27-Perfume 
29-Goddess of agricul­
ture (Myth.) 
32-Support for holding
a picture 
34-Killed 
40-Generous
42- Exhausted
43- Wish for
44- Forsakes
46-Satisfy
48- Alcoholic beverage
49- Torment
50- Very small particle 
52-Wise men 
54-Wooden pint 
56-Gains
58- A drug plant
59- Let fall
S2-Aptitude
64-A constellation
66- Stannum (abbr.)
67- Exiet
Sherman. Richard Marsh and Ralph making them designing the marlon-
The influence of the youthful fash­
ions in "College Holiday" may easily 
sway the prom girls when they plan 
their spring wardrobes next season 
Marsha Hunt in flowing blue chif­
fon, with necklace of fresh chiffon 
flowers; Eleanore Whitney in 
apricot chiffon with floating 'leeves 
of solid chiffon flowers, and Olympe 
Bradna in chartreuse crepe girdled in 
jade green velvet violets, nave prac­
tically won the universal fashion vote 
for next summer's evening trend. It 
will be a year for romance with these 
frothy fashions in the spotlight.
• • • •
Fred Astaire has completed his 
third song, the title of which is "Just 
One More Dance".
• • • •
Joe Cobb, the original fat-boy in 
I Our Gang comedies, will play on 
adult role in a forthcoming "Gang'
film.
• • • •
Douglas Fairbanks Jr., will have an 
opportunity to perform the type of 
acrobatics that made his father 
famous, in his next picture "Jump 
For Glory.”
• • • a
Amos N Andy may do another pro- 
! gram this coming winter if present 
plans materialize. It will be the 
, first time they have ever done any- 
[ thin? besides their usual evening 
serial. It will be a minstrel show 
with Amos n Andy In the principal
i roles.
• • • •
George Burns and Gracie Allen are 
going to make their permanent home 
In Beverly Hills.
• • • a
Graham McNamee has just signed 
another contract with Universal 
Pictures to continue talking for their 
newsreel.
Rawley is looking over material for 
the Junior class play, which will be 
presented during Kippy Kamival in 
February.
ette
All this month both pumpkins and
-stage, and the writing and act- their close relatives, the squashes.
ing of the plays—Dorothy Frost.
RAZORVILLE
particularly the Hubbard and other 
winter varieties which keep well, will 
be frequently on the menu in pies
CUSHING
A candy and sandwich sale was 
conducted Thursday by the sopho­
more typing class, the proceeds be- WUUam
from an overheated chimney With
------- - , or as a baked vegetable, contributingA disastrous fire was narrowly .........................................(Christmas
averted recently when the house of
For the past few days this locality 
has been treated to Indian summer 
I weather but there may yet be a white
their quota of vitamin A to the diet.
ing used for bronze, silver, and gold 
awards in typewriting.
A visit to the Rockland Savings 
Bank. First National Bank. Knox 
County Trust Company, and Loan 
& Building Association was made by 
90 freshmen Friday morning, in con­
nection with their study ln junior 
business training of banking. This 
annual trip is always eagerly antici­
pated because of the courtesies and 
interesting information received from 
the personnel and officials at each of 
these local banks.
• • • a
Awards made this week in begin-
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Miss Folsom of the Old Age Assist- 
says Miss Leone Dakin, Extension \ ance Bureau in Rockland was in 
foods specialist, University of Maine town Tuesday on business.
One of the many discoveries about J Mrs. F. I. Geyer w’as hostess last 
foods in the last few years has to do j night to Helpful Club.
with the coloring. In green leaves ' Mrs. A. T. Seavey is visiting her 
insurance covers the house which is I and stems of plants and in the yellow daughter. Mrs. Walter Irish in Port-
roots and fruits is a yellow’ pigment land. |
called carotene. In the animal body. Charles Bailey of Yonkers. N. Y., ==========
carotene turns to vitamin A. Cows ! owner of Pilot Point. Is about lo start I assembly building in the city. Spe-
the aid of neighbors the flames were 
soon subdued but not before consid­
erable damage had resulted. A small
oocupied by George Northrup and 
family.
L. P. Jones is engaged in carpenter 
work at the Dr. S. C. Pierpont resi­
dence.
Edith Overlook was guest at Arthur 
Johnston's recently.
A Christmas entertainment was
that have had good green pasture a lamp business in Boston and with 1 cial trains were run from Denver, 
and good hay giv*1 milk rich in vita- Mrs. Bailey will reside in Melrose. I Chicago and Kansas City to bring the
min A. Egg yolks are richer in vita- Mass.
min A when hens have plenty of Miss McCartney of Rockland was 
green foods. When human beings j recent guest of F. W. Atkins, 
eat green or yellow vegetables and Schools have closed for the Christ- 
held Friday night at the schoolhouse. I certain red ones, they get carotene mas holidays. Yuletide 
Harold Linscott has a crew em- ] which is changed to vitamin A in the marking the final day.
guests. Participating in the celebra­
tion were 1200 members of the Union 
Pacific Old Timers' Club, sponsors of 
the event. Earlier Mr. Gray was host 
exercisesj to 110 men at a luncheon. Among 
the guest3 were their sons. Carl R.
ners tvpewriting include a silver om P10^ cuttlng Christmas trees at the Uver. When they drink milk or eat Mrs. Lawreston Creamer is recover- Gray. Russell Gray, railroad execu- 
. _ ' 8 . ... P ip innpc' nronertv eggs or butter or liver they get vita- I ing from a severe cold and other com- I tive, and Dr. Howard Oray of theL. P Jones' property.
Mrs. Nina Johnston returned
Thursday from a few days' visit in 
Boston.
The Thorndike family who occu- 
The December issue of the High- pjed the Jones h0Use, moved
1‘te has been on sale, with Interesting Wednesday to Camden
news of all classes An interview by 1 , . ... ... . _ , .J . , „ , , : I A play by the High School seniorsMarion Vinal and Jack Huke with ; P , . ... _... , u was presented Monday at the GrangeDr. Weisman makes good reading, 1 
and a crossword puzzle by Maude haI1
to Dorothy Sherman for 40 words a
| minute, and certificates of credit to
Barbara O'Neill and Priscilla Love­
joy.
Ed Thorgersen. commentator and 
interviewer of the Football Revue, 
sees more football in a season than a 
dozen active scouts or sportswriters 
and he doesn’t even have to go to a 
game unless he wants to. He can 
just sit in the projection room of 
the newsreel company of which he 
is sports editor and watch the films 
go by!
• • • a
Two years ago Floyd Gibbons went 
to Florida for some sailfishing. While 
there, be bought a house. Since he 
purchased it, so much has been hap­
pening in his life, including the 
Ethopian and Spanish conflicts, that 
he has only spent 45 minutes in the 
new house.
Johnson has proved good material 
for "puzzlers.”
• • • •
Each room in Junior High had a 
Christmas tree, refreshments, and, 
a program the last period yesterday,
| as well as some of the rooms in
! Senior High.
• • • •
At the weekly meeting of Troop 
j 203 Tuesday evening. William East, 
j Roland Robishaw and Daniel Munro 
were voted into the troop. An offi­
cers' meeting was held at the conclu­
sion of the regular session.
• • • •
At the Junior High assembly held
John L. Howard was a visitor 
Tuesday in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pitman and 
I Earl Prescott made visits Monday in 
j Union.
Ralph Hannan of North Union who 
is getting out cordwood for Mr. Mace 
of Augusta, has several men em­
ployed chopping.
Charles Vanner and V. Cummings 
and son are in Boston on a brief 
business and pleasure trip. Mr. and 
Mrs. Isaac Meservey are caring for 
the Cummings' home during their 
absence.
Drs. Hahn of Friendship and Pier-
min A made from the green food 
i eaten by the animal.
a a a a
The green and yellow vegetables 
also furnish other vitamins, several 
minerals, and bulk. They are for the 
most part alkaline forming. One of 
their important functions is to sup­
ply vitamin A. Carrots are among the 
best of all the yellow vegetables for 
carotene and hence vitamin A. 
Squash comes next, then pumpkin i 
and yellow turnips. Among the leafy 1 
vegetables, the greener they are, the 
more carotene. Now green cabbage, 
collards, turnip greens, and the pep­
pers are all good vegetables for vita­
min A. In Maine with good manage­
ment on a good garden plan, proper j 
storage will assure a good supply for 
most of the winter.
MICKIE SAYS—
Wednesday morning, an Old English pont, of Washington were in attend-
ing I
plications. Mayo Clinic at Rochester, Minn."
An excerpt from an Omaha paper Mr. an<* Mrs. Gray are well known in 
reads; "Fourteen hundred people 1 tFils town where they own a summer
ranging from presidents of the na- home at Pleasant Point.
tion’s great railroad lines to tower- , -------------------
men honored Carl Gray, president of j Let a Christmas gift of a year s 
the Union Pacific, and Mrs. Gray, on subscription to The Courier-Gazette 
the 50th anniversary of their mar- with the news from home, speak of 
riage. Dec. 5. A dinner was held at! your regard for that loved one away; 
the city auditorium, second largest $3 a year.—adv. 146‘154
Traveling Around America
NORTH CUSHING
Miss Juanita Cummings has em­
ployment with Mrs. Fern Hoffses.
Mrs. Nellie Benner has resumed 
her former position at Moody Cabins, 
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Samuel Wadsworth is ln New 
Hampshire called by the death of 
her father. She was accompanied by 
her uncle Charles Foster of Warren.
Mrs. Margaret Montgomery will 
entertain Variety Club this week. 
Mrs. Ada Lufkin was hostess at the 
latest meeting.
Longfellow School closed yesterday
X for the Christmas recess, an enter-JE I
« talnment and tree providing merri-
Christmas was presented with Nora 
Long as chairman. Carolers were 
Priscilla Brazier, Barbara Black, and 
Elaine Ames; serving men using 
wassail bowl, Douglas Cooper. Charles 
Breen, and Robert Davis; cook. Bene­
dict Dowling; serving men. Myron 
Cummings, and Harold Blackington; 
hunters, John Munsey. Bertram 
Snow, Arthur St. Clair, and George 
Staples; foresters, Walter Butler, 
Robert Smalley, and James Thomas.
A pantomime, "Sleeping Beauty," 
was given by: ‘‘King," Vernon Stud­
ley; “Queen." Marion Harrington; 
“Princess,'’ Evelyn Willis; "Prince." 
Donald Borgerson; "Good Fairy.” 
Louise Harden; “Bad Fairy." Doris 
Gatti; Lady-in-waiting, Eleanor 
Porter; “Gentleman - in - waiting,” 
Clarence Butler.
Selections were given by the Junior 
High orchestra and Girls' Olee Club 
under the direction of Miss Bird 
with Stanley Murray, June Chatto, 
and Geraldine Norton at the piano. 
Donald Fogg was stage manager, as­
sisted by Richie Linnell and Almon 
Young Jr.
• • 9 •
State Patrolman Georfe Shaw 
presented a talking picture before the 
Senior High students Thursday aft­
ernoon in the interests of safe driv­
ing. He accompanied ihe fine pic-
ance Monday on Bradley Brann. 
young son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton 
Brann who took medicine intended 
for an older person, with nearly fatal 
results. He 1s rallying from its 
effects.
Samuel Clark visited Sunday with 
L. P. Jones.
Rev. and Mrs. E. L. Sampson of 
Jefferson were guests Monday of 
Edith Overlook.
Mrs. Addie Vanner was an Augusta 
visitor Tuesday.
William Pitman who has been il! 
with gall stones is somewhat im­
proved. Dr. Pierpont has been his 
physician.
Rev. John Besant of Jefferson was 
a caller Sunday in this vicinity.
Edith Overlock was in Washington 
on a recent visit.
Clayborn Stickney passed the 
weekend with three sons.
Miss Lydia Austin is visiting Mrs. 
Lizzie Cummins this week.
Georgia Boman was hostess Sun­
day to relatives from Augusta.
Mrs. Ida Jones made a visit Sun­
day at the home of her mother in 
Burkettville.
The mill taken over by the Bath 
Lumber Co. started operations Mon­
day in full force.
WE SOMETIMES ARE OEUSUREO 
3V THE ECOWOMI(SAU3(-MIUDED 
FOR OUR SUPPORT OF AU. PUBLIC 
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS -» 
THE BOSS SEZ. HE POUT LIKE 
TO PAY TAXES ANY BETTER'U 
auvbodv else, but our town 
has Gar -to step tu -the 
MARCH OF PROGRESS, OR 
WITHER OU TH' VIME, AUP Hf: 
SEZ LIFE IS TOO SHORT Tt 
SPEND IT (U A DEAD TOWU
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN 8T., ROCKLAND
MYTHS ABOUT TAMALES
^NE of the current myths about 
Mexico Is that the main Items 
of diet are tamales and chile con 
carne. These two dishes as we know 
them ln this country are just about 
as foreign to Mexico as our chop 
suey is to China. The native foods 
in Mexico are delicious and the little 
native inns like this charming one 
in Taxco are invariably popular 
with travelers visiting the country 
on the fortnightly rail-water cruises 
via the Panama Canal and the Span­
ish Americas to Mexico.
The tortilla is one of the oldest 
dishes of Mexico and ls made today 
just as it was in the days of Mocte- 
zuma. It is a thin corn meal cake 
used ln countless combinations; 
among which the general favorite
is the “enchiladas"—tortillas rolled 
round a mixture of cheese, onions, 
chopped peppers, and shreds of 
pork, with a red pepper sauce 
poured over them.
“Frijoles" Is another ancient food 
—a variety of kidney bean cooked 
several hours to a tine paste then 
fried until it takes on the delicate 
flavor of nuts.
“Arroz" ls a fried rice that has 
been soaked first In water then fried 
with salt, tomatoes and flavoring
i,pices.
Barbaracao is a corking concoc­
tion of beef, veal, and pork cooked 
in an airtight underground oven to 
a blend that ts exquisite—a hluo- 
blood sort of a dish which tt ls 
’difficult to believe gave rise to our 
“Bar B Q" 'a.0)1 lhe l9£t day-
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ROCKPORT
Mrs. Manfred Ott has returned to 
Groton, Conn., after a visit with her 
grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Prince.
The Community Christmas tree 
erected on the Village Green Wed­
nesday by a crew of public spiritsd 
citizens and lighted for the first time 
that night presents a beautiful 
picture. While smaller than the 
trees of previous years it is pro­
nounced by all as being the most at­
tractive.
The Ballard Business School closed 
Friday for the Christmas vacation. 
A joke Christmas tree was a feature 
of the closing day.
Mrs. W. E. Whitney went Thursday 
to Scranton, Pa. for a visit with her 
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. Austin Whitney and incidental­
ly, her new granddaughter, Ann 
Christy Whitney.
Members of Harbor Light Chapter 
OES met Friday at the home of 
Mrs. Elsie Hawkins to fill the Christ­
mas baskets for shut-in members.
In connection with the all-day 
session of the Baptist Ladles' Circle 
held Wednesday at the home of Mrs. 
Arthur Walker, a surprise birthday 
party was tendered one of the mem­
bers, Mrs. A. T. Carroll
AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY
WARREN Vernon Ranqulst, Emerson Crockett, Joyce Halligan, Louie Cogan, Flora
UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Carroll, Mrs. j Simmons, Eugene Peabody, Adelbert 
Chester Wallace and Ansel M. Hilt■ Norwood, Harvel Crockett, Ruth 
were recent business visitors in Au- j Pease, Gary Keuniston, Pauline 
gusta. I Anderson, Vaughan Philbrook, Edna
Miss Hazel Waldo and Parker Star- I Lehto, Lillian Durrell, Elma Moon, 
rett of Woolwich were recent guests Herbert Moon.
of Miss Katherine Starrett. I A lone Christmas tree ornamenting
Douglas Gray is home from Orono, the piano was announced as belong- 
for the Christmas vacation, his tng to Mrs. Clark, and she found 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Gray many nice gifts under it from the 
having motored there for him yester­
day.
Richard Bucklin and Fred Bucklin, 
both students at the University of 
Maine, are home for the holiday.
Mrs. Arthur L. Perry accompanied 
by Mrs. Horace Maxey motored 
Thursday to Portland and on return
were accompanied by Mrs. Perry's , tbe house.
children.
• • * •
Langdon Wyllie
Langdon Wyllie, 30, native of this 
town, committed suicide Thursday 
afternoon with a .38 revolver in the 
basement of his home in Medford, 
Mass. His body was discovered by a 
carpenter engage^ in repair work on
son Walter, who will spend the 
Christmas recess with his parents.
Miss Eileen Kimball of Newport
Mr. Wyllie was born in this com­
munity, was graduated from Warren 
High School and was employed for
has been spending a few days with j some years with the Shawmut Na­
tional Bank in Boston. The last 
few months he had been employed 
with the Better Brush Co. of Boston.
Mrs. M. R. Robinson.
Robert Wotton went Monday to
Wayland, Mass., where he has em­
ployment. While there he will make 
his home with his sister. Mrs. George 
Saunders and Mr. Saunders.
Howard Messer is at home from 
Mt, Hermon School, owing to illness.
The annual Christmas concert will 
be held Sunday at the Methodist 
Church.
Mrs. John Cunningham returned 
Monday from Knox Hospital.
F. E. Burkett and Walter Ayer 
went Wednesday to Augusta to at­
tend the special session of Legislature
Mrs. Chester McFarland and 
daughter Patsy returned Tuesday 
from Knox Hospital.
There were nine tabes of bridge 
Saturday night at the home of Mr 
and Mrs. A. C. Hawes. Club hostesses 
were Mrs. Caroline Abbott, Mrs. Ida 
Goss and Mrs. Edna McKinley. Those 
winning honors were Mrs. Wilson 
Merriam. F. E. Burkett, and Miss 
Edith Hawes.
Frank Calderwood returned Friday 
from Boston.
Community Club will meet Tues­
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
, J C. Creighton. Mrs. Lila Burrill 
IU health was the reason given for ( will [n cbarge o( a Christmas pro-
Work was completed Wednesday
Quirk. Watson, the needle! Deep in study over the famous Cellini Cup, on new ca^le erected by the 
one of the priceless art treasures of the world, in “The Plot Thickens,” arc Warren Telephone Co. The crew left 
Oscar Piper and Hildegarde Withers. (You remember them in "Penguin Thursday afternoon.
mA Richard Tonseth and daugh- Po01 Murd"-" “Murder on a Blackboard." “Murder on a Honeymoon” and
ters Selma and Dorothy of Reading. "Murder on a Bridle Path"?) The story is based on the attempted theft of
Mass, are expected to arrive Sunday lhe treasurc' the *'°rk of the great sixteenth century artist, Benvenuto and Mrs. Charles McIntire,
to spend Christmas week with Mr. CeUlnL James Gleason has the role of Oscar for the fifth time, while ZaSu Mrs. Helen Maxey entertained at a
and Mrs H. O. Heistad. They will pitto 18 new Hildegarde, the “schooimarm” Sherlock Holmes. Owen (Christmas party Monday night Miss 
be joined for the holiday and week- Ravis, Jr. and Louise Latimer have the romantic leads. Ben Holmes directed
' “The Plot Thickens."—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Damon of i 
Canaan, were recent guests of Mr.1
end by Mr. Tonseth.
enhanced by the acting of Irja Hill 
as the colored maid.
Other members of the cast who de-
CAMDEN
his act. He had suffered from a heart 
ailment for some time.
Survivors are his wife, two young 
daughters, his father, Sidney Wyllie, 
and his grandmother, Mrs. Addle 
Wyllie.
gram. Philip Creighton, student at 
Brown University, has been secured 
as guest speaker, his subject to be 
“International Peace Relations." AU 
members are requested to take or send 
donations fou the Christmas boxes to 
be made at this meeting.
Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea and Katherine de Millc in a tensely 
dramatic scene in the Twentieth Century-Fox drama with music, “Banjo On 
My Knee."—adv.
A drama with music, deftly re- weeping, the tempestuous emotions 
lieved by comedy and enlivened by of these picturesque children of the 
several new song hits, combine to mighty river stir the blood and ln- 
make “Banjo on My Knee," a hit trtgue the interest of everyone, from 
screen production. Add to this a opening scene to thrilling climax, 
story that is distinctly different in Tlie selection of a cast to delineate 
theme and plot construction; with these difficult roles was little short of 
the locale of Tobacco Road and for inspired, with Barbara Stanwyck and 
characters the shanty-boaters who Joel McCrea co-starred, supported by 
live, love and die on their ramshackle such talented and popular players as 
barges on the lower Mississippi, and Helen Westley. Buddy Ebsen. Walter 
the sum total Is something new in Brennan, Walter Catlett, Anthony 
movie entertainment. Martin and Katherine de Mllle. —
Fighting — loving — laughing — I adv.
TOWN OF VINALHAVEN
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Vlnalhaven. ln the County 
of Knox, for the year 1936
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the
Town of Vlnalhaven aforesaid, for the year 1936. committed to me for col­
lection for said Town on the 3rd day of June. 1936. remain unpaid; and 
notice Is hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not 
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as sufficient to pay the 
amount due therefor, Including Interest and charges, will be sold without 
further notice at public auction at Memorial Hall ln said Town, on the first 
Monday ln February. 1937, at nine o'clock A, M
WALDOBORO
The pupils of Mrs. Gretchen W. 
Simmons gave a successful recital 
Monday In the High School audi­
torium. Those taking part were 
Helen Boggs, Edith Burgess, Louise 
Boggs. Mary Stafford, Ruth Burgess, 
Pauline Creamer, Janet Boggs, Hol­
lis Moody and Hellie Moody. The 
young performers gave several selec­
tions with ease and fine perfection
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Fred Gray and Mrs. Francis 
Conway returned Wednesday from 
Rockland.
Mrs. Sadie Robbns and Mrs. Hilma 
Webster have returned from a visit 
In Rockland.
Misses Ethel Freedman and Doro-
Marjorie Spear, Miss Eleanor Good­
win. Mrs. Christine Barker, and Mrs 
Alena Starrett. Sandwiches, cake, [ 
and hot chocolate were served by. 
candlelight, the colors of the table ln I 
red and green of the season. Feature 
of the evening was a Christmas tree.
The Clover Farm Store has had the 
telephone installed.
Miss Mildred Firris of Union,
Mama's Baby Boy”
High School Seniors scored another 
success in the presentation of their 
annual play at Town hall, Thursday 
night This year they chose a three- 
act comedy entitled "Mama's Baby
Boy. and the young performers I friends of the young son and daugh- pn Mechanic street and in the care teacher at the Wt rren Highlands
Mrs. Noble C. Earl of Boston is in
serve much credit for the success of town, called by the illness of her 
the affair were: Barbara Noyes, as sister. Mrs. Carrie Drake of Megunti- 
Mrs, McLean's mother; Carl Eaton, cook street.
Helen Cripps and Dorothy Burns, as Hansen is ill at her home
handled the many trying and em-, ter; Elizabeth Lane, as Mrs. Car­
barrassing situations in which they lotta Anglin and Herbert Gregory as 
were placed by acting dual roles in a j a real estate agent.
masterly manner.
cf Mrs. Mabel Burrage. R. N. ! School, has a position teaching kind-
Parker Morse Hooper of Fall River, j erKar*n in Al«usU t€acher 10
Mass., a member of the summer Itake her place lwt becn named'
thy Freedman arrived recently from 
of touch, reflecting great credit upon ) Stonington to spend the holidays, 
their teacher. They were assisted by Mrs. Eeo an(i niece Jean
Mrs. Louise Miller who sang "My 1 gtrachan were in Rockland several 
Blue Danube” and “Humoresque" I days this week
with Mrs. Simmons at the piano and 
by Mrs. Simmons with piano solos 
The program was much enjoyed by
Before the rise of the curtain and colony, spending a fcw days Miss Farris's work at the Highlands I the large audlence
The feminine lead was taken by j between the acts music was fur- 
Miss Roberta Holbrook as Mrs. Shep- j nished by the School Orchestra, di- ) 
hard McLean, a young widow, and rected by Clarence Fish. Mrs. Doris 
was exceptionally well handled by'Graffam, English instructor, was the 
her. Her opposite was L. True Spear, efficient coach and also director of 
Jr. as Luther Long, a widower, who, j the play, assisted by Byron Rider as 
being financially embarrassed de- business manager; Vernon Kenney, 
elded to woo and wed the purported stage manager; Millieent Roberts, art 
wealthy Mrs. McLean. t director; Lendall Merrill, electrician;
In order for this plan to material- j Vera Turner and Catherine Simon-' moved to East Eddington where they 
ize lt seemed necessary for her 18- ton, property managers, Mary Tol- i make their future home with
here.
Ladies of the GAR. met last night. 
Picnic supper was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Carr have 
returned home from Plymouth, N. H„ 
where Mr. Can-
major eperation.
Mr.- and Mrs. George Lamer have
School has been excellent, and it ls | 
with regret that the pupils learned 
that yesterday was her last day there. 
Her new duties begin in January.
Mrs. May Rokes was hostess Wed­
nesday to the Umbrella Club 14 mem-
Hildreth-Greene
Misses Ernestine Carver. Norma 
Gray, Rebecca Arey, and Ruth Brown 
arrived today from Farmington Nor­
mal School to spend the Christmas 
recess.
Mrs. Cora Peterson and son Her-
year-old son and his 17 year-old man, usher manager, 
daughter to pose as children. Don- ’ 
aid Welt as “Mama's Baby Boy” and' 
dressed as a 13year-old and Kather­
ine Annis. posing as a child of 12, 
brought down the house with their j 
antics. The comedy was also greatly1
TOWN OF ROCKPORT
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Rockport, ln the County of 
Knox, for the year 1936
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the 
Town of Rockport aforesaid, for the year 1938. committed to me for collection 
for said Town on the 28th day of April, 1936. remain unpaid; and nottce 
Is hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previ­
ously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the amount 
due therefor, including Interest and charges, will be sold without further 
notice at public auction at Town Hall ln said Town, on the first Monday ln 
February. 1937, at nine o'clock A. M
k Used Fund tureK REAP WANT APf
Name of Owner Description of Property Amount of Tax Due
BARTON. C. E Premises Eslde School St., ad). Busan Smith heirs S. and 
Ralph Wentworth heirs N................ .-......... ......................-.............. —
BLACKINGTON. FRED—Land W side Warrenton St., ad).. Cemetery 
rear H N Brazier W and F A. Thorndike S. 4*4 acres Land 
with buildings N E comer. Rockland te Meadow Sts . ad). W 
A. Moon 8 E S‘i acres---------- --- ---------------------...... -.......................
CLOUGH. NELSON HEIRS—Ross lot S. side South St . ad) . land of 
Zebulou Lufkin heirs S. Ac E . ..............................................................
FISH. WILLIAM HEIRS—Heath lot E. side Rockland St. at head of 
Grassy Pond ad). Hope line W. 3 acres .......................... -.............
FOQO. LETTIE HEIRS—Premises E side Mechanic St. ad). Clastla 
Cole N and C. C. Dillingham 8 ................................... -...............
FRYE. JEROME—Land W side Rockland St ad). Ida Lehtonen N. 
and W A Moon E . ................. .......... ................................-.......-........
OROSS. RALPH—Premises S. E. corner Meadow te South Sts. ad) 
Wm Barrows E 4 acres..........—I.....................-............................... .......
GURNEY. ELEANOR—One-third Quarry lot W side Lily Pond ad) 
Oore lot E. one-thtrd Preble lot on Ragged Mt. ad) E Rust 
heirs E 17 >4 acres. —......-.................... -....................................
COHEN. SIMON—Cooper Store premises N side Main St adj W F. 
Dillingham E and Minerva Piper W Keller premises 8 W 
corner High te Amesbury Sts. ad). H H Heistad S....................
SIMONTON. JAMES—Land corner Meadow and West Sts. ad] Joseph
HAMMOND. RICHARD—Lot on Spring Mt ad] C. At R Water Co.
N Oscar Oreenrose E and N. U. Lamson W ................. -........
KOCHO. ELIZABETH R—Jacob Packard premises S side Porter 8t. 
ad). Ksrl Packard W. and Nelson Clo ugh heirs 8 E 73 al-res land In 
rear Porter St ad). Henry Farrow S Chlckawaukle Lake W 
and Karl Packard N. 81 acres. ....._......... _....—..........................- 
LUSE. Olive C.—8 D. Carleton homestead between Church and 
Summer St ad) F. A Magune heirs W Part of Eaton wood- 
lot on Ragged Mt ad] Camden line N. 10 acres; Shore lot 
W side Beauchamp Cove ad). Mary L. Bok and Thomas Peter­
son 8. Land both sides Union St. ad) Carl Bros, and Sisters 
and C. C. Dillingham S and Maud Davis and Irvin Caln W 
20 acres: Premises E side Main St ad] Minerva Piper E and 
Franklin St. N. ’4 land E side Main St ad), above premises 
E. Lot S side Summer St ad). Irvin Caln E and Doris Bums 
W. Premises N Side Summer St. ad). Julia E Plnkham E and 
above premises W Land N E corner Church and Franklin 
Sts. ad). Cora Ferry and Daniel Andrews S ..................................
MONROE. BENJAMIN—Land between Warren and West Sts. adj. N. 
U Lawson and U. E. Leach E. . ............................................ . ..............
OVERLOOK. CHESTER—Land W. side Mt. Pleasent St. ad). G. 
Lalne 8 30 acres........................-...............................................................
PARTRIDGE. FRED—Premises N side Beech St ad). Thomas Morlden 
N. E and W. Land N side Beech St. adj. L. M Chase E. and 
Thomas Monden W. 13 acres........ ......................................... ................
PAUL. CORA HEIRS—Land S W comer Commercial and School Sts. 
ad). Charles E. Rhodes Jr. S....................................-.............-...........
PENFIELD EVELYN O.—Premises W side Commercial St. ad). B 
H Paul S. and Wm. Chrleton N...........................................................
PETTERSON FRANK HEIRS—8tore premises S side Central St. ad). 
Security Trust Co. W. and E A. Champney E............................
RAWLEY. ENOCH p HEIRS—Premises W side Rockland St. ad). 
Oscar Carroll 8. W and N. ................................... ......-........................
RICHARDS. LEWIS—Land W side Camden St. ad). Ruth Bartlett N. 
and Leona Salisbury S....................-................................................ ».....
ROBBINS. GRACE—Land W. side Camden 8t. ad). Goose River S. 
and H O. Jenkins heirs N..........................................................................
SECURITY TRU8T CO.—Shepherd block 8 side Central St. ad). C. 
E. Merrill E. and private W...... .......... ........................................-...........
SIMONTON. JOSEPH—Premises N. side Meadow St ad) James H 
Simonton W and Mildred Mulloy N. 35 acres: Land S. W 
corner West and Meadow Sts. ad), above premises. Lot N. side 
West St. adj R. W. Buzzell E. and E C. Merriam W 4 acres.
SHEPHERD. JOSEPH F—Land N. side Main St. adj E. C. Merriam 
E. and Camden Line N. and W. 10 acres........................................
STUDLEY. VERGIE F—Store premises W. side Central St. ad] 
Elizabeth Newbert W and Champney Bldg. E. Champney store 
property W. side Central St. ad). Store premises W and G. W 
Miller E Premises E side Camden St. ad). Cora Perry S. and 
Orove St. N. . .............. ............. ..................................................................
WENTWORTH, CYNTHEIA—Premises S. W. corner Russell ave and 
Bauchamp St. ad). J. M McGregor 8. and C. C. Dillingham 
W...............................................................-........................................................
WITHERSPOON, BLANCH HEIRS—Premises N side Main St. ad). Leroy 
French B. and Mark Dunton N. Melvin lot ad), above named 
lot on N. E. . ........ ................ ............... ................-............. —...........-.......
YOUNO. RALPH R. HEIRS—Former Eells homestead S. E corner 
Commercial and West Sts ad), land of Ed. Merriam W.........
Dec 19. 1936
The Bangor Commercial contained | bert returned Thursday from several J 
recently an account of a wedding of 
interest to many local people. The 
condensed clipping states that one 
Christmas tree and refreshments. 1 0( the prettiest of the fall weddings
The meeting was desidedly up-to- ; took th€ home of pr and j Ezra returne<i Wednesday
date, with two of the members cos- j c B port<;r, Nov. 26. when Rev. | from Whitinsville, Mass, 
turned, one as Mrs. Simpson, and the : william F. Brown married with the
other the ex-King Edward. The next j double Ting service. E. Merle
meeting wUl be Wednesday, at Mrs. Hildreth, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
Mina Russells. B Hildreth of M ilford and Miss
Dinner committee for the meeting | Mary E Greene, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank A. Greene of Pitts-
underwent a bers being present to enjoy the
days visit in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sawin Pierce 
of Lexington, Mass.
Name of Owner Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due 
Including Interest and
Charges
their son, George Larner.
MI. Battie Lod^?, I.O.OJ?’.. will
have a venison supper at 6:30 Tues- 
' day following which there will be
I work in the second degree. Several , Wednesday of the E. A. Starr ett
, members were in Tenant's Harbor ! Camp, S.U.V.. Auxiliary will be Mrs i fieid. who has been a member of the 
| Thursday night to attend the District ! William Stickney, and Mrs. Alice I portpr family several years.
$20 60
30 90
10 30
1 29
39 92
2 58
19 32
20 09
84 98
2 58
2 58
319 30
391 40
14 43
7 73
5 15
meeting.
'Mrs. Clarence Taylor will entertain 
; the Lend-A-Hand-Club Monday 
i night at her home on Elm street.
! There will be a Christmas Tree.
The Congregational Society will 
meet Wednesday afternoon at the
i parish house.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah lodge meets 
Wednesday night. A Christmas Tree 
will follow the meeting.
One hundred members of the CCC 
Camp will go home for the Christ­
mas holidays. A large number of 
the boys were in Rockland last night 
j to attend the Community Building 
opening exercises.
Comique Theater attractions: Sun- 
, day, "Rose Marie,” and "13 Hours 
By Atr;r adhtission will be by canned 
I goods, edibles or cash. This show 
I is under the auspices of the Camden- 
1 Rockport Lions Clubs and the pro- 
, ceeds will go to the needy of the 
1 town; Monday and Tuesday. Kay 
Francis in “Give Me Your Heart." 
Tuesday is Get-Rich-Nite. $100 given 
away; Wednesday. Barton MacLane 
in “Bengal Tiger."
The new American Oil Co., filling
Gray. Those not solicited, are re- 1 'j’he brl<j€ was given in marriage by 
quested to furnish sweets. Members father. Miss Pearl Greene, her 
are reminded to take a small gift for ; sister attended the bride and Wil-
the Christmas Tree. liam D. Buchanan of Stamford,
Miss Bertha Teague went Monday ; 0Onn _ was "best man. The bride 
to Sanford where she spent a few looked charming in her dress of deep 
days with Mrs. Bert Day. before leav- ! vine-colored transparent velvet with 
ing for North Weymouth, Mass , to I bouquet of bride's roses. Her sister's 
pass the winter with Mr. and Mrs '
Joseph Teague.
Rev Howard A. Welch officiated 
Thursday at the funeral services 
held for Edward Lampinen. The
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond' Webster 
returned Wednesday from Rockland.
Mrs. Ora Ingerson visited in Rock­
land this week.
A cantata entitled “The Guest of 
Bethlehem” will be presented Sunday 
night at Union Church under the 
auspices of the choir.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ames returned 
Wednesday from a trip to Boston.
Officers of Pleasant River Grange 
to 'be installed Jan. 6 are: Master, 
James L. Calderwood; overseer, 
Winnie C. Ames; lecturer. Leola B 
Smith; steward. Herbert V. Calder- 
wood; assistant steward, Curtis M. 
Webster; chaplain. Florence E. Law- 
son; treasurer, E. Jeanette Gregory; 
secretary, C. Meervey T. Ames; G. K , 
Maurice A. Brown; Ceres, Ella E. 
Ames; Pomona, Lillian M. Gregory;
gown was of deep blue transparent 
velvet with accessories to match and 
her bouquet was of pink carnations.
The bridal party stood before a bank 
of evergreen shot with yellow and
bearers were, Paul lives. Henry lives, flowers, while there was an ______
Wesley Tolman and Vernon Mank ! abundance of cut flowers over the ’ Flora, Olive B. Gregory; lady assis- 
The flowers were many and beauti­
ful. Mr. Lampinen was well liked by 
all who knew’ him. He graduated
fireplace and about the rooms. i tant steward. Avis C. Calderwood; 
A reception-followed the ceremony Ex Com, M. E. Smith.
xr u lOQi h wac i ^uring w'hich a buffet lunch was jjrs Lora Hardison, was hostess to 
from Warren High 1933^ and as served> the brWe cutting the bride-s Washington ch(b recently at her 
secretary of the Union Cooperative Mlce presente<j her by Mrs. Porter, home.
Afterward the bride and groom de- „„ .. _ .
parted for a wedding Journey on
Farmers' Club.
Mrs. Flora Jones has returned 
home from the Maine General Hospi­
tal In Portland where she was under 
observation for a time.
Maurice Wellman sprained his 
right ankle recently.
Dinner guests Tuesday of Mr. and 
Mrs. E. S. Carroll were Miss Rosa 
Spear, Mrs. Ellen Wellman, Maurice 
Wellman, the occassion being the
station at the corner of Elm and ' J°lnl observance of Mrs. Wellman s
18 03 ‘
34 77
20 60
5 IS
2 58
381 10
41 98
5 15
118 91
41 20
25 75
157 08
CHESTER P WENTWORTH. 
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Rockport.
152-S-l
School streets, is open to the public. 
Sam Lankton is in charge.
Leo Crooker. employed by the Cen­
tral Maine Power Co, will go to 
Bermuda the first of January and It 
will be a free trip, too. Mr. Crooker 
led the salesmen In the Easten divi­
sion of the Central Maine Power 
Company for the largest number of 
sales in electric appliances, thus his 
luck. The trip is sponsored by the 
General Electric Co. Mr. Crooker is 
receiving congratulations on his ex­
cellent work for the company which 
resulted in this ocean voyage.
Miss Virginia Jamieson arrives to­
day from Beaver College in Phila­
delphia to spend the Christmas re­
cess with her parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert W. Jamieson.
Schools in town closed yesterday 
and will reopen Jan. 4.
The Townsend Club voted into of­
fice Thursday night President, Mrs. 
Maude Porter; vice president. A. D. 
Coose; treasurer, Ralph Richards; 
secretary, John P. Leach; advisory 
board. Bert Fletcher, Loren Bennett, 
W. A. Smith, Mlrs. Ivie Bennett, 
Hope, Joseph Simonton. Mrs. Jessie 
Joselyn and A. D. Coose.
MODERN WOMEN
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due 
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes. 
Chi-ches-ters Diamond Biand Pills are effective, 
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold bj 
alldruggistsforover45years. Aikfor—i
CHICHESTERS PILLS
"JHI BIAMONO •RAHO"
and Mr. Carroll's birthday anniver­
saries.
Mrs. Alice Gordon has been ill. 
Her place at the mill has been taken 
by Mrs. Pearl Ordway.
During Christmas rush the last 
mail In the afternoon will be closed 
at 4:15 promptly.
• • • •
Christmas Program By Students
Pupils fairly outdid themselves 
Wednesday afternoon- at the Hinck­
ley Corner school, in the presentation 
of their annual Christmas program 
given in the form of a radio broad­
cast, with Adelbert Norwood and Mer­
rill Fiske as announcers. The music 
was accompanied toy Mrs. Marion 
M. Clark, music supervisor, and the 
children were pleased to receive many 
guests for the afternoon.
The program included the school 
song, a greeting by Alice Griffin, 
song selections toy grades one two, 
three, and four; solo Willis Berry; 
duet, Earle Pease and Willis Berry; 
piano solo, Joyce Butler; piano solo, 
Robert Wyllie, vocal duet, Louie 
Cogan and Lillian Durrell; solo Mary 
Norwood, vocal solo Robert Wyllie; 
tap dance Lillian Durrells.
A Christmas play, "Waiting for the 
Christmas Bell" had as cast Lois 
Norwood. Martha Griffin, Joyce But­
ler, Merrill Fiske, Herbert Moon-, and 
Mary Norwood as the children. Reci- 
tationes were heard from, Nathalie 
MtoKinley, Evelyn Wotton, Harold 
Pease, Warren Philbrook. Jill Cogan, 
James (HaMigaii, Roliert Anderson,
which the bride's traveling suit was 
gray with blue accessories. They will 
reside in Milford.
The bride was educated in the 
Pittsfield and Mars Hill schools, com­
ing here (Old Town) direct from her 
graduation and entering into 'the life 
of Old Town's younger people, both 
she and her husband being members 
of the United Baptist Church. She is 
highly esteemed not only by Dr. and 
Mrs. Porter but by a very wided circle 
of friends.
The groom, who holds the post of 
field executive for the Boy Scouts 
under the direction of Katahdin 
Council of Bangor, is the first to hold 
this important office. He has won to 
the position by a long term of years 
of scouting apprenticeship. He was 
the first Boy Scout in Old Town and 
vicinity to attain to the distinction 
of Eagle Scout and served for some- 
years as actual scout master before 
he was eligible, ln matter of years, 
to be appointed officially to that rank. 
He was educated in the Milford 
schools, graduated from Old Town 
High School and the University of 
Maine. He has taught in Washburn 
and Waldoboro but his first allegiance 
has ever been to the Boy Scout move­
ment. He held membership while in 
college in Phi Eta Kappa and hon­
orary and scholastic fraternities and 
attended the National Training 
School for Scout Executives.
CLARK ISLAND
Sunday School children will pre­
sent Christmas Eve a pageant at 7 
olclock, following whi^h they will 
have a Christmas tree, with the com­
munity treat to the children.
turned from a trip to Portland.
Elwood Sails is home from Mass­
achusetts for hte holidays.
Marguerite Chapter. O.E.S., will hold 
its annual Christmas tree at the close 
of the meeting Monday. Each mem­
ber is asked to take a ten cent) gift.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Raymond who 
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Paul Plourd in Rockland, went this 
week to spend the winter in Marl­
boro, Mass.
By invitation of the faculty of the 
High School the students weer their 
guests yesterday afternoon at Gem 
Theatre.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge meets 
tonight for the annual Christmas 
tree. Members will take a tree gift.
The Lions Club Donation Day will 
be Sunday at Gem Theatre at 2 p. m. 
Foods, canned goods, vegetables, gro­
ceries or anything edible will be ad­
mission tickets. No cash admission 
unless one wishes to pay. All pro­
ceeds will be given to needy fami­
lies in town for Christmas. The 
splendid entertainment will be en­
titled 'Naughty Marietta” with Jean­
ette McDonald and Nelson Eddy.
Mrs. Walter E. Polk underwent a 
surgical operation last Saturday at 
the Augusta General Hospital. She 
is being cared for by Alice F. Tourney, 
R. iN.
MRS CHARLOTTE CARVER—Three shares Sands Quarry Property.
Value $75.  ........................................................................................... . $6 25
CHARLES S. CARVER—Two shares Sand9 Quarry Property Value
$50 4 84
FREDERICK CONVERSE- Land bounded on N by land of Oeorge R.
Aggaslz. on E by shore, on S by land of Percival T Oates, on 
W by land of George A Strong. Value $950.................................... 58 37
DODDS BROTHERS GRANITE CORP INC-One half of lot known 
as Elizabeth Crockett Lot located on the North East shore of 
Sands Cove; containing 47 500 sq. ft more or less, rectangular 
In shape, bounded on N by Sands Quarry’ property on E by 
Harbor Quarry Lot. on S by shore, on W by land of Ingerson
heirs. Value $100....................... .................................................................. 9 17
Harbor Quarry Property, bounded on N by land of Jane E 
Hopkins heirs, on E ,by land of L A Coombs & others, on
S. by town way. on W by land of D S Kent Value $200 .....  13 34
Land known as Stone Yard Lot situated on East side of Sands 
Quarry, containing four acres more or less, bounded on N Ac E 
by Harbor Quarry Lot. on 8. by shore and Smith’s Point Value
$250........... ....... -............ ................................................................................... 18 18
Land known as the Ingerson Lot. loc ated on the highway leading 
from Vinalhaven village to Granite Island, bounded on N My land 
of Mary Dodd, on E. by land of Ora Jones, on S. by land of
Oscar Nelson, on W. by land of Bradford Bray Value $150...... 10 51
Sands Wharf so-called, including buildings located on E side
of Sands Cove. Value $500 29 85
Sixteen shares Sands Quarry property. Value $400 ...... .............. 23 68
Land and Quarry property known as Wharffs Quarry, bounded 
on N by land of F H Hall, and shore of Long Cove, on E A
S by land of Peaslee & Bunker, on W by shore. Value $500 30 35
Wharf <to Power House located* at Wharffs Quarry Value $400 24 18
Lot of land bought of J. S. Black ln Dist. No 2. Value $150. 10 01
AUGUST ELO— Wood lot bounded on N S. bv land of F. S Walls 
Est., on E. by land of Minnie Chilles. on W by land of T J.
Young. Value $200 ... 13 84
ARCHIBALD & RALPH HOWE-Land and buildings Land bounded 
on N by land of Young Orchard Co on E bv land of C L.
Calderwood. on 8 by Mill River, on W -by land of O B Baker
and shore. Value $550 33 89
Cottage on above described land Value $1500 87 05
MRS. I. L HALL EST -Land and bungalow at Shore Acres, known as
Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Value $175 12 42
MRS H F McCANN—Land and buildings I^nd bounded on N by 
land of F H. Hall, on E by land of John Monaghan, on S 
by land of J. Leopold & Co.. Inc., on W toy shore. Value $200 13 84
WILLIAM MORSE-Land and buildings situated on Granite Island.
formerly property of James Lawrence. Value $250 ..................... 18 68
HENRIETTA PERRINE-Two shares Sands Quarry Property Value
$50. K................................................................................................................. 4 84
GRACE ROBERTS—Lot of land at Shore Acres adjoining land of
George R Oray. Value $75........................ . ............................................ 8 75
FOSTER B SNOW EST -Land In District No 2 Value $100 .............. 8 17
JOSEPH TYLER—Land bought of Chas Calderwood Land bounded
on N. by land of Mrs William Emerson, on E by land of Aura 
Dyer, on S. 'by shore, on W by land of Rebecca Leadbetter 
heirs. Value $250......................................................................................... 18 68
GERTRUDE WALLS—Land and bulldln gs Land bounded on N A E 
by private way. on 8 by Carroll Lot. on W by Sands Quarry 
Property. Value $200 ................................................................................ 13 84
GEORGE WENTWORTH -Wood lot bou ght of R F Green heirs, land 
bounded on N. by land of Minnie Chilles on E by land of 
R F. Greene heirs, on S. by land of F S Ealls Est . on W by
land of T J. Young. Value $150...........................................-........... 11 01
Wood lot bought of R F Greene heirs, land bounded on N. 
by land of Minnie Chilles. on E by land of Charles A Ralph 
Calderwood. on S A W by land of F S Walls Est Value $350 21 85
EDMUND B OSBORNE—Sheep Island in Mill River so-called Value
$500 .... ............ «.................................................................. ......................... 30 35
F. F BROWN—Land and buildings. Land bounded on N by land 
of Abbie Calderwood. on E. by same, on S by High St., on W 
by town way. Value $1100..................................-....................-.............. - 64 28
WILLIAM BERNARD—Bungalow at Shore Acres so-called Value *250 16 68
J ALBERT AVRACK—Dog Fish Island in West Penobscot Bay,
including wharf. Value $2500.................................................................... 144 25
Log Cabin on above Island. Value $1000 .................................... . 58 70
MRS JOHN NED5ON—Land and buildings. Land bounded on ,N by 
land of Chaney Gray heirs, on E. by land of Owendolyn 
Orcene. on S by East Main St., on W by land ojf R L. Nick­
erson. Value $250......................................................................................... 16 68
SARAH LIBBY HEIRS—Land and buildings Land bounded on N. by 
Ma'n St . on E by private way. on S by land of C. L. Boman. 
on W by E. O. Carver, occupied by Frank White as store
Value $1500 .................................................................................................. 87 55
One-half of Emery Smith Place co-called, bounded on N. by 
land of Gust Skoog, on E by land of F Hermann heirs, on S.
A W by shore. Value $450 ......... . .............................................. . ........ 27 52
Land and buildings. I And bounded on N. by land of Maurice 
Calderwood. on E. by land, of A H. rr»bh on W by East Boston 
St. on 8 by land of C. E Hall. Value $1000..........-.................... 58 70
LESLIE B DYER.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Vlnalhaven
158-8-1
Dec. 19. 1936
NOW IS THE TIME!
Water and Drain Pipes 
Renewed
Cesspools and Septic Tanks 
Cellars Repaired, White­
washed
Cement Work
S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
137*lt
TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxM on lands altuated ln the Town of North Haven, Maine, In 
the County of Knox, for the year 1936.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners tn the 
Town of North Haven, Maine aforesaid, for the year 1936, committed to me for 
collection for said Town on th^ 16th day of May. 1936. remain unpaid; and 
nottce ls hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not pre­
viously paid, so much of the real estate taxed bk Is sufficient to pay the 
amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be sold without 
further notice at public auction at Crockett's Hall ln said Town, on the first 
Monday In February. 1936. at nine o'clock A. M
Name of Owners Description of Property
I
Amount of Tax Du© 
Interest and Charges
Not Included
SMITH WHARF TRUST—Wharf A Fret ght shed Bounded on south, 
east, and west by North Haven Thoroughfare and on the 
north by land of Ett F. Noyes ..................................................... . $88 70
RAY M BEVERAOE
Collector of Taxes of the Town of North
152-3-1
December IP. 1936
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When selecting Christmas gifts do not 
forget that The Courier-Gazette makes one 
of the best, because of the great good the 
recipient gets from it.
It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred 
and fifty-six times over.
Then, too, it is welcomed by every 
member of the family.
The Courier-Gazette is “Knox County’s 
Own Newspaper."
Send orders any time.
Subscriptions may be started at once or 
we will hold until the day before Christ­
mas.
We send a handsome Christmas card 
announcing the gift and the donor of it.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Mrs. Marian Williams is leaving 
today for Andover. Mass., to soend 
the remainder of the winter with her J 
sister. Mrs. Inez Gilchrest.
Mrs. Evelyn Snow has closed her 
home on Green street and is with j 
Miss Alice Erskine in Rockland for ' 
the remainder of the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Dornan j 
left yesterday for Mechanicsburg. ] 
Penn., where they will spend the 
holidays with her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. I. M. Fought.
Mrs. Edwin F Lynch was hostess 
to Thursday Club at her home on 
I Dunn street. Prizes were awarded 
Mrs. Vernon Achorn. Mrs Charles 
Smith and Mrs Oscar H. Crie.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met 
Wednesday afternoon in the vestry 
Supper was served by Mrs. Leona W. 
Starrett, Mrs. Hilda S. Keyes, Mrs. 
Blanche C Lermond and Mrs. Annie 
Mank. In the evening a program 
i was presented by members and guests 
of the Circle, those taking part being 
S T. Constantine of Rockland. Mrs. 
Charles B Singer. Mrs. Amos S. Mills 
Mrs H. S. Kilborn, Mrs. Herbert 
Newbert. Mrs. Etta Benner, Miss 
Maxine Chapman and Walter Chap­
man. Later tn the evening there wa-; 
a Christmas tree with Mrs. Ella 
i Flye taking the role of Santa Claus.
Wallace Tyler of Oakland. Calif., 
chief engineer, of M. S. Californian 
who has been visiting Woodrow Wil- 
j son for the past few days, returned 
I Wednesday to Boston.
The stated meeting of Grace Chap-5 , ter O ES will be held next Wednes- 
There will be a Christ­
mas tree and each member is asked 
to ‘take a ten-cent article which 
could be used in the dining room or 
kitchen. Fancy cake plates, plain [ 
white cups and saucers are suggest­
ed. Refreshments will be served.
Mrs. Angie Morse is in Portland to 
spend the remainder of the winter 
with Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Fales.
Mrs Etta Richards, who passed 
several months with her cousin. Mrs.
| Bessie Briggs, in Winthrop, arrived 
Tuesday at the home of Mr and Mrs . 
Charles E. Shorey. for a winter's stay. J 
/J Fred Hinckley, who spent the past g few days as guest of Mr and Mrs 
2 Bowdoin L. Grafton, returned Friday 
to Boston.
K Mrs. Albert P. Heald gave a small g supper party at her Main street e home Tuesday to honor Miss Helen 8 L. Carr, whose birthday anniversary I falls on a nearby date. Christmas e decorations were used for the table. I e the tiny green boughs and red berries 1 
£ under the light of red candles, mak-
Notice! For Men Only!
We have left out of half a carload a month 
ago only four 1936 Frigidaires, one new 
1935 Frigidaire (full guarantee), one 
new 1934 Frigidaire (full guarantee), 
one General Electric new unit (four 
years’ guarantee), one Stewart-Warner 
(re-conditioned—a marvelous buy).
DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
UNITED STATES 
DISTRICT OF MAINE
SOUTHERN DIVISION 
IN THE MATTER OF 
RECEIVERSHIP OF 
THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK. 
ROCKLAND. MAINE
ORDER OF NOTICE 
It appearing from the petition of
Edward C. Payson. Receiver of The 
Rockland National Bank. Rockland.
keAa'fs l/vuA,
faViqaM,
not a TO*
Foreign, domestic programs; 
aviation, police, amateur. Cabi­
net of style and beauty—built 
lo laat. Edge-lighted Dial. 
Other sensational featured
s
*€?€0nly six more shopping days to Christmas. 
Have you done your shopping yet? If not, don't 
delay if you expect to get good selections'^
II
Below are a few suggestions:
FOR MEN
DRESS SHIRTS 
FLANNEL SHIRTS 
FANCY SWEATERS
FANCY STOCKINGS 
1 \\< Y NE( KT'I S 
LINED GLOVES 
WOOL MITTENS 
NIGHT SHIRTS 
PAJAMAS
«€ FOR BOYS «<
SCHOOL SHIRTS 
SCHOOL PANTS 
LACED LEG PANTS 
GOLF STOCKINGS 
HEAVY WOOL STOCKINGS 
MITTENS 
GLOVES
ZIPPER JACKETS 
MACKINAWS 
SWEATERS
fg tilt’s awfully hard to pick out just what the receiver will want, 
so any article purchased here may be returned or exchanged alter 
Christmas.
WILLIS AYER
day at 7.30
i 1
WE WILL SACRIFICE TO THE LIMIT 
TO CLEAN UP ON REFRIGERATORS 
BEFORE INVENTORY
We urge you to see these boxes. Be practical— 
give a refrigerator for Christmas. We know 
prices will be highei next year. A small down 
payment is all that is necessary to install a 
Frigidaire in your home for Christmas.
GIFT MEDALLION FREE 
Also Drastic Reductions On Other Appliances
MCLOON SALES & SERVICE
“THE PRACTICAL STORE’’
Opposite Post Office
21 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 730
C ember. A D 1936 that a Petition 
was filed on the nineteenth day of 
December. A D 11906. praying that the 
said Edward C. Payson, as Receiver, be 
authorized to accept the offer of cash 
payment in full compromise settlement 
of the obligations due said Receivership 
as represented by Assets No. 86 and 87. 
ln accordance with letter of the Comp­
troller of the Currency dated December 
9. 1936; that the said Receiver be au­
thorized to make sales of the securities 
represented by Assets No. 1783 and 1784 
and to deposit said securities with the 
Comptroller of the Currency for safe­
keeping and sale, ln accordance with 
plan outlined In letter of F. W.
Buerstetta. Assistant Supervising Re­
ceiver. Division of Insolvent National 
Banks. Office of .the Comptroller of the 
Currency, to this Receiver dated Sep­
tember 22. 1933; and that the said Re­
ceiver be authorized to convey certain 
real estate in Knox. Maine, known as 
the Hathorn property, at the expiration
of the equity of redemption, for a cash , vuvw
consideration of not less than Two cents, three tlmea for 50 centa. Addl- * 
Hundred Dollars ($200 001. that being tional llnea five centa each for one time 
the best price obtainable, ln accordance I 10 centa for three tlmea. Six worda 
with letter of the Comptroller of the I make a line.
Currency dated August 26. 1936
FULL’ 5-TUBE WORLD-WIDE
BRAND NEWJ937 MODEL
ZGfMOA $2995
Mode/ 5f
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND. ME.
In Everybody’s Column * ’ ‘~ ’cur
Advertisements ln thia column not to . FUIx uALEi
txceed three lines Inserted once for 25
i
NOW. on Motion of the Petitioner, it 
ls hereby
ORDERED
That all creditors and other persons 
Interested attend the Hearing on said 
Petition before the United States District I 
Judge ln the United States Court House, j 
ln the City of Portland. County of 
Cumberland and State of Maine, on the 
twenty-second day of December. A D. 
1936. at ten o'clock A AI and then 
and there show cause, if any they have, 
why the prayer of said Petitioner should 
not be granted.
Ard It is further
ORDERED
That thia Order be published ln the 
Portland Evening Express once on 
December 19. 1936 and in the Rockland 
Courier-Ga/ette Rockland Maine, once R 
cn December 19. 1936.'-and that there | ’
be two days at least elapse between the 
last publication of this Order and the 
date of said Hearing.
Dated. December 19. 1936 x 
By Order of Court
JOHN F KNOWLTON
Clerk Of The UnlUd States District 
Court, District Of Maine.
(L 8 )
By MARION RICHARDS.
Chief Deputy Clerk.
152-1$
A ng a particularly charming setting
by Rubinstein; Church Scene from 
"Faust." Gounod, Sextette from 
"Lucia" Donizetti.
NORTH HAVEN
• • • •
Eastern Star Inspection
The annual inspection of Grace 
Chapter. OES. was held at a spe­
cial meeting Wednesday in Masonic 
hall where a banquet was served to 
150 members and guests.
The dining room was lovely with 
its Christmas decorations, important
Mrs. May Beverage is speedily re­
covering after surgical treatment at 
the Knox Hospital. Miss Etta Bev­
erage is in Rockland to be near her 
mother.
U
I
«
\ LOST AND FOUND j*»»*»«»*•.***«**»
TAN and white male hound pup lost. 
MAURICE HARDINO. 2 North Main St., 
City 151-153
SMALL Alrdale Terrier lost at Glen 
Cove. Answer to name TERRY Tel. 
361-W 152*154
FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way. 
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, 
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Booklet
on
Application
II. II. Mase 
Manager
HOTEL
GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avenae 
Moderate Rates
Dining Eoom Service Unsurpassed 
\ .___ ff
June to 
October
Hotel 
Maselynn 
Stamford 
DeL Co.
N. Y.
The other guests were Mrs. Percy E 
Demmons and daughter. Miss Mil­
dred Demmons. and Miss L. Blanche 
Raysor.
The annual Christmas tree of the 
American Legion Auxiliary will be 
held Monday night at the Legion 
rooms on Star street. All Legion- 
names and ’amilies are 'nvited. each 
person attending to take a gift for 
the tree.
Eighteen members of the Friendly 
Club met at the home of Mrs. Frank 
D. Hathorne Wednesday night and 
the time was spent completing the 
work for the Christmas boxes.
Sewices at the Federated Church 
for Christmas Sunday will be: Sun­
day School at 9.45; morning worship 
at 11. subject of the pastor's sermon. 
"That They Might Have Life." The 
music by the Federated Choral Asso­
ciation will include. "The Virgin's 
Hymn" by Spence, women's
and anthem, “To Hear the Angels 
Sing ' by Lorenz. A vesper service 
at 4 o'clock will take the place of the
Ifil
8
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LUJLI 11 Jflnrn
X MIAMI xsmZeAd.
The mere knowledge that al Ihe Columbus, you ate indeed al Ihe 
social and geographical center ol things lends a sense of well-being 
that enhances your entire stay. But Cnlumbus charm is ranted deep in 
practical foundations in quiet luxury ol appointments, in proficiency 
in providing the creature comforts, in superior service. Two entire 
lloors of public rooms, individual decorations, baths with both tub and 
shower, complete soft water plant, steam heal, unique seventeenth 
lloor dining room—added lo centralized convenience to every 
business and recreational activity—these are foremost among the 
many (actors that contribute lo complete vacation enjoyment in 
Miami's Finest HoteL
rt Jwtwcr HamMoiu art aJwMi Wnfr or IV'rf tabj
Columbus
MIAMI'S I I t S I I I I I I D I I H 1 I I L
RATES:
J.nglt
Ooubi« (JLMu 4 U
All BOOMS WITH BATH
Sfxoal w«Uy rat«»
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOST ON
NORTH STATION
*4 STEP • from your TRAIN- (o ROOM
500 Rooms
IQUitm WITH***
RADIO 
SERVIDOR 
TUB ’-.SHOWER
WHEN you are buying ChrlsTmas 
presents for your friends, why not buy 
some of my sour krout? I have It In 
different sized packages: one gal. Jar. 
$115: 2l2 gai $2 50; 4 gal. $3: 1 gal. Jars 
salted dandelion greens. $1.75; cucumber 
pickles put up In mustard, salt, sugar, 
vinegar, etc ; sour krout pickle, gal. $1: 
2'A gal. $2 ED DEAN. City. Tel. 671-J.
151-153
MAN'S fine, heavy black broadcloth 
coat, mink lined. Persian lamb collar, 
value $500. Someone can have a great 
bargain, for $125. Inquire at Courler- 
Oazette office. 152-tf
THE W J. Coakley house for sale, 
situated on north side of Masonic street.
HOUND pup found white with Un head ALAN L. BIRD or A WALKER BREW-
black spot on right hip no collar, female. ' STER executors 
DELLA EDWARDS. East Waldoboro. I 
158-lt
WANTED
152-154
USED stoves bougnt and sold. Some 
good bargains In kitchen ranges. C. E. 
GROTTON. 138 Camden St., Tel. 1214-M.
141-tf
LARGE lumber lot for sale; large hard- 
$ i wood lot. 33 B Rock laying pullets. Tel. 
( ! 14-12. FRED STARRETT. Warren
152*157
MAN -to become contact man and 
investigator for national organization 
wanted Experience unnecessary. Good 
appearance essential. No selling Write 
750-770 MADISON BLDG. Milwaukee. 
Wls 152*lt
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. Man alone, 
modern conveniences. Apply on premises. 
C. E WEBB. Warren. 152-154
TWENTY-FIVE draft horses for sale; 
also 25 shoats. C M BURGESS, Union. 
Me., Tel. 6-4_____________________ 152-154
USED Automobile Parts—motors for 
boats. New parts at a savings. All parts 
sold on Money-Back Guarantee AUTO 
SAVE YARD. INC . 1887 River St . Hyde 
Park. Mass 152*36
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
WHEREAS Herman W Crockett of 
North Haven ln the County of Knox 
and State of Maine, by hls mortgage | SARGENT. 19 Purchase St
deed dated the twenty-sixth day of | —,------------------------------------
June A D. 1919 and recorded ln the 
Knox Registry of Deeds ln Book 180 
Page 466 conveyed to Mary Weld of 
Brookline In the County of Norfolk and
______________________________________ . 1931 Chevrolet 2 ton truck with stake
SET of Encyclopedia books of Unlver- body for sale, price reasonable, good
sal Knowledge wanted.
BACHELOR. 60. wants
Protestant housekeeper not over 45, 3 to 
4 days a week to start with If work 
proves satisfactory position will be per-
Wrlte L A. , condition. 126 Thomaston St. 152*154 
152*‘*4 CATTLE trailer lor sale, price right. 
American ’ MILLER S GARAGE, City. 150-152
Commonwealth of M^h^ U then
1 ars as to salary, age and references.a minor under the (guardianship of 
Hannah P Weld. William A. Gaston and I 
J Edward Harlow, certain parcels of1 
real estate together with
situate in North Haven ln the County 
of Knox and State of Maine and bounded 
and described as follows, to wit:— 
Beginning at the northwest corner of 
the John Kent lot. so called by the town 
road; thence northerly by said road to 
a stake and stones at the northwest 
corner of said lot and to land of H. M. 
Leadbetter; thence easterly, by the
Write “W" care Courier-Gazette 150*152
ONE pipe furnace lor sale Used 3 
seasons. Price right. FRED FERNALD. 
Tel 575. 151-153
TUXEDO for sale, size 40. very slightly 
used Tel 807-W Rockland 151-153
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven, 1 
buildings ! 105 Limerock St. Tel 1293 EVA AMES
150*132
ROOM and board in private family —
MACHINES for making barrels with 
metal hoops, for sale. Cash, or will ex- 
change for cedar shingles. Call W F. 
TIBBETTS. 297-W. 151*J52
wanted after Jan. 1. Address H W. 
CRANDALL, care of W H OLOVER CO
Lamar Hwis went Wednesday to ^Xd‘£ I ♦ MISCELLANEOUS
Rockland for consultation. He was referred to. and by land of said Lead-: 4 ******
D&H cone cleaned anthracite $15 per 
ton; Pocohontos soft coal $8 50; coke $11. 
151*153 ! All rail coal. W. F TIBBETTS. Tel.
—. 297-W___________________________ 151*153
_ VICTROLA with records for sale, 
” Walnut, console style, excellent condi­
tion; very reasonable. Call 793-W after 
4 p m. 148*tf
. DRAFT horses for sale, soid ln pa**- 
or single. One load fresh from the west.• j v- t-x j i better to the northeast corner of saidaccompnaied by iDr. Arthur wood- ian€j Of Nelson Mullin: thence
southerly by the line described in said 
deed and land of said Mullin to a stake 
and stones at the southeast corner of 
said lot and to the said John Kent lot: 
thence westerly by said Kent lot to the 
bounds first mentioned. containing 
about one acre of land, and being the 
same and Identical premises described 
ln deed from Cocke to Herzog, dated the 
twenty eighth day of January A. D. 
1914
Upon the foregoing property ls the 
hotel formerly and originally known as 
the Mullen House.
Also another lot of land, located in 
the Village of North Haven on Fox 
Island Thoroughfare, together with the 
furniture and fixtures belonging with 
the house thereon; Beginning at the Fox 
Island Thoroughfare on a line running
Quinn Sr. stood in line and received, 'hr°ugh a blreh and through an oak ' tree standing on the bank of said
man.
Grade pupils held a Christmas 
tree with exercises Friday, the clos-
among these being a lighted tree at ing day of school.
the entrance, evergreens banked or. 
the window sills, and table center-1 
pieces of gaily hued ornaments pilet! 
high in shiny star-shaped tins I 
flanked with red candles. The in-1
In Library hall under the auspices 
of the Church a reception and 
shower were tendered Tuesday night 
to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Quinn, whose 
marriage recently took place in 
Rockland. After an informal sing of
WATCHMAKERwatches. clocks, an- I H A. HART, South Hope. Maine. Tel. 
tlques, all kinds repaired Call and | Union 11-33. 150-155
deliver S ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 
Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J
151*13
HAPPY Christmas Greetings. Spiritual 
Reading. 16 questions answered 25c and 
stamp G. A. A. JONES. Bluehill Falls. 
Maine 152*154
CHRISTMAS wreaths and baskets for 
sale, handsomely decorated Fine for 
cemetery. Also made to order. See fine 
display at L L CURRY'S. 99 Cedar St. 
or Kennedy's. Main St. 147-152
SKATE sharpening, promptly
USED hogsheads barrels, kegs, for sale. 
Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks ICO 
done. I gallons Mackerel and herring barrels
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St and kegs. Heads dropped Inside lf 
142-tf ! desired. Already to forward. Also In tho
I Market to buy drums.LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock- o »
land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Matt orders , THCttNDIKE. Newport. R. I. 
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
HENRY A. 
145-15?
dividual favors were tiny candles in I Christmas carols, the bride and 
holders in the colors of the five star groom accompanied by Mr. and Mrs 
points.
In the lodge-room the initiatory ithe company. Remarks were made Thoroughfare at the southeasterly com- ' u. .u . , .. . . .. er of land of Herbert L. Harding; thencedegrees were conferred upon Mrs j “1 '-"e postor of the church, Herman about n 30 05' e on the same line_________ __________ _____ _________ _____
Annie M Niles Dr Arthur Kent and Crockett, Representative-elect Lloyd ninety-four feet more or less from said j thirty-slx. and by adjournment fromninuc .¥1. .luc.' Ui. Ail.lUJ xxc.lt anu r j t tret* ty. a enmar In the tnwn mart 1 e_.. .t. n.t a...
Laurence Perry. Observing this 
work as inspecting officer was Asso-
Crockett. Mrs. Julia Beverage Mrs 
Elizabeth Bunker, along with smile
elate Orand Matron Mrs. Lyle Wood-1 stories from many others. Recipi- 
ard of Greenville, sent here by Grand [ enLs of many nice gifts, the young 
Matron Mrs. Lettie Hubbard, of Wa- ■ couple had a delightful time in open- 
tervUle. as a special deputy, substi- packages. Refreshments were
tuting for Mrs. Hubbard, w’ho has served. Games followed until a
cancelled recent engagements be- I h°ur- Io the course of the eve- 
cause of the death of her husband. ; appreciative responses were
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either of 
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, 
ln and for the County of Knox, on the
-- -- SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca-
132-tf 1 tlon $1600; 8-acre farm, good building 
$800; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600. 
Any of these for small payment down, 
balance as rent. V. F. STUDLEY, Tel. 
1154. 283 Main St. 143tf
SMALL pigs for sale. $2.50 up F. A. 
XIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd., Tel. 
17th day of November ln the year of our 221-W. 144-tf
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
oak tree to a corner ln the town road: day to day from the 17th day of said 
thence about N 4 55’ W 211 9 10 feet November the following matters having
more or less along said road to a fence | been presented for the action thereupon
post for a corner standing on the easter- 
lv side of said road at land of Herman 
W. Crockett; thence S. 70 1’ E 196
77 100 feet along land of said Herman
W Crockett to a fence post for a corner 
at land of Honors Winthrop Minot; 
thence S 15 06 W 217 48 100 feet
hereinafter Indicated lt is hereby 
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all 
persons interested, by causing a copy 
of this order to be published three weeks 
successively ln the Courier-Gazette a 
newspaper published at Rockland ln said
along land of said Minot to an iron bolt County that they may appear at a Pro­
bate Court to be held at said Rockland, 
on the 19th day of January A. D. 1937 at
on the bank of said Thoroughfare; 
thence southerly to said Thoroughfare; 
thence westerly by said Thoroughfare to j nine o’clock In the forenoon, and be
the place of beginning Together with 
all the shore, flat and tide water prlvl- I
heard thereon lf they see cause.
ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN, late of 
deceased. Petition for
POCOHONTAS soft coai. $8 50; hard 
coal. $15: coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN, 
Tel. 62. Thomaston. 144-tf
FORDSON tractor for sale BICKNELL 
MANUFACTURING CO___________ 144-tf
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to 
let for the season. Phone us, Rockland 
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. 
__________________________________ 144-tf
HOUSE 6 rooms, good ce41ar, garage, 
5 min. walk from Main St., some Im­
provements, $1600. House 7 rooms, good 
cellar, llght^, good well. 2-car garage. 8 
acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles 
from city, $1000. House 7 rooms, good 
cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights 
can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road
,, . . . mnrie hv Mr and v<rc nnri an tne snore, nat ana tiae water privi- ESTATE iMrs Woodard was welcomed by the ; made Mr- ana Mrs- Quinn, and le?es appertaining to said land; it being Friendship. ________
voices «*nrthv matron Vrs T ncv S Yniin? ! Mrs. George Quinn. The aair was all the homestead and land connected or License to convey certain real estate n*ar village. $800. House 5 rooms with
* c‘I _____ _____________ ...... used therewith formerly belonging to , situated ln Friendship, and fully des- cellar, lights, center of city, $800;
The inspecting officer in her re- cnarsv ci Mrs. tlizaoetn Bunker Andrew L. Kent: and being the same i crlbed ln said petition, and distribute another house 6 rooms with garage,
marks, complimented the Chapter on i
ss axil! V. »■ a*. *¥V ss v , (S.. V. i VI I kJvAA X ia O <• s 14 pv V. v A VJ AA, c$ A A AA VA Ao V A A Vz LA vk- * v. vvv a VA A p.  * 05 v
chairman of the Chnrnh entertain- premises conveyed by Grace Brackett to : the proceeds of sale among the heirs I lights, water. $600 Will sell any of these— .*.-*-* w, V.iUl'.U ClUClia.ll „---- ---- ... J __ ___ . __fnr email nai.man, e.„,____said Herman W Crockett by deed dated I living ln different States. Presented by for small^ payment down, balance as 
1154 or 330. 
144-tf
the efficient manner in which the menl committee, assisted by Herman < October 25 1909 and recorded In Knox ; William D Wotton of Friendship and ! v. F. STUDLEY, Tel.
usual 7 oclock service and the Das- J , , ’. Crockett and others Tf mos o hn'nn- county Registry of Deeds In Book 149 Percy O. Wotton of Prlncebay, Staten Many more not listed,usual i ociock service, aim uie pas degrces were exemp!ifled .after which Crockett ana others. It was a happj Page 440. | island. N. Y. I
she gave instructive comments, which cccasi°n and will long be remembered
Special Christmas services will bzc
tor's theme will be centered around 
the story entitled, "The Christmas 
Messenger.” The senior and junior 
choirs and a primary group will take 
part in the singing with solos by Mrs. 
Bowdoin L. Grafton and Miss Laurq 
Beattie.
« • •
Baptist Yuletide Services
Christmas Sunday will be observed , 
at the Baptist Church in this man­
ner: Bible School at 9.45; during this 
i hour a White Christmas tree will 
! be sponsored by Mrs. Singer's class; 
morning service at 11, the pastor to 
, speak on “Why Do We Celebra’e 
I Christmas?” As this service music by 
' the Choral Society will include, 
j "Glory To God in the Highest" by 
: Spence; "The Birthday of a King"
included mention of the commend­
able activities of the order and the those present, 
fact that its membership is the larg-1 observed Sunday at the church morn- 
est of any woman's organization in an<^ nisbt with choir selections
the world. At the conclusion of her 
remarks the marshal. Mrs Margaret
and at night the
WHEREAS said Mary Weld who became 
twenty one years of age on April 3. 1922. 
did on the fifteenth day of May. 1924. 
assign the said mortgage to William A. 
Gaston and Roger Amory. Trustees 
under an Indenture of Trust dated 
April 4 1922. which Indenture of Trust 
was recorded in said Knox Registry of 
Deeds ln Book 203 Page 112. and 
WHEREAS said William A Gaston, one 
1927.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire, 
Judge of Probate for Knox County, 
Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
♦ 4
149-6-155 It
TO LET t♦
■ B
upageant "And
There Were Shepherds" or "Youth of said Trustees, died on July 17.
. , Rniirfinw tho utz—irt *___ . » and In accordance with said IndentureA. Lakeman. escorted the associate ■BUUaiItg tne World Anew, tree ex- Of Tmst John T Burnett of southboro 
Parents ln the county of Worcester and Common- 
... ' wealth of Massachusetts was duly ap-
ana friends are asked to take gifts in pointed on July 23. 1927 to fin the va- 
the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thayer went
| matron Mrs. Marian B Grafton, to erc(ses Thursday at 7.30 
the East where in a charming way. 
they presented Mrs. Woodard with a 
gift and a Colonial bouquet from 
Grace Chapter, to which she graci- >'esterday Lisbon Falls where they
ously responded.
Other Grand officers who attended 
were: Past Grand Matron Mrs. | 
Eunice M. Larrabee of Belfast, who I 
is a member of Anchor Chapter in 
Searsport; Past Grand Patron and
will make their winter home with 
their son, H. H. Thayer.
ROCKVILLE
cancy caused by the decease of said 
William A Gaston, which appointment 
was recorded ln sa’.d Knox Registry of 
Deeds ln Book 220 Page 616. and 
WHEREAS said John T Burnett, one of 
said Trustees, died on February 17. 1929. 
and in accordance with said Indenture 
of Trust Robert H Storer of Needham ln 
the County of Norfolk and Common­
wealth of Massachusetts was duly ap­
pointed on March 6. 1929 to fill the 
vacancy caused by the decease of said 
John T Burnett, which appointment 
was recorded ln said Knox Registry of 
Deeds ln Book 220 Page 517. and 
WHEREAS the condition of said mort-
Aflanfic
RANGES
MADE IN PORTLAND. ME.
____ _ __ . Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Side.s of
by Neidllnger with solo by Raymond i Matron Mr alld Mrs. Henry Shaw of J Boston called Sunday on his brother ! gage^tms^bee^broken.' 
K. Greene; “Cantique de Noel” by I Genes ta Chapter, Bath; District j George Sides
Adams solo by Alfred M Strout; so- ' Deputy Grar d Matron Miss Louise J.
NOW. THEREFORE by reason of the 
breach of the condition thereof, the I
prano solo, "The Voices of the sky " Blagdon of Garrison Hill Chapter. ‘ west Waldoboro .......
by H. Alexander Mathews, Miss Mar-1 Wiscasset; District Deputy Grand ! day at the home of Mr. and Mr 
garet Simmons; trumpet solo, “The ; Matron Mrs. Leah F. Davis of Grace; h. Perry,
Mr and Mrs Arthur Fitzgerald nf undersigned Roger Amory and Robert u zxrinur ruzgeraiU 01 H storer Trustees aforesaid claim a
Holy City" by Adams, Miss Olive 
Rowell.
The meeting of the Young People's 
Society of the Christian Endeavor 
•will be held at 4 o'clock. Beginning 
at 7 o'clock there will be an evening 
of music, the program to be made up 
of the Christmas cantata, "The Story 
of Bethlehem" by William Spence by 
members of the Choral Society, solo­
ists. Carlton H. Porter. Raymond K. 
Greene, Miss Margaret Simmons. 
Mrs. Hilda S. Keyes. Mrs. Grace M. 
Strout, Mrs. Leila W. Smalley, Ed­
ward P. Thurston and Alfred M. 
Strout. with Mrs. Amy Tripp, organ­
ist.
The Little Symphony Orchestra. 
Luther A. Clark, directing, will give 
“The Heavens Are Telling" by Haydn. 
“Largo" by Handel; "Melody in F"
Chapter; Grand Adah Mrs. Grace F. 
Dodge of Crescent Chapter, East 
Boothbay.
Among the Chapters represented 
werc noted: INaomi, of Tenant's Har­
bor; Fond-dulac. Washington; Ma­
rion. Gardiner; Forget-me-not, South 
Thomaston; Wiwurna, Waldoboro; 
Beach, Lincolnville; Star in the East, 
Hampden; Golden Rod. Rockland: 
Ivy, Warren; Orient, Union; Mt. 
Pisgah, Boothbay Harbor; Lakeview, 
Jefferson.
Sherwood E. Frost, 158 North Main 
St., asks for your subscription or re­
newal to any magazine published. 
Why not give a magazine for a 
Christmas gift I'll send a Christmas 
card. Best prices possible.' Tel. 
1181-J. 113-150
Were visitors Mon- I foreclosure of said mortgage.
ROGER AMORY. 
ROBERT H STORER. 
Trustees as aforesaid. 
Dated at Rockland. Maine.
December, fifteenth, 1936
152-8-1
S. E.
Miss Mabel Oxton spent Tuesday! 
at Mrs. Alden Perry's.
The recent severe rainstorm did 
extensive damage to Gurney street!
GLEN COVE
Many families here have outdoor 
requiring much rock and many truck Christmas trees decorated with lights.
loads of gravel to fill the three foot 
wash
I COMFORTABLE, furnished, heated 5 
I room apartment to let, adults only. 52 
I Masonic St ___________________150*152
SMALL furnished apartment to let, all 
modern Improvements. 19 Willow St 
__________________________________152*154
ATTRACTIVE and convenient steam 
! heated office to let Location opposite 
I foot of Limerock Street affords unusual 
light and valuable publicity facilities. 
E C MORAN CO________________ 148-tf
i FIRST floor apartment to let. five 
rooms and bath. Electricity and gas.
| Fine location References required. 
Apply at 87 North Main St. 151-tf
LARGE heated front room to let, up­
stairs. 25 Oak St. 150*152
Mrs. Helen Andrews of Rockland 
was a caller recently at the home of 
Mrs. D. A. Sherer spent Thursday her son, Arthur Andrews, 
with her sister-in-law Mrs. W. H. | Penobsoot View Grange had as 
Butler in Rockland. She also visited S guests Thursday night members of
Wessaweskeag Grange to the number 
ls to be in of 0. Music, meeting, lecturer’s pro-1 
will remain ! gram and beano supplied an active
Mrs. Cecil A. Rhodes in Camden.
Miss Olive Tolman
Rockland today and 
overnight with Miss Marcia Farwell j evening
The school children are preparing 
a program to be given when the 
Christmas tree and entertainment 
are held at West Rockport joining 
there members of the West Rockport 
and Simonton's Corner schools.
HOPE
Sunday School children will ob­
serve Christmas Sunday night at 7 
o'clock by presenting a pageant, 
"The Prophets Child," at the hall.
*49.50
AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in 
Ezchange
Atlantic Ranges are available In
Black and All Enamel Finishes 
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
STONINGTON 
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 980
313-325 MAIN RT., ROCKLAND 
47-tl
SIX-room house to let on Broadway, 
fireplace, all modern. ERNEST C. DAVIS. 
294 Broadway. 150-152
FURNISHED apartment to let. nice 
and warm, all modern, hot water heat.
. rent reasonable. FLOYD SHAW. 47 No. 
Main St.. Tel 422-R. 148-tf
FURNISHED heated apartment to let,
( two rooms, bath. FO6S HOUSE, Tel. 330, 
j 77 Park St.________________________147-tf
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms, 
modern Oarage If desired. Fine con- 
• dltion. C. A EMERY. Tel 436-M 147-tf
UPSTAIRS tenement to let, 6 rooms, 
garage Centrally located, 56 Talbot ave.. 
Tel. 274-M.________________________145-tf
PARK street restaurant to let com­
pletely furnished, very low price. V. F. 
I STUDLEY. Tel, 1154 or 330________138-tf
i NEWLY decorated apt. to let, lour
I rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-W.
144-tf
An Ad. In These 
Columns Will Sell 
Anything From a 
Needle to an Anchor. 
What Do You Want 
to Sell ?
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CHURCH WEDDING TODAY
First Baptist Pastor Officiates At the Marriage 
Of His Own Daughter
SANTA CLAUS? SURE!
One Out In 
Christmas 
Tree State
Indiana and a 
Cove In Pine
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pierson will 
celebrate thelr 25th wedding anni­
versary this evening at Martinsville 
Grange hall.
A Christmas party will be held 
Monday afternoon 3 to 6 for tWe 
children of Veterans of Foreign Wars
The engagement of Miss Gertrude 
Ralph of Belfast to Arthur Jordan 
of this city has been announced. 
Miss Ralph is a student nurse 
at Knox Hospital. No date for 
the wedding has (been announced.
John Sansom is ln Altamonte, Fla.,
at K. of P. hall. A Christmas tree where he will spend the remainder
with Santa Claus giving each child a 
gift will be the feature, and refresh­
ments wdll be served. Those in 
charge are: Mrs. Daniel Noonan, Mrs. 
Marguerite Brewer, (Mrs. Daley and 
Mrs. Dorothy Jones.
Art and Craft Society has discon­
tinued meetings until after the Holi­
days.
Hilton Murphy 
Knox Hospital.
is a patient at
(Mrs. George Lurvey is recuperating 
from a major surgical operation at 
the Summerville (N. J.) Hospital and 
would appreciate greeting cards. Sire 
will be at the hospital anotlwr 
month.
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick and daugh­
ter Madeline are spending the day 
in Portland.
Miss Annie M. Ervine, known to 
many Rockland people through fre­
quent visits in this city, ls ill at her 
Round Pond home, although her 
condition is showing some gain.
Mrs. Irving Elwell was hostess to 
the Social Club Monday night, 
honors going to Mrs. A. D. Morey and 
Mrs. Elwell.
Penobscot View Grange at their 
regular meeting last evening was 
visited by a delegation of 18 from 
Wessaweskeag Grange of South 
Thomaston. The young folks 
brought along their musical instru­
ments and rendered a fine musical 
Megunticook Grange, Camden were 
also present ar.d added materially to 
the program. Light refreshments 
were served after which Beaio to­
gether with musical selections were 
enjoyed. Penobscot View Grange is to 
hold its election of officers Dec. 31
V. F. W. Auxiliary met last night, 
the business session being foll’.wed 
by a shower for Mrs. Dorothy Jones, 
who was presented with an electric 
plate. Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett 
were also recipients of a gift, a 
Chrome cheese set being presented 
to them in honor of their 25th wedd­
ing anniversary. Buffet lunch was 
served under the direction of Mrs. 
Marguerite Brewer and Mrs Eliza­
beth Noonan.
Young people of the Church re­
cently gave Miss Emily MacDonald 
a miscellaneous shower, 52 attending. 
She was showered with confettie as 
she entered the door and escorted to 
a large table laden with gifts. Games 
and refreshments followed. She has 
been the recipient of many lovely 
gifts from other church organiza­
tions, Browne Club, choir, etc.
Maude Marie, infant daughter of 
Arthur Smalley, is seriously ill at the 
home of Anthony Smalley, Mechanic 
street.
of the winter.
Elaine and Bobby, children of Mrs. 
Mildred Achorn, are recovering from 
an attack of measles.
Rev. T. Miller of Tenants Harbor 
was dinner guest Thursday of Mrs. 
Abbie M. Richardson.
Sidney Norton, the well known 
Islesboro boatbuilder, is at Knox 
Hospital for am operation.
Miss Mina Tower, of the High 
School faoulty, leaves today to spend 
the Chriranas recess at her home in 
Adams, Mass.
Miss Janet Tapley of the Junior 
High School faculty, went to Oak­
land yesterday, to spend the Christ­
mas vacation at her home. Miss 
Relief Nichols, also of the faculty 
will spend her vacation at her home 
In Brooksville.
Mrs. Milton M. Griffin and daugh­
ter, Miss Katherine Snow, and Mrs. 
Harold Philbrook, motored to Bangor 
Tuesday.
Mrs. Charles Lake was hostess to 
the Harvesters Club this week at her 
home on Chestnut street, the meet­
ing also being a farewell party for 
Mrs. Stanley Snow, who has gone to 
Lewiston to reside. Lunch was served.
Mrs. A. U. Patterson of Vinalhaven. 
arrived Wednesday to spend the 
winter with her daughter, Mrs 
Arthur Schofield, Oak street.
Plans for the holiday season were 
made at Thursday’s meeting of the 
Rockland Society for the Hard of 
Hearing. Announcement was made of 
the gift of $5 by the society for wel­
fare work. Mrs Freeman Brown con­
ducted the lesson and Mrs. Nathan 
Witham told of Christinas customs 
throughout the world. A delightful 
surprise of the afternoon was the 
beautiful box of candy sent as a 
greeting from Mrs. Flora Lovejoy of 
Worcester. The next meeting w’ill 
be held Dec. 31 the scheduled meet­
ing of next week ‘being omitted be­
cause of the holiday.
The Sewing Circle of the American 
Legion Auxiliary meets Monday 
afternoon at the Legion hall. There 
are several quilts to be tacked. Mrs. 
Hazel Haskell is chairman of the 
Saturday night supper at the Legion 
halL
Wollaston Weeks and Clifford 
Waltz of Damariscotta were business 
visitors Friday in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper leave 
next week for Boston where they will 
spend Christmas with their daughter 
Mrs. Ruth Jordan.
There were five tables at the Wed­
nesday afternoon card party, spon­
sored by the S.U.V. Auxiliary with 
Mrs. Mae Reed as hostess. High 
scores were won by (Mrs. Pauline 
Brewster, Mrs. Gladys Thomas, Mrs. 
Nellie Achorn, Mrs. B. F. Ome, Mrs. 
Margaret Bowler, and Mrs. Nina 
Marshall. The 6 o'clock supper was 
followed by a Christmas tree for 
members and children, with presents 
for all, and an entertainment was 
also among the attractions. Another 
party will be given next Wednesday 
afternoon, with Mrs. Margaret Pala­
dino as chairman.
Be practical, give automobile parts 
and accessories this Christmas. Max­
imum discounts. Tires 25% off. Bat­
teries 35 % off. Other parts, acces­
sories up to 50%, McLoon Sales & 
Service, 21 Limerock street.
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BEAUTY CULTUREFor a career of
Choose HUB ACADEMY, largest ln 
New England. Faculty of professional 
lecturers. Aggressive employment de­
partment to place graduates Fully 
equipped kit given absolutely free of 
charge. Day and evening classes now 
forming. Write for catalogue.
HUB ACADEMY
Of Hair and Beauty Culture 
161 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston 
Approved by State of Maine
Prominent in Rockland’s holiday 
events wijl be the wedding taking 
place at 6 o'clock tonight ln the First 
Baptist Church, uniting Miss Emily 
Mae MacDonald, elder daughter of 
Rev. and Mrs J. Charles MacDonald, 
and Richard Wilier Gray of Brook­
lyn. Mr. MacDonald will officiate. 
As a general invitation was extended, 
it is anticipated that the church will 
be filled to overflowing, due to the
Mrs. Doris Jordan was hostess to 
the T and E Club Wednesday after­
noon at her home on Warren street, 
The time was occupied by sewing 
and lunch. A Christmas tree will be 
the attraction of next week's meet­
ing.
Mrs. Faith Berry is confined to her 
home on Grove street with a severe 
attack of grippe.
Mrs. Raymond Cross entertained 
Tuesday Night Bridge Club. Mrs. 
Clifton Cross, Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe, 
Mrs. Lawrence Leach and Mrs. Abbie 
Carter won the honors.
Ramona, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Perley Niles, celebrated her eighth 
birthday with a party at the home of 
her aunt, Mrs. F. O. Cormier. Wed­
nesday afternoon, 12 little friends be­
ing present. The dining room and 
table was prettily decorated In red 
and green and a delicious lunch was 
served. Gaily colored handkerchiefs 
served as favors. Miss Maud Staple-, 
led the children with games and 
songs and Miss Evelyn Staples served 
the lunch. The candles were lighted 
on a pretty birthday cake and blown 
out one by one by Ramona. With all 
other lights out the scene was strik­
ing. Ramona received many gifts, 
also the usual spanks. Those who 
attended were Jackie and Margaret 
Hughes, Dorothy and Eleanor Curtis, 
Fulton and Elwyn Hickman, Kenneth 
Nelson, Betty Kenniston, Flora 
OlBrien, Raymond Calderwood. 
Junior Niles. Mr. and Mrs. Perley 
Niles, Ben Parker and Billie Staples 
were special guests.
green chiffon velvet, and the brides­
maids. will wear wine velvet and 
green velvet, respectively, and they 
will carry colonial nosegays.
Following the ceremony an infor­
mal reception will be held at the 
bride's home on Beech street, de­
signed for the out of town guests and 
members of the bridal party. Here 
again the Christmas season will be 
reflected in the decorations. Miss
popularity enjoyed by the bride and Thelma Whitehouse will preside over
the prominence of tlie family in gen­
eral.
Mrs Elsa H. Constantine will pre­
side at the organ, using the Bridal 
March from “Lohengrin" (Wagner) 
and Mendelssohn's Wedding March, 
and preceding the ceremony Chester. 
Wyllie. tenor, of Warren, will sing. 
In the bridal party will be Miss Gwen- 
nie MacDonald, sister of the bride, 
who will be maid of honor. The 
bridesmaids will be Miss Virginia 
Egan of this city and Miss Raffella 
Serio of Scranton, Pa. Mr Gray will 
have as his groomsman his brother. 
John Gray of Brooklyn.
The ushers will be Millard Hart and 
Carleton Gregory of Rockland, and 
Frank Lawrence and Carl Schauffel 
of Philadelphia.
Decorations, arranged under the 
skillful direction of Mrs. H. W. Fro­
hock. will feature the Christmas sea­
son through the use of tinsel, ever­
greens and candles.
The bride will wear royal blue chif­
fon velvet and carry calla lilies. Her 
maid of honor's gown will be of
Great reductions ln Fostoria glass; 
book-ends; knitting and shopping- 
bags; small crocheted bags; door­
stops. Antique ladder-back chair, 
only $12.00; antique colonial mirror 
was $35.00, now $20.00. What-Not 
Gift Shop.—adv.
SUPT. MORSE’S SCHOOLS
The schools of Friendship which 
closed Friday will reopen Jan. 4 in­
stead of the last Monday of Decem­
ber as was planned at first.
The schools of Owl's Head have 
closed for two weeks’ vacation.
The schools of South Thomaston 
will reopen on Jan. 11.
The Saint George High School at 
Tenant’s Harbor closed Friday to re­
open Jan. 18. It is at present 
planned to reopen the common 
schools of the town by Feb. 1.
PACKARD Jfyefo™ 
LEKTRO SHAVER
T1 he lender all 
Ihe wav. Packard Jtyttimt 
Leklru Shaier, Ihe shaver 
lhal makes man's daily 
dread a joy .,. Packard
Leklro Shaver, 
with Ihe $‘2(111,(10(1 Master 
Barber Culler ... Ihe only 
shaver with the round head 
that gels into all hollows.
The Packard Jlifoctimt 
Leklro Shaver is simple lo 
operate. Operates on either 
AC or DC current And 
best of all...IT REALLY 
SHAVES YOU CLEAN!
the wedding cake. The wealth of wed­
ding gifts, already viewed by many 
friends, include money, household 
furnishings, electric appliances, linens, 
glass, silver, and many other choice 
items.
Mr and Mrs. Gray, after a wedding 
trip, will go to Philadelphia to make 
their home until spring, at least. A 
furnished apartment awaits them.
The bride ls a graduate of Edward 
Little High School of Auburn, and ot 
Wheaton (Ill.) College, class of 1932 
She has also had two years’ training 
at the Eastern Baptist Seminary, in 
Philadelphia, specializing in mission 
training. While at Wheaton she was 
president of the Philethean (Society for 
her final year. She has been very 
active in church work, giving particu­
lar attention Ior several summers in 
the vacation Bible schools. She has 
also met with signal success as teacher 
in the public schools of Camden and 
Rockland. For the past months she 
has been pastor's assistant in the 
Phillips Memorial Church of South 
Bcston. having completed her duties 
last September. Miss MacDonald is ! 
a young woman of gfeat personal 
charm and has always surrounded' 
herself with many friends in what- 
| ever activity she has been engaged.
Mr. Gray is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Howard Gray of Brooklyn. He 
, is a graduate of Upper Darby (Pa )
1 High School, followed by two years at 
Drexel Institute. He was graduated 
from Wheaton College in the class ot 
1933, and is now a senior at West­
minster Seminary, Philadelphia, to 
be graduated this coming June. In 
connection with his studies at West- 
' minster, he is holding a pastorate in 
East Orange. N. J.
Among the out of town guests ex­
pected are Mr. and Mrs. Howard 
Gray of Brooklyn, Frank Lawrence 
and Carl Schauffel of Philadelphia, 
Miss Serio of Scranton, Pa, John 
Gray of Brooklyn, Mrs. A. L. Dunlop 
of Long Island. N. Y. (a sister of 
Mrs. MacDonald), Mr. and Mrs. Nor­
man Dresser of Boston, Rev. John 
Kilton and Miss Edna Sukau 6f Port­
land.
Geography has its own answer for 
“Is there a Santa Claus?" There is.
Santa Claus, Indiana, is a hamlet 
of a few frame buildings and less 
than a hundred people, but it is 
national headquarters for one type of 
holiday observance. Each Yule sea­
son brings to it stacks of mail, par­
cels, letters and cards, of which 99 
percent Is promptly re-mailed with 
the Intriguing postmark "Santa 
Claus."
"Beyond a doubt the biggest man j 
in this Hoosier hamlet is Santa 
Claus himself,” says a bulletin from I 
the Washington, D. C, headquarters 
of the National Oeographic Society 
“A 25-foot statue of him, complete 
with whiskers and bulging sack, is 
dedicated to the charitable old 
saint, in recognition that his Christ-' 
mas gifts to the town have been ’ 
name, fame, and seasonal prosperity.1 
Maps Recall Christmas the 
Year Round
"Early settlers of this southern 
Indiana hamlet, seven or eight dec­
ades ago. took a fancy to the name of 
Santa Fe, but they couldn’t use it 
because another town In the State 
had it tint. So they boldly chris­
tened thelr settlement with Claus as 
a last name instead of Fe.
‘‘Similar holiday names dot the 
world map. Christmas is a favorite 
in the United States. This name 
gives a festive fillip to settlements, 
all small, in Forida, Kentucky,, 
Maine, and Arizona. Christmas Cove 
in Maine is a sumlmer resort. 
Launches chug into Its rock-guarded 
entrance, not far from Boothbay, 
where pleasant summering makes 
visitors forget that Christmas is ever 
coming, until they see the name of 
the post office. Another Christmas 
Cove, far less cozy, is the small shel­
tered anchorage for boats in southern 
Chile, hardly more than an indenta­
tion in San Andres Bay. where home­
sick sealers can find respite from 
dangerous winds, but little cheer.
“Christmas. Arizona, a little min­
ing camp southeast of Phoenix near 
the Gila River, was named on De­
cember 25, 1902, for -more reasons 
than one. Several decades previous­
ly, mining prospectors had staked 
out claims on its site, but had been 
forced to move because the territory 
was included within the San Carlos 
Apache Indian Reservation. On 
Christinas Eve. 1902. two prospectors 
received the news that reservation 
boundaries had just been changed. 
They reached the valuable site and 
located copper claims on Christmas 
morning. Because of the date, and 
also because they expected their 
mines to 'fill their stockings,' they 
| called the place Christmas.
Names Applied by Homesick Sailors 
to Un-Christmasy Places
“Canada also has a holiday item or 
two among its place names. Christ­
mas Island, in Nova Scotia, within 
the island of Cape Breton, is a tink 
dot dose to the eastern shore of 
Great Bras d'Or, where the ‘Golden 
Arms' of the sea reach inward to­
ward the magnificent inland salt 
lake of Bras d'Or. Less frequented 
is the neighboring shelter or Christ­
mas Pond's sandy beach.
“Does Christmas suggest polar snow 
and sleigh bells? A famous place, 
which is Christmas the whole year
Mr. and -Mrs. Carl Holt and chil­
dren, who have been guests of Mrs. 
Holt's parents, (Mr. and Mrs. James 
Doherty, have returned to their home 
in Newport, R. I.
The FOB. Club was entertained 
Wednesday by Mrs. Ruth Maxey at 
her home ln Thomaston. A delicious 
venison dinner was followed by an 
afternoon of beano.
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GREGORYS
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Specials
for the
Late
Shopper
Buy A Chair!
We have many different va­
rieties of these practical 
gifts.
Occasional Chairs
For that edd comer, for that 
bare space in any room; an 
occasional chair to match 
any spot.
Easy Chairs
Consider the man of the 
house. Buy him a deep, 
full spring built easy chair 
to top off his day, his pipe, 
his favorite paper and book.
Boudoir Chairs
Dainty charm and grace in 
the gay shades and hues to 
match mi-lady’s boudoir.
•tilt you have delayed your Christmas Shop­
ping until now—come to our great store and 
let us help you select choice gifts from our 
tremendous stock of practical home gifts.
FOR ALL THE FAMILY
Hampers in gay col­
ors and warm shades 
and sizes; a useful 
gift.
Toys and Dolls are 
cut in price to close— 
a grand assortment in 
our store.
LAMPS OF ALL TYPES
What a fine answer to your gift problem— 
Table Lamps, Floor Lamps, Bridge Lamps— 
all in the wanted colors with lovely new shades.
LANE CEDAR CHESTS
Probably the cedar chest is the nation’s leader 
in popularity as choice of Christmas gift for 
wife, mother or sweetheart. We have a splen­
did stock.
BIGELOW SANFORD RUGS
These famous rugs are the nation’s standard 
of beauty, utility and long wearing qualities. 
We have the largest stock in Maine.
A DESK FOR CHRISTMAS
Have you seen our splendid line of desks—the 
famous Gov. Winthrop, Spinets or Secretary 
Desks.
MAKE OUR STORE YOUR SHOPPING HOME 
FREE DELIVERY CASH OR EASY TERMS
ALL OUR FACILITIES ARE AT YOUR SERVICE
Stonington Furniture Company
313-325 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 980
far more popular geographically, for 
France has a half-dozen towns named 
St. Nicolas. St. Naklaus in Switzer­
land; St. Nicholas in Wales, England. 
Canada, Cuba, Greece, Haiti, and 
Java; Sao Nicolao in the Cape Verde 
Islands; San Nicolas in Tierra del- 
Fuego; St. Nicolaas in Belgium—add 
attest a world-wide popularity of the 
genial saint who is the traditional 
patron of sailors and children. Even 
Florida. Minnesota, and Pennsylvania 
have adopted a St. Nicholas apiece."
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon F. Smith and 
daughter Cynthia of Hollis Center 
round. Is a coral atoll in the middle of are spending the holiday with Mrs 
the Pacific, a realm of white sand, Smlth-s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES 0
DON’T DELAY LONGER 
Shop While There Is Yet Time
Our Christmas Stocks Are Still Excellent 
Our Prices Attractive
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.|
W.I.N. Club met Thursday night 
with Sirs. Mildred Richardson. Card 
honors went to Mrs. Hazle*Curtis, 
Mrs. Viva Kalloch and Mrs. Harriet 
Barbour. Late lunch was served.
Freeman F. Brown, Jr., will arrive 
Sunday from New York, where he is 
attending the College of Physicians 
and Surgeons, to spend the Christ­
mas season with his parents, Dr. 
and Mrs. Freeman Brown, Beech 
street.
Miss Virginia Richards is at Knox 
Hospital recovering from an appen­
dicitis operation.
The meeting of Edwin Libby Relief 
Corps held Thursday, featured a 
Christmas tree and program, the 
numbers including, reading, Dorothy 
Harden, tap dance, Virginia Rack­
liffe and Catherine Delano, Mar­
guerite Johnson acc., piano solo 
Frances Marsh, reading, Louise 
Harden, song and tap Betty Munroe, 
Frances Marsh acc., and readings, 
Ida Stephens and Eligabeth Barton. 
The meeting of next week is can­
celled on account of the holiday.
luxuriant coconut palms, transparent 
green lagoons, and lumbering tropi­
cal turtles, a few minutes above the 
Equator. The largest known coral 
atoll in the Pacific, Christmas Island 
has about 1200 acres of coconut groves 
under cultivation, producing about 
ten tens of ccpra annually. It was 
named by Captain Cook, who spent 
Christmas week there in 1777.
"Ancther spot which owes its name 
to this captain's holiday visit is 
Christmas Harbor, Kerguelen Island, 
in the South Indian Ocean. Anchor­
ing here on Dec. 3. 1776. Captain 
Cook christened the place in honor 
of the day, undaunted by the fact 
that a French discoverer had named 
it the Baie de lOiseau three years 
before. Here Cook's crew found grass 
for their cattle and fresh water, then 
killed a plentiful supply of penguins 
and seals.
"The Island of Myauk-Kaung, in 
the monsoon-swept Indian Ocean, 293 
miles belcw the western tip of Java, 
is also called Christmas Island. This 
small wooded outpost of the Straits 
Settlement, only about 62 square 
miles in area, has about 1000 in­
habitants, most of them Chinese 
coolies employed in the production 
of phosphate of lime.
“South America, too, has holiday 
mementos tucked away ln maps. 
Among the dangerous maze of islands 
packed tightly around bleak Cape 
Horn and up the coast of Chile are 
Christmas Sound. Christmas Har­
bour. and Christmas Anchorage.
"For geographical variety, other 
names associated with Christmas arc 
also used. Yule Island lurks off the 
southeastern coast of British New 
Guinea, and Noel names an Island 
off the Java coast. Nova Scotia has a 
little harbor by that same name, and 
Virginia and Missouri as well have 
Noel post efflees.
"Santa Claus by another name is
J. Carroll at West Rockport.
Herbert Rcblshaw, who has been at 
Bryants Pond the past few months, 
has returned home for the winter.
Chapin Class met this week with 
Miss Gladys Blethen. with work on 
candy bags for the Sunday School 
Christmas tree. The meeting of next 
week will be omitted, the next 
gathering being Dec. 29. at the home 
of Miss Jennie Trussell.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pierson of 
Tenant's Harbor are observing their 
[ silver wedding anniversary today. 
1 There will be a party at the Martins­
ville Grange hall in the evening.
Mrs. James E. Connellan is at Knox 
Hospital seriously ill with pneumo­
nia.
A well known Southend master 
mariner has attained the rank of 
"Grandad" with the new arrival’s 
name Coy. Bean Barrel Club asso­
ciates now call Bob "Kid" McCoy.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
It PUT
HKKWt
JAMES
Pit
TODAY
CHARLES STAItRE’IT 
in “COWBOY STAR”
TEL. 409
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
TODAY
“TARZAN ESCAPES”
with
JOHNNY’ WEISMULLER 
MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN
s "
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READY FOR SEASON’S WORK WAS SUCCESSFULLY DEDICATED CASTINE NORMAL
(By Ermo Scott)
Woman’s Educational Club Has Schedule Which 
Makes For a Busy Winter
(Continued from Page One)
The annual year book of the Worn-' talks. George Eliot.Mabel Wiley. Book
an's Educational Club is in the hands Review: "Live Alone and Like It.'
of The Courier-Gazette printers, and Helen CarUon- Success Story: Anne 
, . Snow.needs only a glance to show the com- . „ . „ _i.vvuo j b 5 p. m. Supt. George Cumming,
ptehensive nature of the coming sea- subject. Value of Education, 
son’s activities. 6 p. m—Public Supper, Minnie
OFFICERS
President—Mary Perry Rich, Rock­
land. R F D.
Vice-Presidents — Emeritae
, Miles, chairman.
, 7.15. Gentlemen's Guest Night.
I Devotions, records, business. Harvie
pc ! orchestra Reading. Madlene Rog- 
becca Ingraham. Bertha Orbeton ers attendance, quarter
Priscilla Richardson. Zaida Winslow. hour solid readin8 club, critics, drive 
Ida Simmons. Janet Dunton. Mabel new members, announcements, busl- 
Wiley Abbie Richardson. Elizabeth ne“ Intermission, pay dues. Me-
moriai Music. Mildred Havener
Guest Speaker: "Green Ink Tales," 
F. A Winslow Travel Pictures. 
Speaker Miss Villa E. Hayden, Au­
gusta. "Voice Use."
Feb. 19 <3 p. m.)—Roll Call etc. 
Five minute talks: Florence Nlghtin- 
. • • . | gale. Lelia Benner: Anthony Adverse,
Club Poets—Elizabeth Marsh. Sara Irene Moran; Success Story. Helen 
McCullagh. Irene Moran Effie Law- ‘ York
rence. Dorothie Harvie. Etta San-, 5 p m. speaker. Rev W F Brown
born. Deiora Morrill, Clytie French of Camden: "Religion and Citizen- 
Spear. Shirley Rollins. Jennie Flood ship." Forum.
Kreger Leah Ramsdell, Ruth Elling- 6 p m.. box lunch.
wood. Mary Perry Rich. i 7.15, Devotions, etc. Speakers, plc-
Commlttees—Bertha Orbeton, Key turcs, to be announced. Music. Eva
Women. Wisner.
Press Reporter—Marguerite Gould March 19 <3 p m.)—Roll Call etc.;
Morton. Nettie Stewart. Flora Ulmer. 
Secretary—Mabel Harding. 
Assistants—Marguerite Gould, Ma­
bel Wiley. Ellen Dyer.
Treasurer—Zaida Winslow. 
Assistant—Lenare Benner.
Auditor—Bertha Orbeton.
Devotions, Necrology. Finance, At­
tendance—Officers.
Discussions—Evelyn McKusick. Ida 
Simmons. Emma Bradstreet. Janet 
Dunton. Hazel Woodward, Annie 
Hahn, Etta Sanborn, Minnie Blethen. 
Minnie Miles. Therese Millett, Min­
nie Rogers. Helen York. Leona Ris- 
teen, Clara Sawyer. Leila Benner. 
Zaida Winslow. Clara Emery. Mabel 
Holbrook Elizabeth Morton, Lizzie 
Smith, Nettie Stewart, Louie Drewett. 
Marian Lindsay.
Music—Emma Harvie. Lucy Lowe. 
Irene Walker. Dorothie Harvie, Ma­
rian Clarke Eva Wisner, Marian 
Harvie. Carrie Crockett. Louie Drew­
ett, Ruth Hoch. Edna Gregory.
Suppers—Minnie Miles. Flora Ul-
5 minute talks: Deborah. Anne V. 
Flint; Book Review: *"1716 Old Ash­
burn Place," $10,000 prize novel by 
Margaret Flint.
5 p. m. speaker.
Box lunch.
7.15: Guest speaker. Harrison Ly­
seth Augusta. Music. Albert Marsh 
Orchestra. Rita Robinson
April 2 <3 p. m )—Roll Call. etc. 
Civics. Talks: Carrie Chapman Catt, 
Etta Sanborn. Book Review, The 
Drums along the Mohawk, Maybelle 
Rose. Success Story: Zaida Winslow.
5 p. m.. speaker. Rev. H. I Holt. 
“A Vital Modern Education Aspect" 
Forum.
Box Luncheon.
7.15. Devotions etc. Nominating
mer. Caro Jones, Mrs Morey Lizzie Committee: music High School, Edna 
Smith. I Gregory'- Speaker. The Wet Enigma.
Civics. Critics—Nettie Stewart. Supt Frederick Smith of Waterville;
Ellen Dyer.
Current Events—Etta Sanborn.
Shut-ins—Etta Covel, Janet Dun­
ton, Alice Hall. Mattie Packard.
IN MEMORIAM
In Memoriam—Minnie C. Smith 
charter member; Charlotte Rhodes. 
Linnie Brewer. Annie Thomas. Laura 
Waterman
Patriotic Devotions—Leaders. Lena 
Merrill, Key Women. The Lord's 
Prayer, Preamble to U. S. Constitu­
tion, American's Creed Gettysburg 
Address, Flag Salute, memorized, re­
peated in unison standing.
One hundred per cent attendance 
for 1936—Mary Perry Rich. Lena 
Merrill, Marguerite Gould, Mabel 
Wiley. Caro Jones, Mrs. A. D. Morey. 
Mabel Harding. Priscilla Richardson. 
Etta Sanborn, Janet Dunton, Eva 
Loring, Abbie Richardson. At pic­
nics—Perfect attendance by Priscilla I 
Richardson. Etta Sanborn. Cora 
Haraden. Eva Loring.
1936 Interim Hostesses — Nina
have had this opportunity to see and 
hear the chief officials of the Maine 
Works Progress Administration. Each 
one is performing excellent public 
service. I m particularly glad to 
have you see State Administrator 
Abrahamson, because he is the type 
of public official that is ideal. Honest 
able, alert and brilliant are some of 
the qualifications which are deserv­
edly bestowed upon him. but I feel 
I compliment him best when I say 
that he is a man who considers pub­
lic office as a public trust and as an 
opportunity to serve.
"During the last few decades there 
has been a distinct trend of migra­
tion of our people from the smaller 
communities to our large cities. The 
consequent result of the phenomentul 
increase of urban population has 
been that the smaller communities 
have lost, or remained stationary in
tion of the need of greater commun­
ity co-operation and public spirit.
"I have in mind one medium-sized 
community. To my mind, there isn t 
a thing in the world to recommend it.
Sunday afternoon the Girls Glee 
Club presented selected carols and 
episodes from the holiday story, j 
Its climate is wretched; in the auf- i under ^e direction of Mrs. Ethel Lee 
mertime, it is is one of the hottest1 Wardwell.
places in the United States, and in i • • • • .
, Miss Mary Bills and Ermo Scottthe winter it is one of the coldesti, have been visiting schools on thespots on the map Being inland, it
has no harbor or ocean and speaking flnal trlp 8round 10 the various Nb' 
of water, its drinking water is the slltute teachers durlng the past ,ix
most abominable I have ever tasted month period' AU students wlU rc’
Yet in spite of every natural handi- sume their regular work at ’he
cap that nature could place on it that campus upon returning ^om the
community is alive, progressive and chrlstma* holidays.• • • »
prosperous. That community, as far1 
as I can see, started with one asset- Tlie frosh and junior squads in volley ball met for their first Intra- 
I mural game Monday night. The 
| contest resulted in a win for the bc- 
i ginners, 36-18. Emma Hanson and 
j Arlene Jordan are captains for the 
junior and frosh respectively.
The editorial staff of the school
unusually public spirited citizens: 
they have built that community, and 
they are building it better and bet­
ter every day,
"In the words of the immortal Lin­
coln. 'let us dedicate ourselves to the 
great task remaining before us' and
‘let us here highly resolve. This newspaper The Pilot Reflector re- 
population. Take illustrations right building made possible for ,Pased thelr nfth number Thursday,
at home. Every town in Knox Coun- Rockland ,t pracUcally no cost to With , hohday feature the
ty except Camden and Thomastm the clty or the taxpayer (and nfl four p&ges Qf Ucms crammed
had less population in 1930 than they communlty m the United States has wlth humor. news and edltorlals. 
had in 1910. and Thomaston had onl> received a similar building from the j ....
9 more persons. Every town in Lin- -works Progress Administration under Rev. W Ellis Davies was a recent 
coin County except Boothbay Harbor such C0nditi0ns) offers to us tlie speaker on current European condi- 
and Damariscotta, every town in, opportunity. 'Let us begin here' to tions. Later in the evening he con-1 
Waldo County except Brooks, and liave a -rebirth' of community spirit ducted an informal question period,
every town in Hancock County except and jbcaj patriotism. Let us wipe • • • •
Mt. Desert Bar Harbor and South- away even the memory of past and The local High School has acted as 
west Harbor, show a similar loss present public controversies which host to tlie Normal School students 
"This trend has been nation wide, bave tended to divide us; let us avoid j and faculty on two occasions recent-1
While the number of communities in insofar possible, the traditional ly- Wednesday, the institution con-
back biting, jealousies and envies ducted a demonstration ot modern 
which are the bane of life in small; movie sound school equipment, which 
communities; let us march along to- will be followed by a second showing 
gether, for the welfare of our own later in the year. Thursday they 
home city of Rockland. Let us have again presented Dr. Bradshaw of 
a city in which we can take pride. J Bangor in his second lecture on the 
and let us take pride in it. Let us Scandinavian Countries Russia, and 
have good leadership, and the good Germany and the Olympic Games, 
sense to follow it. Let us extend our which was held in Normal Hall, 
patriotism beyond that of allegiance • • • .
to God. country and State; in addi- ’ Martha Harris of Stockton will 
tion. let us really add to that list |leave Castine hospital Sunday after 
recovering successfully from an op- I
/f You Have Left 
Your Shopping 
Until Now—
BIG NEW SHIPMENTS 
HAVE JUST ARRIVED AT
FREESE’S
The Big City Department Store in the Heart of Maine 
-HOME OF HALF-A-MILLION GIFTS-
America which are smaller than 
Rockland exceed the number which 
are larger, nevertheless we live in a 
comparatively small community, and 
this condition therefore is of real in­
terest to us and merits our careful 
consideration.
"I am not one of those who take 
pride in the growth of our large 
cities. On the contrary, it is my be­
lief that they constitute a menace to 
our national well-being We need to
We Always Prepare For Last-Minute Shoppers
In spite of all we can do to encourage early shopping, every ChrWtmas a 
great many people leave their shopping until the last few days. Because we 
know this, we always arrange to have big new shipments arriving daily right 
up to the last, so that we will not disappoint those who come the last few 
days. You will And fresh, new stocks awaiting you here!
Tremendous Assortments Of Quality Goods
Those better qualities that you usually go to the bigger cities fcr are always 
to be found at Freese s. The discriminating shopper will find rich assort­
ments of the better qualities here, and in a breadth of variety and choice 
that will surprise you. You can be as particular as you wish, and find 
exactly what you want here!
Dr. Clarence C. Little. "Birth Con­
trol.''
May 7. <3 p. m.)—Roll Call. etc. 
Drive. Talks. Jane Addams. Mar­
guerite Gould Book Review: "Gone 
With the Wind." Etta Stoddard. 
Success Story, Minnie Blethen. 
Personality, Mabel Holbrook.
7.15, Election Officers Annual Re­
ports. Speakers. Rev. Harry Trust 
President Bangor Theological Semi­
nary “Builders of a New Civiliza­
tion." Governor Louis Barrows. 
"Maine" Pictures: “Abroad in 
1936" Leah Ramsdell.
The best way to win Success is to 
deserve it.
“The best safeguard for democracy 
is full public discussion.
"We need forceful, demanding 
teachers for discipline and inspira­
tion—Educator.
"God finishes the work by noble
Three C's
Our Common Goal — Character.
Gregory, Hazel Woodward, Effie Culture, Citizenship.
Lawrence, Etta Sanborn, Lena Mer- i Three I’s
rill, Carrie Williams Fowler. Lenorc our common enemy—Ignorance, 
Benner, Winnie Horton, Minnie indifference. Irresponsibility.
Miles. Minnie Rogers. j Three Fs
1936 Interim Ouest Speakers—Rev. 
J Clarence Leckemby, Prof. Harry 
Baker. Rev. Charles Marstaller, 
Cleveland Sleeper Jr., E. M. Law­
rence, Ernest McLean, Harriet Stick­
ney. Stephen Haboush. C. B. Seliger,
Patience, Persistence, Power are 
acquired by work.
'Culture Is the habit of being 
pleased with the best things and 
knowing why.”—Henry Van Dyke.
Which are you—an active Builder-
decentralize our people We wib of anegiances our own home city of 
have a better America if we have Rockland, and make it a better place 
thousands of small, prosperous com- jn which to live, both for ourselves 
munities, where people can really and jor the generations to follow. In 
live instead of being herded in droves answer to the question 'can we equip 
in cities. this building?' the answer is a firm
"To analyze the evils of this popu- resounding 'yes; because we are 
lation trend to large cities to analyze beginning now. in the right spirit of 
the reasons why it has occustfd community patriotism, to do big 
twhich we must do if we are to coun- things for the best place in the world In­
teract the trend) and to analyze what f own home town,.. j ....
small communities can and must dn. If space and Ume R Paul Blanchard of Boston inter-
especially along the line of decentral-:would proper make special viewed Frances Borroto. editor. Rob-
ized industry, is much too large a, mention of each vaudeville act in the ert Sprague business manager' and 
topic for a five-minute address. But part Qf the evenjng.s program Acuity advisor Elizabeth Sawyer
one very important point can be Suffice u say that Q{ , concerning the spring release of the
mentioned, and that is a new realiza- tures went across big and that , Year Book on Wednesday.
older persons in the audience it was
eration. Miss Grace Brown, also of 
Stockton, who was obliged to leave 
her position as substitute teacher in 
Hermon because of illness, returned 
to campus Monday. Beatrice Leach 
of Castine was admitted to the Cas­
tine Hospital on Sunday with throat 
trouble, leaving her school in Brook-
„ „, The annual Christmas party, under
~ ««,• «,*.
. was held in the dining room of Rich-
legitimate drama was so popular in 1__,_ ,, ,, , ,, _u. ardson naii. following the Thursday 
evening lecture of Dr. Bradshaw.
will solve levery human problem
“The Souls that win the ^eetest j j
cup
Are Builders! Builders! Builders 
Up!
Buy All You Can In Rockland .. . But Come To 
Freese’s Instead Of Going To Portland 
A SHORTER AND MORE BEAUTIFUL DRIVE—
Save 44 miles on the round trip! 
THE BANGOR ROAD IS VASTLY IMPROVED—
Save at least a dollar on toll bridge fees! 
Y OU CAN SAVE ABOUT $100 TRAVELING EXPENSE—
and save IH to 2 hours valuable time! 
BANGOR OFFERS YOU EVERYTHING PORTLAND DOES—
and Freese's sells almost everything'
•
Gifts For Men, Women, Children, and the Home
No matter what kind of a gift you want, or whom you want it for. you can 
find it here. Freese's is a COMPLETE department store, where you car. 
buy everything you want under one roof. Huge men's shops, women's wear 
from lingerie to fur coats, children's clothing, toys, books, etc. . . . everything 
in home furnishings and housewares, extensive shops for linens and yard 
goods, novelties, unique gifts from all over the world . . . leave your heavy 
coat and overshoes at our free check room, eat at our Luncheonette, and 
spend all day shopping in this great store!
Fifty-Five Departments . . . Three Acres Floor Space 
A Whole Mile Of Shopping Aisles
A whole "Main Street" in one great store featuring quality merchandise at 
the lowest prices possible for the quality given.
The Earlier You Shop, The Better Your Choice
Don t wait until the middle of the week—plan NOW to come to Freese's 
Saturday or Monday, or just as early as possible!
Mary Borce. William Llnnell. Wilber up? or & Breaker.down? Be strong! 
Snow Hev. Father Kenyon, Gerald | ufe „other.cenlered ••
Margeson. Gaylord Douglas^ Lev, se,f.centered an eg0.
Flint. Charles Dwinal, John Pomroy,
Rockland. The members were
Merle Willis, card manipulator; -rb„ „„„ ■ .And if in building you are true co(nedy „Meet Me Around the The student committee in charge in-
Twlll make an expert out of you. Corner... four men and fQUr w eluded chairman Patricia Walker.
-John Kendrick Bangs. accordlon and Jbe ( Emma Hanson and Norma Eaton of
-You have to give every single ians... Walker and Byron Belfast. Ten cent gifts were given
thing in you to make life successful " ham. two 0ldUm. and Reived and a program pre-
—Mrs. F D Roosevelt. er» in aance monologue by Pat- scntc
(^U.Tshi^^^^T^  ^ ^an dance p.mcipal Halted as general
We live by Faith. Faith is the ^collegVr^-s " "red Clawson Chainnan of a citia’ns meeting at
“X?1™ s."* s )s”,,k“a t i
„nM.nc, u »,«■«.. i ses sr.. x!
™
treasurer, the Guardian of all. - Russian HoUday by thf enUre I p <*ema.ion 
Cicero.
Ours is a representative Democ-, The entertalnment lasted until
racy. How do we represent it? i0 30 and every moment of it was en- 
It's great to be alive and looking | jOyed
forward. J ____________
Have a definite goal. Act as if
failure is impossible. You will sue-1 
Cut out Fear and Cowardice
MRS. BERTHA GORDON
followed
a questioning period 
About 150 attended.
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
WE GIVE GOLD BOND TRADING STAMPS
MISSION WORKERS
centric. Be an ergo-phile.
“Wouldn't this old world be better 
If the folks we meet would say.
“I know something good about you!” 
And then treat us just that way? 
“A great institution is but the 
lengthened shadow of a single man." 
—Emerson
Success is hard but is worth the 
price.
Blessed are the happiness-makers
“By Personality we mean the ex­
tent to which one is able to interest 
and influence others."—Dr. Henry 
Link
Failure is oftenest from want of 
energy.—Webster.
The more abundant life is truly 
measured in mental, spiritual values; 
not in foods, drinks, fast cars, luxuri­
ous curlycues.
“Without superhuman guidance, 
man is a prey to greed and selfish­
ness.”
"Unless there is a dominating, 
overmastering purpose in life, the 
character will be weak, irresolute 
uncertain.—Frances Willard.
I “Many ways of doing things
A casual glance discloses;
Eugene Rich, E. C. Moran, Jr.. Rich­
ard IReed.
1937 Key Women—For Prompt 
Team Work—Mary Perry Rich, Ber­
tha Orbeton, Rebecca Ingraham, Ida 
Simmons, Priscilla Richardson, Eliza­
beth Morton. Etta Covel, Zaida 
Winslow, Annie F. Hahn.
We have two clubs in one, continu­
ous sessions at G.A1R. Hall, 2 to 9.30 
p. m. Friday, Jan. 15. 1937 to May,
7. then irregular home picnics al­
ways with speakers. Come anytime.
Unlimited membership for every 
feminine. Annual dues 25 cents.
Life membership five dollars. Par­
tisan politics is not barred.
Join us, give strength, get help.
The unemployment problem baffles 
because it lies mainly between our 
ears.
Be fishers of Feminines
“Forever alive, forever forward"— 
our Club.
He who endures, conquers.
Don't quit.
Our club enjoys giving you your 
money’s worth—plus.
Study—Psychology. Life Planning 
Human Relations. Social Problems' some folks turn up their sleeves at
ceed.  Friends and relatives of Mrs. Ber- 
Religion an inspiration, a stimu-! tha Gordon were shocked to learn of 
lant—not a sleeping powder. her death which occurred Dec. 2 at
Guizot said: "'Diversity of opinion j her home on T street. She had at- 
is the mark of civilization." And tended Hadaffah meeting at the 
isn't respect for others opinions the Synagogue, and was stricken on the
mark oi Christianity? ■ way home.
Aggressive fighting for the right j Born in Russia, daughter of Mr and
is the greatest sport the world Mrs David BTiggs, she came to Rock- 
knows."—Teddyl Roosevelt. ‘ iand 32 years ago. For the past ten
Our club has no religious barriers. | years she had been connected with 
no partisan limits. | the Gordon antique shop in Olen
Cove, where she will be greatly
afternoons, with five minute talks on 
Civics, (Famous Women. Book Re­
views, Success Stories; 5 p. m. locai 
speakers. Club coffee at 6 p. m. in 
dining hall. State speakers, pictures, 
music, open forum, evenings.
Jan. 15, 1937—G A R. Hall. 3 p. m
Roll Call, Current Events. Quotations.
Memory Drill, Civics, Flvc-minutc
work.
But some turn up their noses."
Was Christ “above work?”
Is our service real or mere lip serv­
ice?
To err is human, to forgive, divine. 
—Pope
Persistence and Determination 
alone arc omnipotent. "Press On'
us Liberty at the same time "—Jef­
ferson.
Our club gets adventure, thrill in 
sharing its discussions and speakers
In a purposeful life there must be 
one controlling ideal.
Our Democracy’s greatest foe is 
the ignorant citizen.
The neutral shirks his share of 
humanity's burdens.
“Not Failure but Low Aim is 
Crime."
What makes individual life heroic 
is some noble zeal, some glory to 
which we give our whole hearts. Have 
you a glory?
“Every American's greatest need is 
to be able to think highly of himself. 
Build your own superiority complex. 
Gain Inner Power."—Dr. Rose.
“We do nothing till somebody 
shoves us.”—Will Rogers.
“Scream—till you are heard”— 
modern publicity.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
Telephone 402 Rockland. Me.
Read Down Read Up
A. M P. M
5.30 L» SWAN’S ISLAND ............ Ar 6.00
6.30 Lv STONINGTON ............. Lv 4.40
7.30 LV NORTH HAVEN ............. Lv 3.30
8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN ............. Lv 2.45
9.30 Ar ROCKLAND ...... ............. Lv 1.30
Siibjert
missed by her customers. Deceased 
was a person of sterling qualities, of 
a quiet and unselfish disposition, and i 
was beloved and respected by all who 
knew her. She was an untiring 
worker in several Jewish organiza­
tions; a charter member of Hadaffah 
and a member of Rockland Syna­
gogue and I.O.V.A. lodge.
Funeral services were held at the 
Synagogue. Rev. A. Shear officiating. 
Burial was in the Jewish cemetery, 
Owl's Head. Mrs. Gordon is survived 
by her husband. Morris; two daugh­
ters, Dorothy and Anna L.; a son, 
Ephraim A„ all of Rockland; two 
sisters, Mrs. M. Vaks and Mrs. D. 
Grinblat; one brother, H. Briggs, all 
of Russia.
Friday afternoon Orett Robinson.; 
Miss Elizabeth Sanborn and Ermo 
Scott spoke before the teachers of 
Bluehill Brooklin and Sedgwick, 
gathered for a regular all day teach­
ers' meeting at Brooklin High School. 
Mr Robinson spoke on "The Respon­
sibility of the Teacher for Recogniz­
ing Real Behavior Problems and 
Dealing With Them “
• • • •
Thomaston High lost an interesting 
and exciting game to ES.NS. Fri­
day night with the score 22-18. 
Thomaston led for a brief time dur­
ing the opening of the second half 
with a margin of one point. Satur­
day night the regular squad met an 
alumni team and vanquished them to 
the tune of 40-31. Prin. HalF organ­
ized the alumni team while Orett 
Robinson coached the regulars.
Miss Mary Bills will spend her 
Christmas holiday vacation with her 
mother and sister in Waltham, Mass. 
School closed on Friday at 2 15 p. m. 
and will reopen Tuesday morning, 
Jan. 5 at 8.25.
Be practical, give automobile parts 
and accessories this Christmas. Max­
imum discounts. Tires 25% off Bat­
teries 35 % off. Other parts, acces­
sories up to 50%. McLoon Sales & 
Service, 21 Limerock street.
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READ THE ADS
EVERY SUNDAY
AFTERNOON
4 TO 4.30 P. M.
^■'J^Lslen loCK'
men
0O»TL*NC NISSEN BAKING CO. BANGC8
Universalist Circle Has Inter­
esting Afternoon, With 
Paper By Mrs. Heistad
Universalist Mission Circle held 
its December meeting Wednesday 
afternoon ln the vestry of the church, 
Mrs. Adelaide Lowe, president, pre­
siding. Relief sewing occupied at- 
■ tentlon until the devotions hour 
which had Christmas as its central 
theme. Roll call was based on the 
word “Giving" and brought forth 
many gems of thought.
Mrs. Maude Blodgett, chairman Of 
the Clara Barton project, gave an in­
spiring report of het activities in 
filling the little Christmas stockings 
: to aid in carrying on the diabetic 
! camp at the Barton birthplace In 
North Oxford. Mass. Mrs. Blodgett 
will have a suit approaching $25 to 
send to headquarters.
For current events Mrs. Angelica 
Glover told in a most interesting 
manner of her recent visit to the 
Clara Barton birthplace, describing 
i in particular the interior and con- i tents of the house, one room of 
which is devoted to relics of the 
founder of Red Cross, and the camps, 
i recreation halls, etc., for diabetic 
, girls. Mrs. Glover also visited the 
| family lot and saw the memorial 
monument which had been erected 
for Clara Barton, and the old church 
in Oxford Which is said to be the 
oldest Universalist Church in 
America. This church is where the 
Barton family worshipped and over 
which Rev. Hosea Ballou, one of 
America’s great preachers, presided.
The paper of the afternoon, in the 
series of "Great Religious Leaders.” 
was presented by Mts. Gladys S. 
Heistad of Rockport, and was on 
Francis of Assissi, the good saint 
whose memory has been scarcely 
dimmed down through the 700 years 
since his birth. Mrs. Heistad gave 
a brief biographic sketch of St. 
Francis, and touched upon various 
phases of his character and teaching.
The musical feature was the duet 
"Lo! How a Rose E’er Blooming" by 
Braelorious, sung by Mrs. Katherine)
Veazie and Mrs. Heistad. with Miss Gurdy, Mrs. Elizabeth Haines, Mrs. 
Margaret Stahl at the piano. Emma Hall, Mrs. Annie Gould, and
Red candles, red roses, (the fa-' Mrs. Florence Pike.
vorite (flower of Clara Barton, whose_________________________________
birth was on Christmas Day) and i 
small green trees hung with tinsel 
formed artistic decorations, and 
these were echoed in the tea table 
in charge of Mrs Etta Stoddard,
Mrs. Lenora Cooper, Mrs. Minnie 
Copeland, Mrs Delilah Cunningham.
The meeting of Jan 13 will have 
Mrs. Alice Jameson giving the paper 
on “Savonarola." and Mrs. Eva Pease 
religious current events. Hostesses 
will be Mrs. Irene Walker, Miss 
Alice Fuller. Mrs. Glover Mrs. Julia
HELPS AVOID 
MANY COLDS
Especially designed 
aid for nose and 
upper throat, where 
most colds start. 
Used in time, helps 
prevent many colds.
Vicks Vatro nol
REET HOLIDAYS
with a warm comfortable homo . . fill 
your bin with D&H Cone-Cleaned AN­
THRACITE. This good fuel can be regu­
lated to burn slowly in mild spells but 
responds to freezing weather with ample 
heat, j
M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TEL. 487 ROCKLAND
Tune ln the New D. A H. Anthra­
cite Radio Program Sundays 2:00 
to 2:30—NBC RED Network
Rockland Loan & Building Association
Ready and Anxious to 
Let you have money 
& to help you 
Become owner of your home,
At about the cost of rent.
It is a very interesting proposition and we wish you 
would come in and let us explain the plan
152Stf
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